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Abstract

Analysing and learning from spatio-temporal datasets is an important

process in many domains, including transportation, healthcare and meteorology.

However, in recent years, the volume of data generated for such datasets

has increased significantly. This poses several challenges for data scientists,

including increased processing overheads and costs. Thus, several methods

have been proposed for reducing the volume of data stored and processed

to analyse and learn from these datasets. However, existing methods fail to

take advantage of the spatial and temporal autocorrelation present in spatio-

temporal data, incur unnecessary overheads when retrieving the data, or fail

to retain information about all instances and features.

This thesis introduces several data reduction methods to address these

limitations. First, the kD-STR algorithm is introduced, which hierarchically

partitions and models the data, thereby reducing the storage overhead of the

dataset. This method minimises the storage used and error incurred. Second,

this reduction method is adapted for the context of data linking, and an

alternative heuristic proposed that minimises error in the features engineered

during linking. Third, adapted algorithms are presented for reducing multiple

datasets simultaneously, and reducing large datasets in a distributed manner.

Through empirical analysis using real-world datasets, the utility of these

algorithms is investigated. The results presented demonstrate the data reduc-

tion that can be achieved using these algorithms, as well as the impact of

using different spatial referencing systems and modelling techniques. Further

analysis is presented that demonstrates the effect of error in location and

time, noise and missing data on the data reduction. Combined, the algorithms

presented offer an improvement over the state-of-the-art in spatio-temporal

xi



data reduction, and the analysis presented demonstrates the results that may

be achieved for datasets exhibiting a range of characteristics.
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Notation

S Spatial Domain, which is D-dimensional

T Temporal Domain

D A single spatio-temporal dataset

S Set of sensor locations, with an individual location denoted

s or si

T Set of timestamps at which sensors record instances, with

an individual timestamp denoted t or ti

Tsi Set of timestamps at which the sensor at location si recorded

instances

k Number of spatio-temporal dimensions

ds,t An instance in D, recorded at location s and time t

d̃s,t An imputed instance used in data linking scenarios

d̂s,t A reconstructed instance at location s and time t
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δS(si, sj) Spatial distance between locations si and sj , sometimes

referred to as δS(i, j)
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referred to as δT(i, j)

δST(u, v, w, x) Combined spatio-temporal distance between locations u

and w, and times v and x
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P Set of partitions, with a single partition denoted pi

B Set of bounding polygons in the spatial domain, corres-
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Dpi Subset of instances in D that lie within partition pi

M Set of models, with a single model denoted mi

C Set of clusters, with a single cluster denoted ci

n Number of supplementary datasets used to augment a
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DP A primary dataset in a linking scenario
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DAug A primary dataset after it has been augmented using one

or more supplementary datasets

DP
∗ A subset of the primary dataset DP

D̂Aug
∗ A subset of the primary dataset DP after it has been aug-

mented using one or more reduced supplementary datasets

F l
aug The set of features engineered during the linking process

for a primary dataset

PP Set of partitions belonging to the reduced primary dataset

MP Set of models belonging to the reduced primary dataset

L Set of instances from supplementary dataset Dl used to

augment a primary dataset
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Chapter 1

Introduction

For centuries, analysing phenomena through captured data has helped mankind

progress. In many domains, a fundamental component of such analysis is

understanding the spatial and temporal nature of the data. An early example

demonstrating the importance of spatial location is John Snow’s 1854 analysis of

a cholera outbreak in Soho, London [118]. After collecting data from households

in the area and visualising the locations of cholera occurrences on a map, Snow

noticed that many people with symptoms lived within the same neighbourhood.

Snow’s breakthrough was understanding the significance of location in his data

— at the centre of the neighbourhood was a water pump that Snow identified

as the source of the outbreak. This breakthrough resulted in several analytical

methods that started a new era of spatial and temporal data analysis, and

earned Snow the informal title ‘father of modern epidemiology’.

Datasets such as Snow’s cholera dataset are referred to as spatial datasets.

Similarly, datasets that record the time at which each measurement was taken

are referred to as temporal datasets, and datasets containing both the spatial

location and time for each measurement are referred to as spatio-temporal

datasets. A unique quality of spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal data is

the presence of dependencies between measurements taken close together in

space and time. This is referred to as spatio-temporal autocorrelation, and

its presence in data has aided progress in many domains including climate

science, epidemiology, transportation, criminology and communications. Such

datasets record specific variables, or features, about a phenomena or process.

Furthermore, individual measurements of these features are referred to as

instances, and the location and time at which each instance was recorded are

also stored as features in the dataset. For example, in a dataset of vehicle

counts for a road, each instance may refer to an individual vehicle and the

features include the size and brand of the vehicle, as well as where and when

the vehicle was seen. Alternatively, each instance may refer to a period of

time defined by a start time, end time and location with a total vehicle count

1



feature. While some spatio-temporal datasets are created by hand, such as the

dataset used by Snow, many are generated by sensors that record instances

automatically.

In recent years, the quantity of spatio-temporal data generated and pro-

cessed globally has grown significantly. The global value of the geospatial

and spatio-temporal analytics industry is estimated to reach $439.2 billion by

the end of 2020, growing at an annual compound rate of 13.8% [55]. In part,

this growth has been driven by the falling cost of sensors and data collection

methods, and the more precise analysis they support. For example, in the

transportation domain, more affordable sensors have enabled monitoring sys-

tems for transport networks to operate at a higher resolution in both space

and time. However, the growth in spatio-temporal data has also been driven

by a substantial growth in the global population and the expansion of urban

environments. By 2030, it is expected that 5 billion people will live in urban

spaces and, by 2050, over 68% of the global population will live in urban

environments [130]. Such increases in population have created a greater need

for the monitoring and prediction of resource usage in a range of sectors, again

increasing the quantity of spatio-temporal data generated, stored and analysed.

Such increases in data volume pose two significant problems for data

analysts. First, larger datasets require more storage. Though the cost per

gigabyte (GB) of storage continues to decrease, the rate of data generation

can outpace the rate of decrease in storage cost. Second, larger datasets

require more computation time and memory to process, often rendering tasks

infeasible that were once possible. In data linking tasks, in which one dataset

is augmented with information from one or more other datasets, the amount of

memory required can grow quadratically as the dataset sizes increase1. While

a sensible approach for overcoming these issues may be to increase the number

of processors used to process the data, this may be too expensive and these

resources may not be available. Yet, the information provided by the data

is still important and necessary — the higher spatio-temporal resolution of

large datasets benefits areas of industry and research such as decision support

and spatio-temporal data mining. There is therefore a need to reduce the

storage overhead of spatio-temporal datasets and speed up their processing

and analysis without compromising the information provided by the data.

A common method for reducing the storage overhead of spatio-temporal

datasets is to compress the data. Many compression algorithms are well

established and are able to compress datasets to representations that are

significantly smaller than the original size. However, compression methods do

not permit analysis to be performed on the compressed form of the data and

require it to be decompressed before it can be used. An alternative method for

1In this thesis, the terms linking datasets and augmenting datasets are used interchangeably.
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reducing the storage overhead of the data is to remove instances or features from

the data, possibly replacing them with representative instances and features

that aim to capture as much of the original information as possible. While

this reduces the storage overhead of the dataset, it can remove information

that may be important in later analysis. Furthermore, replacing the original

features with engineered features can require further transformations back to

the original feature space before the data can be analysed.

Other methods for reducing the storage and processing overheads of spatio-

temporal datasets include methods that reduce the data to a series of models, a

process known as dataset reduction. These methods split the dataset into sets of

instances and features and store one or more models for each split. In common

with feature engineering techniques, reduction techniques are able to support

approximate data mining in which an approximate answer to a question is

acceptable if the answer can be computed using less time, energy or memory

than it would using the raw data. However, existing data reduction methods

fail to take advantage of the large areas and time periods of high autocorrelation

when partitioning the data. Furthermore, these methods focus on reducing the

storage overhead of the dataset, increasing the processing required to extract

raw data from the reduced form and, in some cases, preventing analysis on the

reduced form.

Thus, a new data reduction method is required that overcomes these issues.

First, such a method should use the variability of the data in space and time

to partition the data into sets of similar instances. Second, the method should

retain information about all instances and features while reducing the quantity

of storage used by the reduced form of the data. Third, the method must allow

data to be retrieved efficiently, without requiring multiple steps of processing or

decompression to reconstruct or impute instances. Finally, the method should

allow some analysis to be performed on the reduced form of the data, removing

the need for many instances to be reconstructed where possible.

This thesis therefore addresses the need for a novel spatio-temporal data

reduction technique that minimises the storage overhead of the reduced data

and the computational overhead of retrieving the raw data from the reduced

form. Specifically, this thesis lies within the domain of methods for spatio-

temporal data science, alongside the domains of spatial databases and data

compression, and builds upon work from the clustering and modelling domains.

The aim is to use model-based reduction to reduce the storage overhead of

spatio-temporal data while permitting analysis on the reduced form.

A novel method for reducing spatio-temporal data is presented, as well

as several adaptations that offer improvements for common scenarios. The

offline reduction of spatio-temporal data is considered, wherein the complete

raw data is available as input. This work is motivated by data collected in the
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transportation domain, as well as data that is commonly used to contextualise

transportation data. The data used throughout this thesis is real-world data

that exhibits varying degrees of spatio-temporal correlation, noise and missing

instances, and illustrates the results that might be achieved with similar

datasets.

1.1 Objectives

In the context of this thesis, the aim of reducing spatio-temporal datasets is

to reduce the storage overhead of a dataset while permitting some analysis

on the reduced data. Furthermore, the error incurred when reconstructing

the instances from the reduced form must be minimised, and information

about all features and instances retained. More precisely, the objectives of

spatio-temporal reduction are as follows:

1. To minimise storage used by the reduced dataset

In many applications, the quantity of data present makes the processing

of spatio-temporal datasets impractical. The aim is therefore to minimise

the quantity used to store the reduced dataset.

2. To minimise loss of information in space and time in the re-

duced dataset

As well as reducing the storage overhead of a dataset, minimising the

loss of information is equally important. That is, information should be

stored about the entirety of the spatial and temporal domains covered

by the original dataset, as well as the features present.

3. To maximise accuracy of representation

In data retrieval tasks, accurate imputation of the feature values in space

and time is important. That is, the error between the instances in the

original dataset and the instances reconstructed at the same locations

and times from the reduced dataset should be minimised. Furthermore,

it is important to accurately impute instances using the reduced dataset

that were missing from the original dataset. Thus, the difference between

the original instances and the reconstructed feature values at the same

locations and times should be minimised, and the reduced dataset should

also facilitate imputing missing data as accurately as possible.

4. To permit analysis using reduced representation

Methods such as compression algorithms can reduce the storage overhead

of a dataset while incurring minimal or zero error. However, these

methods do not allow analysis to be performed on the reduced dataset.

That is, the original data must be decompressed before analysis can
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be performed, and some methods require many or all of the original

instances to be decompressed to retrieve a single instance. This increases

the memory required to analyse the dataset as a single instance cannot

typically be retrieved with random access. Instead, the aim of spatio-

temporal reduction is to permit some analysis on the reduced form

and permit the imputation of a single instance without requiring other

instances be imputed first.

Together, these objectives define the aims of this research: to reduce a

spatio-temporal dataset to a form that has a smaller storage overhead and

requires less processing, while minimising the error incurred and the information

lost.

1.2 Contributions

In Chapter 2, existing methods and the state-of-the-art that partially fulfil

the objectives discussed above are presented. However, as we discuss in

Section 2.6, the state-of-the-art methods fail to meet all of these objectives.

Therefore, this thesis presents a novel reduction method for spatio-temporal

datasets that meets the objectives set out above. Furthermore, this thesis

presents adaptations of this method for data linking scenarios, reducing multiple

datasets simultaneously and reducing them in a distributed manner, as well

as an analysis of the robustness of the method to noise and missing data.

Specifically, the contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• In Chapter 4, a novel reduction algorithm for spatio-temporal datasets,

kD-STR, is presented. A novel partitioning technique is developed that

uses the similarity of instances in space and time to partition a dataset.

This partitioning technique overcomes shortcomings in state-of-the-art

techniques. By fitting a model to the instances within each partition,

and storing the coefficients of each model, kD-STR is able to store the

dataset in this reduced format. In Chapter 4, kD-STR is evaluated using

a range of datasets exhibiting different spatio-temporal characteristics.

• In Chapter 5, an alternative heuristic function for kD-STR is presented

for data augmentation scenarios. When reducing datasets, this alternat-

ive heuristic considers the error introduced during dataset linking rather

than during the reconstruction of the original features. Through exper-

imentation, the utility of this alternative heuristic is demonstrated, as

well as the speed-up achieved by reducing the datasets before linking.

• In scenarios where multiple datasets with similar coverage of the spatial

and temporal domains are to be reduced, it can be more efficient to reduce
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them simultaneously rather than individually. Therefore, in Chapter

6, an adaptation of the kD-STR partitioning scheme is presented for

reducing multiple datasets simultaneously. This overcomes a weakness

of existing methods for partitioning multiple datasets. Moreover, the

impact of reducing datasets simultaneously on the reduction output is

examined.

• Furthermore, in scenarios where a dataset’s volume is too large to be

reduced on a single machine, distributed computing environments are

used. However, it is ambiguous how kD-STR should partition and model

datasets in such environments. Therefore, Chapter 6 also presents an

adaptation of kD-STR that overcomes these issues.

• Finally, the robustness of kD-STR to erroneous and missing data is

also examined in Chapter 6. An empirical assessment of kD-STR’s

robustness to spatial and temporal error is presented, as well as kD-

STR’s robustness to noise in the feature values and missing data. These

experiments demonstrate how the output of kD-STR is affected as the

amount of error or perturbation increases, and suggest what results can

be expected for datasets with similar characteristics to the perturbed

datasets tested.

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides a full description of

the background research relevant to this thesis. Chapter 3 presents the metrics

used to describe spatio-temporal datasets and introduces the datasets used

throughout this thesis. Chapter 4 presents a novel spatio-temporal reduction

method, namely the k-Dimensional Spatio-Temporal Reduction (kD-STR)

algorithm. Chapter 5 describes the common task of linking spatio-temporal

datasets and presents a methodology that links and reduces datasets. Chapter

6 presents an adaptation of the kD-STR data reduction method for reducing

multiple datasets simultaneously, as well as an adaptation for reducing datasets

in a distributed manner. Furthermore, Chapter 6 examines the effect of

noise and missing data on the reduced data. Finally, Chapter 7 discusses the

contributions of this work, and Chapter 8 concludes this thesis and suggests

potential future research opportunities.
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Chapter 2

Background

Spatio-temporal datasets are used in a wide range of fields to model and

analyse complex and evolving processes. However, as the volume of spatio-

temporal datasets continues to increase, analysing these datasets requires

more computation and memory, and the task can sometimes become infeasible

entirely. Therefore, data reduction techniques are used to reduce the quantity

of data stored and processed for analysis tasks. However, existing techniques

have several shortcomings that may result in less efficient reductions or remove

information about some instances and features.

In this chapter, common tasks for analysing spatio-temporal data are

presented, as well as existing techniques for reducing spatio-temporal datasets.

First, Section 2.1 introduces motivating examples of common data analysis tasks.

In Section 2.2, existing techniques for reducing datasets are presented, including

techniques that partition and model the data. In Section 2.3, existing methods

for partitioning spatio-temporal datasets are presented, and in Section 2.4

common methods for efficiently modelling spatio-temporal data are discussed.

Section 2.5 presents techniques found in literature for analysing spatio-temporal

algorithms. Finally, Section 2.6 discusses the shortcomings of existing data

reduction techniques and the motivation for this thesis.

2.1 Spatio-Temporal Analysis Tasks

Methods for learning from and analysing spatio-temporal data are used in a

wide range of industries and domains. In this section, an overview is presented

of common analysis tasks that motivate this thesis.

2.1.1 Analysing and Learning from Spatio-Temporal Data

A common task when learning from spatio-temporal data is to group instances

based on their similarity or proximity in space and time — a task known as

cluster analysis. When instances are clustered in the spatio-temporal domain,
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hot-spots of events are found, such as accident hot-spots in a road collision

dataset. Many methods for clustering are developed from spatial statistics

methods such as the spatial scan statistic [74], and generalisations for spatio-

temporal data have been explored for topics such as disease outbreaks [44, 149].

When instances are clustered in the combined spatio-temporal domain and

feature space simultaneously, hot-spots of similar events are detected. Many

of these methods are derived from the DBSCAN algorithm [48], such as ST-

DBSCAN [20]. This algorithm uses two distance metrics (one in the spatial

domain and one in the combined temporal domain and feature space), and uses

separate thresholds for the two metrics to define whether any pair of instances

should be placed into the same cluster.

As well as clustering individual instances, clustering methods for trajectories

have been developed, such as Trasarti et al.’s two-step clustering method

for clustering movement patterns of people [128]. Clustering methods have

also been proposed for spatial time series data and spatial maps recorded at

different times. These have a similar aim to pattern mining, which aims to find

similar subsets of instances that repeat in the spatial and/or temporal domains.

In particular, motif discovery aims to find repeating patterns of sequential

instances in time series recorded at different sensors. Such methods have been

used and studied extensively in applications including ecology, medicine and

finance [91, 127].

A second common task is predicting future instances in datasets collected

from sensors, although many approaches in literature consider each sensor as

an independent time series and ignore the spatial dependency between sensors.

Variants of neural network approaches that consider the spatial dependencies

between sensor time series’ have been explored in literature [67, 132], although

there is a need for further research in this area [13]. Similar to prediction,

instance imputation estimates the feature values of the data at times and

locations not present in a dataset. For example, approaches for imputing

data have been studied heavily in remote sensing [99] and epidemiology [100].

Many of these methods use spatio-temporal adaptations of spatial prediction

methods from statistics literature [38], although other techniques use nearest

neighbour and neighbourhood methods (described further in Section 2.1.2).

A further common task is detecting anomalous data or outliers. A number

of techniques have been proposed for detecting anomalous instances in the

temporal domain [59] and spatial domains [2], although further research is

needed for detecting spatio-temporal outliers [13, 139]. One proposed approach

is to use ST-DBSCAN [20] to detect outliers, although this assumes homogeneity

in neighbourhood properties across space and time [13].

Each of the algorithms used for these analysis tasks are aided by the spatio-

temporal correlation present in the data. In particular, the clustering of similar
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instances relies on finding regions of similar instances in the data, and pattern

discovery aims to find recurring groups of instances in the data. Prediction

and imputation methods rely on the correlation between nearby instances

to infer what the feature values at an unsampled point would be, and the

same correlations are exploited by anomaly detection algorithms for classifying

instances as unexpected or erroneous.

2.1.2 Linking Spatio-Temporal Datasets

Often, data scientists wish to analyse multiple datasets in the context of each

other. For example, instances in one dataset may be linked to instances in other

datasets by their proximity in space and time. In another scenario, instances in

one dataset may be augmented by the instances in one or more other datasets.

This is referred to as relationship mining or dataset linking, and is a common

task in spatio-temporal data science.

Co-Occurrence Mining

Events recorded in a spatio-temporal dataset may be semantically related

if they occurred at nearby locations and times, and identifying such events

is referred to as co-occurrence mining. A simple approach for detecting co-

occurring events is to segment the spatial and temporal domains using regular

grid partitioning, and link any events or instances that reside within the same

partition. However, this approach is sensitive to the chosen grid size, and so a

more common approach is to use points of interest to inform the partitioning of

the spatial domain. For example, Zhang et al used this approach to link police

complaints in New York City to taxi ride, bike rental, street information and

social media data [145]. To segment the spatial domain, major roads within

the city were used as boundary lines of regions, thus maintaining the semantic

meaning of neighbourhoods within the partitioning. To partition the temporal

domain, instances were binned into 30 minute segments.

Other examples of partitioning and binning methods for co-occurrence

mining include Kong et al.’s analysis of taxi trips, points of interest and events

data in Shanghai [73]. In their analysis of traffic data, Ding et al. used Voronoi

partitioning to partition the spatial domain [46]. The intersections of roads

were used as the seeds of the Voronoi partitioning, although only intersections

that were more than 50 metres apart were considered to prevent each Voronoi

partition being too small to contain a traffic sensor. Instances in one of the

datasets being linked were defined by a spatial area rather than single point

location in space, and so each instance in the dataset was linked to a partition

if their spatial areas overlapped. Such datasets are referred to as field datasets

(discussed further in Section 3.1), and approaches for linking such datasets
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include the Dimensionally Extended nine-Intersection Model (DE-9IM) [133]

for the spatial domain, and Allen’s model for the temporal domain [8]. These

models formalise spatial and temporal predicates for field data, such as equals,

contains, intersects and overlaps.

Neighbourhood Linking Techniques

While partitioning methods for co-occurrence mining allow for efficient instance

linking, they fail to link instances that are close in space and time but are

placed into different partitions. To overcome this, neighbourhood methods

link instances in multiple datasets that are within a fixed spatial and temporal

distance from each other. This approach is commonly used when augmenting

the instances in one dataset with instances from one or more other datasets. For

example, the Australian Urban Research Infrastructure Network (AURIN) uses

neighbourhood methods for augmenting datasets for tasks such as investigating

the link between consumer spending on alcohol and a person’s access to alcohol

[115]. In this study, the algorithm used neighbourhoods to calculate the number

of survey respondents that lived within a fixed distance of licensed alcohol

premises in Victoria, Australia. Since radial neighbourhoods, which the authors

note are commonly used in augmenting tasks, do not reflect the true walking

distance between each respondent and premises, the local road topology was

used when calculating the neighbourhood perimeter.

In scenarios such as the AURIN investigation, all instances within the

neighbourhood are considered to be equally important to the instance at the

centre of the neighbourhood. However, in some scenarios the distance of an

instance from the centre of the neighbourhood is important. For example,

Knittel et al. used inverse distance weighting (IDW) to weight nearer instances

more highly when augmenting a mortality dataset with traffic, weather and

pollution data [71]. The IDW approach was used to more accurately estimate

the pollution and traffic incident on each mortality instance. Spatial and

temporal neighbourhoods have also been used in other spatio-temporal analyses,

including studies on pollution [5].

Nearest Neighbour Linking Techniques

When the distribution of instances in the spatial and temporal domains of a

dataset is highly unbalanced, some instances may be linked to many other

instances in a fixed-size neighbourhood, while others may be linked to few.

In such cases, choosing the nearest k neighbours to an instance may be more

beneficial — a method known as k Nearest Neighbour linking (kNN). For

example, Shen and Masada used the kNN method to calculate the distance

from each rental apartment in a New York City dataset to its nearest 5 instances
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of different types of amenity [112]. For each apartment, the minimum, mean

and maximum distance to each amenity was calculated and added as features

to the instance.

In the road accident analysis domain, Theofilatos et al. augmented road

accident instances with weather and traffic information by linking each accident

to its nearest instance in a weather dataset and traffic dataset (i.e. k = 1)

[126]. Domain-specific restrictions were used to select the most appropriate

instances for linking, for example using the nearest traffic sensor prior to the

accident’s location on the road. Furthermore, neighbourhood restrictions were

also used to limit the maximum temporal distance between each accident and

its nearest weather and traffic instances. If no instance was found within that

limit, the accident was removed from their analysis. In other work, Sathiaraj et

al. found IDW nearest neighbour linking to be more accurate when imputing

precipitation, temperature and visibility features compared to ordinary kriging

and radial basis function (RBF) methods [109].

2.2 Reducing Spatio-Temporal Datasets

The quantity of data present in many spatio-temporal datasets makes them

difficult or infeasible to process in their raw forms. This presents issues for

data science and analysis tasks, such as those presented in Section 2.1. To

facilitate faster processing, many techniques exist that reduce the quantity

of data that needs to be processed. These techniques aim to minimise the

difference between the analysis and models created using the reduced dataset

and the raw dataset. In this section, existing methods for reducing the quantity

of data to be processed in a spatio-temporal dataset are presented.

2.2.1 Feature Selection Techniques

Many existing methods for reducing datasets focus on removing a subset of

features, thereby reducing the quantity of data used to store each instance.

These are referred to as feature selection techniques, and can be split into

three categories. The first category, filter methods, rank features according to

a relevance criterion, such as Shannon entropy, and remove any features that

have a relevance below a predefined threshold. However, since filter methods

are independent from the learning and analysis tasks the data is used for, they

can remove features that are may be relevant in those later tasks. Furthermore,

choosing a threshold of relevance for the features is dataset specific and can be

time consuming.

The second category of techniques, wrapper methods, use search algorithms

to find the optimal subset of features according to an objective function. For
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example, a classifier may be used with labelled data and the subset of features

chosen that maximises the accuracy of predicting a class label in the data,

although training that classifier may not be the users’ intended task for the data

[111]. The third category of feature selection techniques, embedded techniques,

perform feature selection in the process of model training. In contrast to

wrapper methods, the model trained by an embedded technique is the model

output and used by an analyst.

Several feature selection techniques for real-valued datasets have been

evaluated in the context of different domains. A comparison of the FOCUS

[9] and RELIEF [70] filtering methods found that both methods yield similar

accuracy rates for Support Vector Machine, Näıve Bayes and kNN classification

compared to using the full dataset [89]. Yet, the time required to process

the data is notably lower. In a similar evaluation, correlation-based feature

selection was found to yield highly accurate classifiers using just ≈ 6% of the

original features [33]. Several other feature selection techniques for real-valued

data exist, and a number of reviews of these can be found in the literature

[82, 111, 119].

While feature selection techniques reduce the quantity of data stored per

instance, they may remove features that are significant for future analysis and

may fail to capture the information present in the data [66]. Furthermore, they

typically fail to take advantage of spatio-temporal correlation, meaning that a

more efficient reduction may be possible.

2.2.2 Feature Extraction Techniques

In contrast to feature selection, feature extraction/engineering methods project

the original features of a dataset onto a new feature space. Often, the new

feature space has fewer dimensions, thereby reducing the number of values

stored for each instance. The best mapping between the feature spaces is that

which optimises an objective criterion, such as explained variance or accuracy,

when combined with modelling. Linear feature extraction algorithms include

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [98] and Linear Discriminant Analysis

(LDA) [88]. While PCA maximises the variance between features in the new

feature space, LDA minimises the variance within a class and maximises the

variance between classes. For spatio-temporal data, assumptions made by

PCA often require adaptations to account for the correlations between near

instances in space and time, and a discussion of these adaptations can be found

in literature [42].

Non-linear feature extraction algorithms, sometimes referred to as manifold

learning, map high-dimensional datasets to lower dimensions such that the

mapping reflects the structural features of the data. For example, the Isomap
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method [15] uses a geodesic distance measure between instances, and the Locally

Linear Embedding (LLE) method [106] improves on Isomap by reducing the

computation required. A review and comparison of these techniques can be

found in literature [84].

Feature extraction techniques offer an improvement over feature selection

techniques by minimising the amount of information or variance lost when

reducing a dataset. However, they may still fail to capture all of the variance

in the original dataset, and it may be more beneficial to retain information

about all of the features. Furthermore, they require a mapping back to the

original feature space for many types of analysis, thereby removing the speedup

achieved by reducing the number of features. Instead, methods that take

advantage of the correlations and patterns present while retaining all features

in the original dataset may be more efficient.

2.2.3 Instance Selection and Abstraction Techniques

Instance selection techniques retain a subset of the original instances in a

dataset that are sufficient for a given task. For example, for classification tasks,

only those instances that are required for accurately classifying unseen instances

are retained. Several established algorithms exist for instance selection, such

as the IB3 incremental algorithm [3]. In IB3, a set of selected instances S is

initialised to contain a single instance chosen from the set of input instances

at random. Then, each instance in the dataset is considered in turn. If an

instance x is correctly classified by its nearest neighbour in the feature space

from S, instance x is is disregarded and not added to S. However, if x and

its nearest instance in S have different class labels, x is added to S. Thus,

after all instances have been considered, S contains the instances that are

sufficient for classifying instances similar to those in the input dataset. In

the spatio-temporal domain, Whelan et al. have used k-medoids clustering to

reduce a dataset to k instances [136].

Instance abstraction techniques, like feature engineering techniques, create

a smaller set of prototype instances that represent the original instances but

are not necessarily present in the input dataset. Abstraction techniques have

been shown to reduce the number of instances required for tasks such as k-

nearest neighbour classification, and training models on these reduced datasets

is demonstrably faster with minimal effects on classification accuracy [96].

One example, the Prototypes for Nearest Neighbour (PNN) algorithm, is a

supervised method that iteratively creates weighted prototypes that achieve

approximately the same classification accuracy as the original dataset [27].

Another example, the Decision Surface Mapping (DSM) algorithm, selects

instances to be prototypes at random from the original dataset, and moves those
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selected instances in the feature space to improve the classification accuracy

on the rest of the dataset [56]. The Learning Vector Quantisation (LVQ)

family of algorithms operate in a similar fashion to the k-means algorithm [72].

Rather than updating prototypes only when instances are misclassified, the

LVQ algorithm also updates prototypes when instances are correctly classified.

Comparisons of instance abstraction techniques can be found in literature [129],

and examples of the use of instance abstraction techniques for spatio-temporal

data can be found in literature [135].

Similar to feature selection and extraction techniques, instance selection

and abstraction techniques remove instances that may be significant in later

processing and analysis. They also reduce the variance of the dataset and may

not accurately capture outliers that are of interest in later processing, and

querying individual instances may no longer be possible. Thus, techniques

such as these restrict the analysis that can be performed on the reduced data

they output.

2.2.4 Data Sketching Techniques

Selection and engineering/abstraction techniques focus on removing or prototyp-

ing instances and features. In contrast, sketching techniques create summaries

of the data that are query-specific using a limited number of passes over the

data. In doing so, a reduced form of the data is created that can be stored

and processed more efficiently than the original data which, in the context of

data streams, may no longer be available. Many sketching techniques focus on

counting items, such as the Count-Min sketch and its adaptation for real-valued

data [36, 116]. Another, the Bloom filter and its variants answer questions

about the membership of an item to a set using hash tables [22]. The Hyper-

LogLog (HLL) algorithm uses a probabilistic counter to answer cardinality

questions and is sufficiently efficient to be used with very large quantities

of data [50]. Furthermore, methods such as Min-Hash find the approximate

similarity between two items using their Jaccard similarity and hashes of the

items [25]. Reviews of sketching methods can be found in literature [113].

However, these techniques do not consider the spatial and temporal nature of

the data and require the user to have knowledge of the type of analysis they

will use the reduced data for in advance.

In the spatio-temporal domain, a method has been proposed that combines

instance selection sketching with the Kalman filter to track large-scale spatio-

temporal processes [18]. In another example, Tai et al. presented a sketching

method for building linear classifiers over a spatio-temporal dataset [125].

By building linear classifiers over the temporal streams of a set of sensors,

correlated features are identified while permitting analysis of the stream’s
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instances. However, this methodology destroys features which are not heavily

weighted by the linear classifier.

Overall, sketching techniques are highly specialised to the type of analysis

they permit, but this prevents their output from being used to answer other

questions and analyses [37, 113]. They are created for specific queries and,

since the original dataset is destroyed after the sketch is created, it is not

possible to reconstruct the raw data for other purposes. Most techniques do

not take advantage of the spatial and temporal correlations in the data, and

many require knowledge of which features or instances will be of interest before

the sketch is created, which may not be known ahead of time.

2.2.5 Reducing using Modelling Techniques

While the techniques discussed thus far result in the loss of instances/features,

or make the original data unrecoverable, some techniques exist for reducing

datasets using modelling techniques. These can be split into techniques that

partition datasets into subsets or blocks of instances and store a model per

block, and techniques that store a model for the entire dataset. The IDEALEM

algorithm for temporal data streams partitions the instances of a dataset

into fixed size blocks, and uses key statistical properties calculated over these

blocks to identify blocks that are statistically similar [78, 79]. Statistics used by

IDEALEM include the minimum, maximum and average values for each feature.

For each set of statistically similar blocks, the raw data of one block is retained

along with summary statistics and where the block repeats in the time series.

By analysing each of its prototype blocks, IDEALEM allows users to identify

unusual temporal periods that do not fit expected trends. It also enables

comparison of different time periods, retains information about all features,

and allows for faster generation of statistics compared to the original dataset.

However, by replacing instances with links to prototype blocks, IDEALEM

removes entire subsets of instances. Furthermore, since the method does not

consider the spatial nature of spatio-temporal data, IDEALEM does not permit

spatial imputation without further modelling.

Similar to IDEALEM, the ISABELA algorithm partitions each feature of

a dataset into fixed-size spatial windows [75]. The observed feature values

within each window are then sorted into ascending order and a B-spline curve

fitted to the data. By storing the parameters of the fitted curve with temporal

encoding, the dataset can be reduced to a set of model parameters. However,

ISABELA requires this reordering of instances as it is designed for data that

is highly varied in space and time. This requires a mapping back to the

temporal domain when retrieving the data, and is unnecessary for many types

of real-world datasets that are more cyclical (such as traffic data). Furthermore,
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this re-ordering makes imputation of instances for a given location and time

impossible without first retrieving the full dataset and reordering back into

temporal order. ISABELA does permit statistics to be calculated over the data

if the temporal period of interest is exactly covered by one or more windows,

otherwise mapping back into the temporal domain is again required. In the

same way, identifying unusual spatial or temporal regions is partially supported.

A method that overcomes the limitations of IDEALEM has been proposed

by Yang and Chen [142]. This method partitions a single time series into blocks

and fits a non-linear regression model to each block, using the discrete time

interval as the predictor variable and the feature value as the response variable.

By storing the coefficients of the models, this method reduces the storage

overhead of the data and permits imputation from the models. However, the

technique requires the user to select the number of blocks and coefficients stored

from the model, and these parameters greatly affect the storage used and error

incurred. Furthermore, the method does not consider the spatial domain of

the data. A similar method that uses a linear model for each partition has

been proposed for scientific data [4].

In the category of techniques that store a model for the entire dataset, deep

autoencoders have been used to model the temporal features of spatio-temporal

datasets [131]. The Sparse Autoencoder (SAE) has been used to reliably

estimate missing data in spatio-temporal datasets [137]. This fitting of a

summary, which minimises the root mean squared error (RMSE) over instances

in the discrete spatial and temporal domains, is able to impute missing values

given other instances from the same time interval. This approach may be

adapted to incorporate multiple time intervals, e.g. the whole dataset, and

store the autoencoder weights for the purposes of storing and reconstructing

the dataset. However, autoencoder weights are incomprehensible in analysis

and so prevent manual analysis of the reduced dataset.

In the domain of traffic dataset analysis, Pan et al. proposed a two-stage

algorithm that summarises spatio-temporal traffic sensor datasets [97]. This

method creates a signature of the dataset in the spatial and temporal domains

using a technique such as wavelet decomposition, and a set of outliers that

fall outside an acceptable error margin of this signature. While this technique

is good at capturing the cyclic and seasonal natures of many datasets, it

performs poorly on datasets containing irregular patterns or many outliers.

For example, in road traffic data, instances from national holidays (temporal

domain) and areas of construction work (spatial domain) are known to deviate

from regular traffic cycles, and so are labelled as outliers. Pan et al.’s algorithm

will only retain some of these outliers due to its probabilistic nature, and so

reconstruction of these instances may be highly inaccurate.
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2.3 Partitioning Datasets

Methods such as those presented in Section 2.2.5 partition and model the

instances within a dataset to reduce the quantity of data stored. Partitioning

methods for spatio-temporal data are used in many fields of computer science

and data science. For example, in distributed computing, the Columbus frame-

work hashes the timestamp of each instance to distribute instances between

compute nodes, then uses a grid partitioning of the spatial domain on each pro-

cessor to store the instances [11]. This partitioning scheme speeds up answering

queries for a given location and time by reducing the number of instances that

need to be processed. In spatio-temporal reduction, a similar method has been

used in multiple works including IDEALEM [78, 79], ISABELA [75] and the

technique proposed by Yang and Chen [142]. However, these methods are

sensitive to the size of grid cell or block used: using many small partitions

requires many models to be stored, and many of these models may be similar

and therefore redundant; using many large partitions increases the variance

within each partition and requires many coefficients to be stored per model.

In distributed computing, methods have been proposed that overcome this

issue by automatically splitting a partition into smaller partitions when the

number of instances it contains reaches a threshold. For example, the GeoBeam

framework [61] makes use of Quad-Trees [54] for 2-dimensional domains and

KD-Trees [17] for partitioning the data in k dimensions. When a partition is

to be split, these methods bisect the partition along the median location in

each dimension, thereby ensuring each new partition has approximately the

same number of instances.

Yet, these methods partition the spatial and temporal domains according to

the maximum number of instances that can be processed on a single compute

node or according to a threshold defined by the user. Instead, more appropriate

measures may be used to determine how to partition the data. For example,

the MR-DBSCAN algorithm uses a heuristic to estimate the computation time

required for computing the DBSCAN algorithm over the instances within a

partition [60]. A partitioning of the data is then formed that minimises the

maximum heuristic value of all of the partitions, thereby minimising the overall

computation time. Similarly, the DBSCAN-MR algorithm partition uses a

heuristic to minimise the communication overhead between compute nodes when

computing the DBSCAN algorithm in a distributed computing environment

[60]. Similar to median-based partitioning methods, these methods are not

designed for data reduction and do not consider the amount of data required

to store models of the data. That is, they do not consider the dissimilarity of

the data in the feature space when partitioning the data in the spatio-temporal

domain. As a result, some partitions may require many model coefficients to
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capture the variability of the data accurately, and a more efficient reduction

may be achieved by considering the feature values of the data.

One method that does support partitioning the data in the spatio-temporal

domain while considering the dissimilarity of near instances in the feature

space is ST-DBSCAN [20]. This density-based approach is based on DBSCAN,

which uses a maximum distance threshold εf to define separate clusters in

the feature space [48]. ST-DBSCAN extends this approach with a maximum

threshold εs for the spatial domain and εt for the temporal domain, thereby

defining the maximum distance two neighbouring instances can be in both

the spatio-temporal domain and the feature space in order to be connected.

This algorithm allows the dissimilarity of instances to be considered when

partitioning the data, however it does not consider the total variance within

each partition. That is, the instances within a partition may be less than εf , εs

and εt apart, yet the overall variance between all instances within the partition

may be high, thereby requiring many model coefficients to accurately capture

the data. Furthermore, ST-DBSCAN features the parameters εf , εs, εt and

minPts (the minimum number of instances within a partition) that must be

fine-tuned by the user, thereby incurring the same issues as Quad-Tree and

KD-Tree based approaches.

Thus, for methods that partition and model datasets for the purposes of

reduction, existing partitioning techniques are limited in their usability. Instead,

a partitioning method that considers the variance within each partition and

does not use a regular partitioning in space and time is needed.

2.4 Modelling Spatio-Temporal Data

When modelling instances for reduction, the aim is to accurately capture

the variance in the data over space and time while using significantly less

storage than the raw data. Furthermore, the models formed should allow the

original data to be retrieved using just the spatial and temporal locations of

the instances as input. These requirements make many common modelling

techniques for spatio-temporal data unsuitable for reduction. For example,

deep learning methods have been proposed for imputing and predicting spatio-

temporal data [52, 132]. In particular, several methods have been proposed

recently for traffic estimation, wind speed and air pollution estimation [132].

However, deep learning methods require many coefficients (referred to as

parameters) be retained in order to store a model. In some scenarios the

number of coefficients stored may be higher than the storage volume of the

original dataset, negating the benefits of reducing a dataset. Deep learning

methods also require significant computation time to train models, further

reducing their desirability for data reduction.
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A second family of modelling techniques that are not suitable for reduction

are spatio-temporal statistical modelling techniques [90]. Techniques in this

family are used for imputing values in the data at times and locations not

sampled, and include autoregressive moving average and kriging techniques.

For example, Spatio-Temporal Kriging (ST Kriging) uses the semivariogram of

the data, which measures how the data varies over space and time, to impute

values in the data at locations and times not sampled [38]. For a given location

and time that are not present in the original dataset, the feature values of the

data are estimated using a weighted sum of the instances present in the data.

However, these techniques require some of the data to be stored, potentially

requiring significant quantities of the original data be stored to capture the

variance of the data and support accurate imputation.

The most common family of modelling techniques for reduction in literature

is regression. In some cases, linear regression has been used for compressing

spatio-temporal data, however many spatio-temporal datasets do not follow

linear trends. In their compression of earthquake data, Yang and Chen demon-

strated that non-linear regression models achieve lower storage overheads

compared to linear regression [142]. The proposed method specifically tested

exponential and logarithmic models, with the spatial and temporal locations of

each instance used as predictors of the feature values. In epidemiology, gener-

alised linear mixed models are commonly used to model the spread of diseases

such as Dengue Fever [12], although features such as rainfall, humidity and

population are used as predictors alongside spatial and temporal location. For

example, in [80], the population at a location i and its rainfall and temperature

at time j are used as predictors. In other examples presented in [12], the spatial

and temporal locations of instances are again used to impute the feature values

of instances not present in the original data. Such models have the benefit

of requiring few coefficients to be stored while capturing the majority of the

variance in the data. Furthermore, they allow for imputation at locations and

times not present in the data, and these properties make them ideal modelling

techniques for reducing spatio-temporal data.

An alternative modelling technique to regression is cosine and wavelet

transforms. In the wireless sensor networks domain, discrete cosine transforms

(DCT) have been used to effectively compress time series data for communica-

tion between sensor nodes [28]. The DCT method expresses a time series as

the weighted sum of cosine functions with different frequencies. By retaining

only those weights that have a high absolute value, the number of coefficients

stored or transmitted for the data is minimised while allowing the majority of

the information in the data to be retained (i.e. the error incurred is minimised).

DCT also allows for direct imputation of instances by inputting the desired

location into the cosine functions of differing frequencies, and calculating the
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weighted sum of their outputs to impute the feature values at that location.

DCTs have also been shown to be effective at reducing other time series data-

sets, including electro-encephalographic (EEG) data [21], and the method may

be adapted for spatio-temporal data by using multi-dimensional DCTs [103].

Both regression and cosine/wavelet modelling allow the user to vary the

number of coefficients stored for a model. This property makes them particularly

desirable for reduction as the accuracy of the model can be loosely controlled

by varying the number of coefficients stored. When fewer coefficients are stored,

a less accurate model is formed although this uses less storage, while a more

accurate model is formed when more coefficients are stored, yet this comes

with increased storage overhead.

2.5 Evaluating Spatio-Temporal Methods

Methods used for analysing and reducing spatio-temporal data are aided by

the spatio-temporal correlation present in the data. For example, reduction

techniques that model the data rely on nearby instances being similar to each

other, thereby allowing them to be accurately captured by the same model.

However, errors in the data can decrease the similarity of nearby instances.

When the recorded locations of instances are inaccurate, or the feature values

recorded are noisy, the spatio-temporal variance of the data may increase. In

the context of data reduction, increased spatio-temporal variance requires more

model coefficients to accurately capture the data, resulting in a less efficient

reduction. Furthermore, missing instances may increase the inaccuracy values

imputed from models. Thus, it is important to understand the robustness of

spatio-temporal analysis and reduction methods to erroneous and missing data.

The impact on a method of erroneous spatial and temporal locations, noise in

the values recorded and missing data inform how a method should be used and

what data it may not be appropriate for. Three types of empirical analysis are

typically used to study the robustness of spatio-temporal methods: robustness

to error in the reported location or time of an instance, robustness to noise in

a datasets’ features, and robustness to missing data.

2.5.1 Errors in Location of Sensors

The sensitivity of spatio-temporal methods to error in location and time can

be tested through perturbations of the data. In the spatial domain, multiple

studies have investigated the impact of spatial error on methods for visualisation

[40], cluster analysis and event detection [53, 87], and aggregate statistical

measures [58]. In all of these studies, clean or unperturbed data is used as a

baseline and the methods being analysed computed on the clean data. Then,
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each of the instances are moved by a distance drawn from a distribution to

create an unclean or perturbed dataset, and the method recomputed for this

data. The difference between the outputs of the method is then measured and

analysed.

For example, in a study on the effect of geocoded location error, Malizia

perturbed the locations of instances in a burglary dataset by distances of

up to 200 m in a direction chosen from a uniform distribution [87]. This

study tested the impact of location error on the space-time permutation scan

statistic (STPSS), a measure for detecting hotspots or clusters of events in

spatio-temporal data. The distances used were chosen from an exponential

distribution as this best matched their empirical distribution of geocoding error.

In another study, Griffith et al. perturbed the locations of soil samples in a

uniformly random direction by fixed distances (e.g. 10 m) to test the impact

on aggregate statistical measures [58].

Each of these studies used perturbations in space to test the robustness of

cluster analysis, imputation methods and spatial statistics to errors in location.

The distributions from which the perturbations were chosen were tailored to

the dataset being used, reflecting the common sources of location error for

each dataset. In previous studies, the locations of sensors used to collect

spatio-temporal data are often recorded using GPS devices. In literature, the

error in location recorded by GPS devices is shown to be, or be overbounded

by, bivariate normal distributions independent in the x and y directions, with a

mean value of 0 [63, 102]. In [102], an experiment with a stationary GPS logger

that recorded 720 position estimates over 6 hours found the distribution of

estimates was centred around the true location with 95% of instances occurring

within 3 m of the true location. In [63], the maximum observed error in GPS

location had a standard deviation of 1.258 m (approximately equal to 95%

of instances occurring within 2.5 m of the true location). However, some

spatial and spatio-temporal datasets use other referencing systems such as a

grid-based referencing system [53]. In the transportation domain, locations

within transport networks are often recorded as network link or edge locations.

Therefore, studies on the robustness of spatial methods have to consider both

the accuracy of location recording devices and the precision of the referencing

system used to denote each location.

2.5.2 Errors in Timestamps of Instances

Similar analyses to those discussed for the spatial domain are used to analyse

the sensitivity of methods to error in the timestamp recorded for each instance.

For example, Delmelle et al. examined the effect of temporal error on Dengue

Fever outbreak visualisations [40]. Using the known incubation period (4—10
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days) of Dengue Fever, they estimated that the maximum delay between a

person first experiencing symptoms and presenting symptoms to their doctor

was 5 days. Therefore, to test the effect of temporal error, a temporal offset

was applied to each instance, chosen from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0

and variance of 1.68 days (corresponding to a maximum value of 5 days using

the empirical rule of 3 standard deviations). Similarly, Malizia’s burglary study

used an empirical distribution of errors that was approximately exponential

and reflected the estimated delay between the actual time of a burglary and

the incident time recorded in the burglary dataset [87]. Values chosen from

the distribution were absolute, and so were multiplied by a value chosen from

a uniform distribution with limits [−1, 1]. Since Malizia used a single input

dataset, 1000 perturbed datasets were created from the input dataset.

In cases where the inaccuracy of the recorded time for each instance cannot

be estimated through empirical study, reasonable assumptions may be used

instead. For example, when perturbing a dataset of hourly particulate sensor

observations, Garcia-Menendez et al. estimated that the maximum lag between

an event occurring and it being detected by particulate sensors was 3 hours [53].

This was a reasonable assumption gathered from domain knowledge rather

than a value calculated from the data and, based on this assumption, they

perturbed the instances by up to 4 hours from the original (clean) times they

were recorded at. Similar studies may make use of domain knowledge of the

sensors used to generate the dataset, accounting for common issues that affect

sensors such as clock drift, temperature and pressure, and synchronisation

issues with time servers. These issues may be (i) single offsets only, meaning

that the clock for each sensor is offset by a fixed amount permanently and

every instance at that sensor is perturbed by the same offset; (ii) cumulative,

i.e. the error may compound over time, such as in the case of clock drift.

In many systems, time synchronisation is performed using protocols such as

the Network Time Protocol (NTP), which limits the maximum time between

resynchronisations to 1024 seconds and the drift to less than 100 milliseconds

[81]. Thus, when the temporal inaccuracy of a dataset cannot be estimated

empirically, domain knowledge may be used to generate the perturbation

distributions with which an analysis can be performed.

2.5.3 Noise in Feature Values

To study the impact of measurement error on spatio-temporal methods, analyses

add noise to instances in the input dataset and measure the difference in

methods’ output. In their analysis of the kNN imputation technique, Cheng

et al. injected noise to a subset of instances by adding or subtracting 2

standard deviations of the features’ distribution to the selected instances [30].
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In each test, they set n instances to have noise in each of 8 datasets, where

n ∈ {3%, 6%, 9%, 12%}. This approach allowed them to analyse the impact

of highly erroneous feature values on the kNN imputation technique for a

range of values of k. In the weather domain, Bokde et al. added normally

distributed noise to an air temperature dataset recorded at Nottingham Castle

in England to test the impact on a missing data imputation technique [23].

The noise added was chosen from a normal distribution with mean 0 and

standard deviations ranging from 0 to 8 degrees Fahrenheit. In the hydrological

domain, Sivakumar et al. added normally distributed noise to a rainfall dataset

corresponding to 0.04, 0.08 and 0.16 standard deviations of the original feature

to rainfall data [117]. This tested the effect of increased amounts of noise on

noise removal techniques.

In all of these studies, the distribution of noise chosen was a multiple of the

standard deviation of the clean data, or the range of values observed. As with

the choice of parameter values for perturbation analysis, the distribution of

noise chosen may also be based on empirical studies or domain knowledge and

reasonable assumptions about the type of noise inherent on the data collection

process.

2.5.4 Sources of Missing Instances

Missing instances in a dataset can affect the accuracy of methods such as

imputation and prediction techniques. Data may be missing at random (MAR),

in which random instances are missing from the dataset, or missing not at

random (MNAR), in which the probability of an instance not existing in the

dataset is dependent on the presence of nearby instances in space and time [30].

Instances may be missing at random due to events such as a temporary loss

of power at the sensor or data corruption. Further, instances may be missing

not at random due to censorship or the presence of conditions that made it

inappropriate to sample the spatio-temporal process.

To study the impact of both types of missing data on imputation methods,

Chen et al. removed increasing numbers of instances from a road traffic dataset

[29]. They tested both MAR by removing between 10% and 50% of instances,

and MNAR by selecting a random day and sensor and removing all instances

recorded that day at that sensor, and repeating this process until the desired

number of instances had been removed. For both types of missing data, the

missing instances were imputed using a range of imputation techniques, and

the error between the imputed values and removed instances reported.

A similar study in the transport domain was performed by Rodrigues et al.

who removed 10%, 25%, 50% and 75% of the data at random, and Chuan et

al. in the hydrology domain, who removed 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25% and 30%
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of the instances in a rainfall dataset to test to effect on imputation algorithms

[34, 105]. In an analysis of the kNN technique in hydrology (where k = 10),

Lebecherel et al. tested the impact of removing all sensors within 10 km to

200 km of a withheld sensor being imputed, as well as removing between 10%

and 90% of the sensors at random [77]. The distances chosen were selected by

considering the mean distance between any sensor and its 10 nearest neighbours

in the dataset. By analysing how the error incurred increased as the quantity of

data removed increased, these studies allow us to infer the likely error incurred

for other datasets.

2.6 Discussion

When analysing and linking spatio-temporal datasets, the volume of data to be

processed can present a significant challenge for users. To aid this, data reduc-

tion techniques minimise the quantity of data to be processed. In particular,

the reduction techniques presented in Section 2.2.5 that partition and model

the data offer a clear advantage over selection and engineering/abstraction

techniques, as well as data sketching techniques. These methods are shown to

be effective at reducing the quantity of data stored while minimising the error

incurred and retaining information about all features and instances.

However, at present, few methods exist for reducing spatio-temporal data

by partitioning and modeling the data. A comprehensive survey of existing

techniques for spatio-temporal data could not be found. Moreover, existing

techniques exhibit several limitations. IDEALEM [78, 79] and the algorithm

proposed by Pan et al. [97] remove entire partitions of instances, removing

information that may be significant in later analysis. The ISABELA method

overcomes this issue by storing a model for each partition, yet retrieving the data

requires many instances be reconstructed and re-organised back into the spatial

and temporal domains [75]. This adds significant computational overhead for

data retrieval. The method proposed by Yang and Chen overcomes this issue,

however it requires the user to select the number of blocks or partitions used

for the dataset, and only considers the temporal domain of the data [142]. The

use of fixed-size partitioning methods requires the user to select an appropriate

partition size prior to reduction, ignoring the spatio-temporal dependencies in

the data. This can reduce the storage efficiency of the reduced data and require

more instances or coefficients be stored to capture the information present in

the data.

In the data partitioning literature, the ST-DBSCAN algorithm may be

used to overcome this issue [20]. By setting limits on both the dissimilarity and

spatial/temporal distances between neighbouring instances that may belong to

the same partition, the method considers both the feature values and spatio-
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temporal proximity of instances when partitioning the data. However, this may

still lead to high variance and spatio-temporal variability of the data, and not

reduce the number of model coefficients required to store the reduced dataset.

Furthermore, the user has to choose values for multiple parameters that may

be unintuitive while the algorithm is sensitive to the values chosen.

Therefore, a new method is required that overcomes these issues and fulfils

four requirements. First, it must use the variability of the data in space and

time to partition the instances. Second, the method must capture information

about all instances and features, using modelling techniques that limit the

quantity of data used to capture the data. Third, the method must allow data

to be retrieved without requiring multiple instances be imputed and processed.

Finally, the method must permit some analysis using the reduced data. In

Chapter 4, a novel method is presented that fulfils these requirements.
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Chapter 3

Datasets

Spatio-temporal data can be captured from the physical world or generated

through simulation. Data captured in the physical world may include envir-

onmental data collected from stationary sensors, retail data collected from

stores, and telematics data collected from moving vehicles. Data generated

through simulation may include computational fluid dynamics, climate or

hydrology data. In both cases, each instance is referenced by the location in

the spatial domain and time in the temporal domain at which it was recorded.

Furthermore, the feature values of instances that are near to each other in

space and time are more alike than those that are further apart.

For the spatial domain, one of many coordinate systems, or spatial refer-

encing systems (SRSs), can be used. Spatial referencing systems define the

coordinate space of the spatial domain used to locate instances in space, as

well as specific map projections that convert coordinates in one SRS into

coordinates in other SRSs. Different SRSs are used to reflect the topography of

interest in different contexts. For example, the World Geodetic System (WGS

84) represents the world as a 2-dimensional ellipsoid and measures locations

as degrees north and east of the International Earth Rotation and Reference

Systems Service (IERS) Reference Meridian [49]. The distance between two

locations in WGS 84 is calculated using an elliptical distance equation. How-

ever, in the transportation domain, Linear Referencing Systems (LRSs) are

commonly used. Locations within linear referencing systems are described

by their distance from a fixed origin along a path, such as a road or railway.

Using a LRS rather than a 2-dimensional SRS better reflects the real distance

required to travel between two locations within the bounds of a transport

network, which can be longer than the distance travelled within the unbounded

2-dimensional coordinate system of WGS 84.

In some scenarios, the processes captured in spatio-temporal datasets are

unconstrained in both the spatial and temporal domains. That is, the processes

are continuous in space and time, and values can be imputed or estimated for
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any point in the spatial and temporal domains. For example, air temperature

can be recorded and imputed anywhere on Earth, although different recording

apparatus may be required for different areas (e.g. on land versus at sea).

However, in other scenarios the process may be confined, with bounds on

where and when instances can be recorded or imputed. For example, water

temperature can only be recorded and imputed in areas where water exists,

and retail sales data may only be captured where retail stores exist. Thus, it

is improper to impute water temperatures in dry areas and sales data where

stores do not exist. Similarly, we can say motorway road traffic is confined

to motorways and therefore cannot impute traffic count values for locations

off-road. Such bounds are specific to the process captured in the data, although

they may be captured within the spatial referencing system used (e.g. traffic

locations may be described using a LRS rather than 2-dimensional SRS).

As well as describing the spatial referencing system used and the spatio-

temporal bounds on the process, spatio-temporal datasets can be described by

the distribution of instances in space and time, and by metrics that characterise

the dataset’s feature values. First, understanding the dispersion of instances

in space and time allows us to select appropriate methods for analysing and

imputing instances in the data. Furthermore, understanding the dispersion of

instances allows us to understand sampling error and bias in the data. Second,

characterising the features in the dataset allows us to understand how the

process evolved over space and time. The metrics used to describe spatio-

temporal datasets in this thesis are outlined in Section 3.1, and the datasets

used in this thesis are described in Section 3.2.

3.1 Characterising Spatio-Temporal Data

Given a spatio-temporal dataset D, the spatial domain of D can be denoted

S ⊂ RD, where D is the number of dimensions of the SRS used. Furthermore,

the temporal domain can be denoted T ⊂ R, and an individual instance in D

recorded at location s ∈ S at time t ∈ T denoted ds,t. In this thesis, we focus

on datasets generated by fixed sensors, meaning that the location of a sensor

does not change over time. Furthermore, it is assumed that a maximum of one

sensor can exist at any location s ∈ S. Thus, the subset of sensor locations

is denoted S ⊂ S, and the subset of times at which instances are recorded is

denoted T ⊂ T. In this section, we describe each of the metrics considered in

this thesis for describing spatio-temporal datasets.
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3.1.1 Coverage of Space and Time

Instances in a spatio-temporal dataset may represent instantaneous samples

of the spatio-temporal process, aggregated values of multiple readings, or

represent the process over a spatial area or time period. The dispersion of

these instances in space and time can be visualised using maps and timelines.

Furthermore, the distribution of the distances between instances can be used

to quantise this dispersion, as well as the rate of missing instances. These

measures are discussed further in this section.

Point and Field Samples

Each instance in a spatio-temporal dataset may be an instantaneous sample

of the process at a given location and time. Datasets of these instantaneous

samples are commonly referred to as object [38] or point datasets [76]. That

is, each instance represents the status of the process at the exact time and

location recorded. Alternatively, each instance may refer to a period of time

and/or an area of space, and such datasets are referred to as field datasets. For

example, an instance may refer to a particular object that has a large spatial

area such as a building or city, or be an aggregate of multiple samples collected

in the defined area or time period.

The denotation of a dataset as a point or field dataset affects how its

instances are analysed and processed. For example, the distance between two

instances in a field dataset could be defined as the smallest distance between

any two points on their perimeters, the largest such distance, or the distance

between their mid-points. In this thesis, we focus on point datasets and do not

consider field datasets.

Dispersion in Space and Time

Instances in spatio-temporal datasets may be regularly dispersed in space and

time. That is, the distance between any instance and its nearest neighbour is

constant, and this distance is the same for every instance (assuming no missing

instances). For such datasets, the term spatial resolution is used to describe the

distance between each instance and its nearest neighbour. However, instances

are often not regularly spaced for multiple reasons. In the spatial domain,

sensors may be irregularly spaced for one or two broadly defined reasons [51].

First, the spatio-temporal process may be more variable in some locations than

others. Therefore, sensors that are used to sample the process may not be

uniformly distributed in order to capture as much of the process’ variability as

possible. Second, the topography of the spatial field may prevent sensors being

positioned in some locations, as may the availability of necessary utilities such

as power and communications. When sensors are not uniformly dispersed, the
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Figure 3.1: Nearest neighbours in a linear referencing system versus 2-
dimensional SRS.

distance between each sensor and its nearest neighbour forms a distribution:

{d | ∀si ∈ S : d = arg min
sj

δS(si, sj)} (3.1)

where si, sj ∈ S and δS(si, sj) is a measure of spatial distance between the

sensors si and sj , and si 6= sj . This distribution of distances can be calculated

for both point and field datasets with appropriate choices of distance function.

It is important to note the significance of the SRS used when describing the

dispersion of sensors in space and time. Consider the set of sensors depicted

on the road shown in Figure 3.1. In Figure 3.1a, a linear spatial system is used

and the sensors shown to be regularly dispersed with a resolution of 1.2 miles.

However, in Figure 3.1b, a 2-dimensional SRS is used with the distances between

nearest neighbours described as the sequence (0.7, 0.6, 0.9, 0.8, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6).

A similar process can also be used to describe the dispersion of instances

in time. When the distance in time between consecutive instances at a sensor

is constant, the dispersion of instances is referred to as the temporal resolution

of the dataset. Furthermore, the dataset may be synchronous in time, meaning

every sensor records an instance at the same time, or asynchronous. In the

latter case each sensor records at regular intervals, although two sensors may

record at different times. When sensors do not record at regular intervals, the

temporal distance between instances at a sensor at location si is described by

the distribution:

{d | ∀tj ∈ Tsi : d = arg min
tk

δT(tj , tk)} (3.2)

where Tsi is the set of times at which the sensor at si recorded an instance,

tj , tk ∈ Tsi , and δT(tj , tk) is a measure of temporal distance between tj and tk.
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Missing Instances

When a sensor is expected to record an instance at a given time but fails,

that instance is said to be missing. As described in Section 2.5.4, instances

may be missing at random or missing not at random. Furthermore, datasets

may exhibit a staircase effect, in which sensors are brought online or taken

permanently offline throughout the duration of time covered by the dataset.

For a given sensor at location si ∈ S, the percentage of present instances for si

is given by the ratio:

Present(si) =
|si|
|Tsi |

(3.3)

where |si| is the number of instances recorded at si and |Tsi | is the number of

discrete times that the sensor was expected to record an instance. A similar

ratio for a dataset can be calculated as the ratio between the number of

instances present divided by the number of sensors and time intervals possible:

|D| / (|S| × |T |).
Missing instances may be highly distributed in time or form periods of

consecutive missing instances — we can think of these informally as periods

of silence. Given Tsi is the ordered set of times the sensor at si is expected

to record at, and t ∈ Tsi is a timestamp in the ordered set, we can define the

function I to indicate whether the sensor recorded an instance at time t:

ID(si, t) =

1, if dsi,t ∈ D,

0, otherwise

Then, the set of temporal periods for which the sensor at si is missing

instances is defined as:

{tl − tj | ∀k s.t. j < k < l, tj , tk, tl ∈ Tsi :

¬ID(si, tk) ∧ ID(si, tj) ∧ ID(si, tl)} (3.4)

that is, the set of time periods for which no instance was recorded within the

time period but for which an instance was recorded before and afterwards.

Finally, the dispersion of these temporal periods throughout the time series for

the sensor at location si is defined as:

{tl − tj | ∀k s.t. j < k < l, tj , tk, tl ∈ Tsi : ID(si, tj) ∧ ID(si, tk) ∧

ID(si, tl) ∧ ¬ID(si, tj−1) ∧ ¬ID(si, tl+1)} (3.5)

By understanding the distribution of lengths of time for which each sensor

experienced a period of silence, and the distribution of lengths of time for
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which each sensor recorded instances, appropriate methods for handling missing

instances can be chosen.

3.1.2 Feature Values

The features of a spatio-temporal dataset record the values of one or more

properties of the process being sampled. For example, a weather dataset may

contain the features temperature and humidity. In spatio-temporal data, both

the feature values and how those values vary over space and time are of interest.

In literature, the features of spatio-temporal datasets are occasionally described

using Shannon information theoretic measures. Examples can be found that use

the entropy of the data to describe the range of instances observed, such as in

the domains of hydrology [6, 124] and urban analytics [26, 32]. However, these

ignore the spatial and temporal dependencies present in the data. Though some

informal attempts have been made to account for spatio-temporal dependency

in information theoretic measures [19, 35, 94], there is little consensus on how

to do so [148]. Therefore, this thesis focuses on the use of descriptive statistics

to describe the set of feature values present in each dataset, and techniques

such as variograms to characterise the spatio-temporal dependencies present.

Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics quantitatively describe and summarise the values observed

for each feature. Descriptive statistics are fundamental methods for describing

the feature values in a dataset, and can be broken into distinct categories:

1. Measures of central tendency describe the mid-point of the feature.

These include the arithmetic mean, median and, for discrete features, the

mode.

2. Measures of dispersion describe how widespread the values of the

feature values are. These include the range of the feature (the minimum

and maximum values) and the variance.

3. Measures of symmetry and tailedness describe how the feature

values are dispersed around the measures of central tendency. These

include skew and kurtosis.

Variation over Space and Time

As well as understanding the dispersion of instances over space and time, it is

important to understand how the feature values of the instances vary over space

and time [10]. To do so, an empirical variogram is used, which visualises the

difference in feature value between pairs of instances in space or time (a separate
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variogram is plotted for the spatial and temporal domains). The distance, or

lag, between each combination of instances is calculated alongside a function

of the difference between their feature values, and these two values plotted

against each other. In practice, a discrete set of distance bins s±∆ is used,

where s is any spatial location in the dataset and ∆ is a spatial distance range,

rather than the precise distance between instances. Furthermore, isotropic

conditions are assumed, meaning the difference between feature values is a

function of the distance between the instances, rather than a function of any

other variables.

For a single spatial lag s±∆, the empirical spatial variogram γ̂S for s±∆

is:

γ̂S(s±∆) =
1

2|NS(s±∆)|
∑

(si,sj)∈NS(s±∆)

∑
tk∈T

∣∣dsi,tk − dsj ,tk ∣∣2 (3.6)

where NS(s±∆) yields the set of sensor pairs that are approximately ∆ spatial

distance apart, and T is the set of discrete time intervals present in D. When

either dsi,tk or dsj ,tk is missing, that pair of instances is not considered in the

calculation of γ̂S(s±∆).

For a single temporal lag t±∆, the empirical spatial variogram γ̂T for t±∆

is:

γ̂T (t±∆) =
1

2|NT (t±∆)|
∑

(ti,tj)∈NT (t±∆)

∑
sk∈S

∣∣dsk,ti − dsk,tj ∣∣2 (3.7)

As well as the empirical variogram, which visualises the spatial autocorrela-

tion in the data, an adaptation of Moran’s Index (Moran’s I) for spatio-temporal

data can be used to quantify the degree of autocorrelation between instances

[141]. Moran’s I is an extension of Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (PMCC,

denoted r). While PMCC measures the correlation between two variables or

features, Moran’s I quantifies the degree of correlation within the same feature

for given spatial distance. Values of Moran’s I that are close to +1 indicate a

near-perfect clustering of similar instances in space, while a value of 0 indicates

truly random dispersion of instances in space and a value close to -1 indicates

near-perfect dispersion of similar instances in space (or perfect clustering of

dissimilar instances). The statistic can be calculated using the equation:

I =
1

Wσ̂2

∑
si∈S

∑
sj∈S

∑
tk∈T

∑
tl∈T

wi,j,k,l(dsi,tk − D̄)(dsj ,tl − D̄) (3.8)

where W is the sum of weights,

W =
∑
si∈S

∑
sj∈S

∑
tk∈T

∑
tl∈T

wi,j,k,l (3.9)
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and the sample mean D̄ is given by
∑

s∈S
∑

t∈T ds,t/|D|, and

σ̂2 =
∑

s∈S
∑

t∈T (ds,t − D̄)2/|D|. The set of weights W between in-

stances is determined by the spatio-temporal distance between the instances

with wi,i,k,k = 0. A discussion on combining spatial and temporal distance

metrics into a single metric is presented in Section 5.1.1.

Moran’s I can be used to quantify the correlation between all instances

recorded at the same time, giving the Global Moran’s Index. However, by

setting the weight of all non-adjacent instances to 0, the Local Moran’s Index

for adjacent sensors can be computed giving the correlation between sensors

that are adjacent in space. Here, we define two instances as being adjacent

if they were recorded at the same sensor at consecutive times, or recorded at

the same time at spatially adjacent sensors. A more in-depth discussion on

spatio-temporal adjacency is presented in Section 4.2.1.

3.2 Datasets Used in this Thesis

The focus of this thesis is data collected and commonly used within the

transportation domain. Three datasets are used: road traffic, air temperature

and rainfall. For the road traffic dataset, 7 highways (motorways and A-roads)

are used, and 12 1-month samples collected in 2017 are used for each highway.

For the air temperature and rainfall datasets, 12 1-month samples collected

in 2017 are also used. All of the datasets are point datasets, meaning that

each instance is defined by a singular point in space and time. However, each

instance in the traffic dataset was calculated over a 15 minute time interval

ending at the time the instance was recorded at a point location, and each

instance in the rainfall dataset was calculated over a 1 hour interval ending at

the time the instance was recorded1. These datasets are used in the analysis

presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Each of the three datasets are described in

this section and are summarised in Table 3.1.

3.2.1 Road Traffic

A set of 84 samples of the WebTRIS traffic dataset [47] are used in this thesis.

Each sample is a month-long survey of traffic counting sensors taken from 7

highways (motorways and A-roads) in England between January and December

2017. Each sample is synchronous, with instances recorded at 15 minute

intervals. Furthermore, the traffic dataset contains 6 real-valued features:

count of vehicles of length 0 m to 5.2 m, count of vehicles of length 5.21 m to

6.6 m, count of vehicles of length 6.61 m to 11.6 m, count of vehicles of length

11.61 m or greater, total count of vehicles and average speed (MPH). Each

1Despite this, these datasets are still point datasets as the instances are defined by a single
point in space and time, i.e. the period end time.
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of the datasets used in this thesis.

Spatial
Variance

Temporal
Variance

Discontinuities in
Space

Discontinuities in
Time

Traffic Medium High Low variation
between sensors on
main carriageway,
high variation
between main car-
riageway and slip
road sensors

Road traffic colli-
sions introduced dis-
continuities in time

Air
Temp.

Low Low Nearby sensors re-
corded similar fea-
ture values

Small variations
between adjacent
time intervals

Rainfall Changes
over
time

Low Rainfall events loc-
alised to groups of
nearby sensors at
the same time

Varies substantially
over time as rainfall
events occur

sample exhibits daily trends as well as weekly trends, with public holidays

demonstrating similar patterns as weekends in some cases. Sensors on slip roads

(entries and exits) are interspersed amongst main carriageway sensors, and

exhibit much lower traffic counts compared to the main carriageway sensors.

An initial investigation was carried out to select the 7 highways used

in this thesis. The traffic characteristics of each highway in England was

considered and discussed with traffic data analysts. Each of the highways were

characterised by their daily pattens and weekly/yearly trends, the proportions

of different vehicle sizes and speeds observed, their geographic location and

the quantity of traffic overall. From this investigation, the A30, A66 and A69

arterial roads were selected, as well as the M1, M11, M20 and M56 motorways.

The samples used from this dataset contain between 46,053 and 311,148

instances each, and range from 3.3 MB to 23.6 MB in size. Table 3.2 shows the

percentage of instances present in each sample of data, and Table 3.3 shows

the number of sensors in each dataset. As shown, the M20 exhibits the lowest

percentage of present instances in any one month (46.2%), and the A69 and M1

exhibits the highest percentage of present instances in any one month (99.9%).

Overall, the M20 exhibits the lowest mean percentage of present instances

(83.2%), and the A69 exhibits the highest mean percentage of present instances

(90.5%).

A map of the road sensor locations can be seen in Figure 3.2a. Each of

the highways exhibits a different range of distances between each sensor and

its nearest neighbour, as shown in Figure 3.3a. Note that the majority of

distances are less than 7 miles, so the range of the figure is limited to 7 miles.
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Table 3.2: Percentage of instances present in the traffic datasets. Values in
bold are the minimum and maximum mean values across all roads and months.

A30 A66 A69 M1 M11 M20 M56 Mean

Jan 81.6 77.2 77.7 86.2 79.5 83.5 86.0 81.7
Feb 93.6 86.9 96.4 94.4 86.1 94.0 93.5 92.2
Mar 90.7 88.9 93.4 88.4 83.7 86.4 81.1 87.5
Apr 95.6 96.9 99.9 99.8 96.2 89.5 99.8 96.8
May 62.8 60.7 61.9 66.7 64.8 62.9 66.3 63.7
Jun 94.1 90.7 95.2 99.8 97.0 85.5 96.8 94.2
Jul 92.6 85.6 93.9 51.1 51.5 46.2 50.2 67.3

Aug 91.9 82.6 94.2 96.0 86.4 85.3 94.3 90.1
Sep 93.1 87.6 93.3 99.9 96.9 89.6 98.3 94.1
Oct 93.9 95.8 96.9 99.1 89.8 92.5 98.6 95.2
Nov 85.1 86.4 87.6 91.5 88.3 89.4 87.8 88.0
Dec 99.2 95.2 95.0 94.1 94.3 93.1 96.3 95.3

Mean 89.5 86.2 90.5 88.9 84.6 83.2 87.4 87.2

Table 3.3: Number of sensors in each dataset, calculated across 12 1-month
samples.

A30 A66 A69 M1 M11 M20 M56 Air Temp. Rainfall

Min 76 46 23 48 48 103 55 407 258
Mean 78 48 25 49 52 111 56 447 259
Max 79 49 25 50 60 117 62 461 260

The mean nearest neighbour distance between sensors ranges from 0.01 miles

for the M20 to 1.21 miles for the A30, with the maximum distance between any

sensor and its nearest neighbour being 26.1 miles on the A30. Furthermore,

the total duration for periods of missing instances can be seen in Figure 3.3d.

In many cases, only 1 instance is missing, giving a period of inactivity of 30

minutes. However, for many highways, a significant number of periods lasted

for 24 hours and 72 hours.
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(a) Traffic (b) Air Temperature (c) Rainfall

Figure 3.2: Locations of the traffic, air temperature and rainfall sensors used in this thesis.
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(a) Distances between Sensors
Traffic (Jan)

(b) Distances between Sensors
Air Temperature

(c) Distances between Sensors
Rainfall

(d) Periods of Inactivity
Traffic (Jan)

(e) Periods of Inactivity
Air Temperature

(f) Periods of Inactivity
Rainfall

Figure 3.3: Distance between sensors and lengths of periods of inactivity for the datasets used in this thesis.
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Feature Values

Each of the highways exhibit different distributions for each of the 6 traffic

features. This is demonstrated in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b which show the density

plots of the total vehicle count and average speed respectively. These figures

show the density of the two features for July 2017, although the density plots

for each month are approximately the same. Each highway exhibits different

quantities of traffic flow and differing average speed. As shown in Figure 3.4c,

the proportion of vehicle sizes counted varies between highways, although these

proportions were approximately the same for each of the 12 months of data.

For all samples of the traffic dataset, the variance of all features in space

is significantly higher than the variance in time for instances that are close

together. For example, as shown in Figure 3.5a, the variogram value (Equations

3.6 and 3.7) of the total volume feature is significantly lower for instances that

are close in time than for instances that are close in space. This is mainly

attributed to the presence of road works and the difference between slip roads

(entries on and off the main motorway) and the main motorway. Such conditions

cause some sensors that are close in space to record significantly different values

for all of the dataset’s features. However, sensors on the main carriageway that

are close in space exhibit similar feature values at the same time, meaning there

is still high spatial autocorrelation (low variation) between main carriageway

sensors despite there being low spatial autocorrelation between slip road sensors,

although this cannot be distinguished from a spatial variogram.

3.2.2 Air Temperature

A set of 12 samples of air temperature data were collected from the Met Office

Integrated Data Archive System (MIDAS) Land and Marine Surface Stations

Dataset [95] in the United Kingdom (UK) and Ireland. Each sample consists

of a month-long survey of air temperature sensors in England between January

and December 2017. Furthermore, each sample is synchronous, with instances

recorded at 1-hour intervals. The dataset consists of a single real-valued feature,

temperature (degrees Celsius, ◦C), and each sample exhibits daily trends. Unlike

the traffic dataset, the air temperature dataset is unaffected by public holidays,

although each day exhibits an increased temperature during the daytime and

decreased temperature at night.

The samples used from this dataset contain between 230,291 and 254,672

instances each, and range from 10.4 MB to 11.7 MB in size. Table 3.4 shows

the percentage of instances present in each sample of data, with a mean

of 447 sensors present in each sample (minimum 407, maximum 461). As

shown, March exhibits the lowest percentage of present instances (74.0%),

while October exhibits the highest percentage of present instances (83.1%).
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(a) Total Count Feature (b) Average Speed Feature

(c) Distribution of Vehicle Sizes

Figure 3.4: Values of the total vehicle count and average speed features, as
well as the distribution of vehicle sizes, for July 2017.

A map of the road sensor locations can be seen in Figure 3.2b. Furthermore,

a histogram of the distance between each sensor and its nearest neighbour

can be seen in 3.3b, while the total duration for periods of missing instances

can be seen in Figure 3.3e. The mean nearest neighbour distance in the air

temperature dataset is 10.3 miles, with a maximum distance of 55.3 miles.

In the temporal domain, some periods of inactivity lasted less than 24 hours,

although a significant number of periods lasted exactly 24 hours.

Feature Values

Each of the 12 air temperature samples exhibits a different mean and range of

values for the temperature feature. The range of values is smaller for summer

months (April to October) as shown in Figure 3.6a. However, the feature

follows an approximately normal distribution, with December and February

showing bimodal distributions. The mean value for each month ranges from

4.39 (January) to 15.47 (July), and the standard deviation for each month

ranges from 3.13 (September) to 4.36 (May).

The feature values of the temperature feature vary more in time than space,
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as shown in Figure 3.5b. This figure shows the variogram value over space and

time for all 12 samples of air temperature data, although approximately the

same distribution is seen for each of the individual samples. As shown, large

areas of space experienced similar feature values at the same time, although the

difference between instances recorded more than 3 hours apart at any single

sensor was higher and increased as the time period between the two instances

increased.

3.2.3 Rainfall

A set of 12 samples of rainfall data were collected from the MIDAS Land

and Marine Surface Stations Dataset [95] in the UK. Each sample consists

of a month-long survey of rainfall sensors in England between January and

December 2017. Furthermore, each sample is synchronous, with instances

recorded at 1-hour intervals. The dataset consists of a single real-valued

feature, total hourly precipitation (mm). Unlike the traffic and air temperature

datasets, the rainfall dataset does not exhibit daily or weekly trends.

The samples used from this dataset contain between 172,908 and 191,766

instances each, and range from 8.2 MB to 9.2 MB in size. Table 3.4 shows

the percentage of instances present in each sample of data, with a mean of

259 sensors present in each sample (minimum 258, maximum 260). As shown,

March exhibits the lowest percentage of present instances (98.6%), while June

exhibits the highest percentage of present instances (99.8%). A map of the

road sensor locations can be seen in Figure 3.2c. Furthermore, a histogram

of the distance between each sensor and its nearest neighbour can be seen in

3.3c, while the total duration for periods of missing instances can be seen in

Figure 3.3f. The mean nearest neighbour distance in the rainfall dataset is

13.8 miles, with a maximum distance of 60.1 miles. In the temporal domain,

most periods of inactivity lasted less than 10 hours, with almost no periods of

inactivity lasting more than 24 hours.

Feature Values

The rainfall dataset samples exhibit long-tail distributions with the majority

of instances being 0 mm rainfall. Unexpectedly, July and August show an

increased percentage of non-zero instances. The range of values observed for

each month is shown in Figure 3.6b. The maximum value for each month

ranges from 9.2 mm (February) to 47.8 mm (July), although only values up to

10 mm are shown in Figure 3.6b.

The feature values of the precipitation feature vary more in time than space,

although the difference between time and space is smaller when compared

to the temperature feature. The variogram for the precipitation feature is
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Table 3.4: Percentage of instances present in the air temperature and rainfall
datasets.

Air Temperature Rainfall

Jan 74.9 99.5
Feb 74.7 99.0
Mar 74.0 98.6
Apr 75.0 99.4
May 75.2 98.9
Jun 75.2 99.8
Jul 76.4 99.2

Aug 76.1 99.2
Sep 75.7 99.1
Oct 83.1 99.0
Nov 79.2 99.6
Dec 75.8 99.3

Mean 76.2 99.2

shown in Figure 3.5c. This figure shows the variogram value over space and

time for all 12 samples of rainfall data. Approximately the same distribution

is seen for each of the individual samples, although the difference in space

is higher overall for July than for the other months with peak temperatures

in the south of England being higher than in other months. However, in all

months the variance in time is higher than the variance in space. Unlike the air

temperature dataset, the difference between instances recorded 1 hour apart is

significantly higher than instances recorded 10 miles apart.
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(a) Traffic (Total Count feature for M1)

(b) Air Temperature

(c) Rainfall

Figure 3.5: Variograms for the traffic, air temperature and rainfall datasets. The
variograms are calculated across all months for each of the three datasets, and
the traffic variogram is shown for the total vehicle count of the M1 motorway.
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(a) Air Temperature Feature

(b) Total Precipitation Feature

Figure 3.6: Values of the air temperature and total precipitation features,
calculated over January to December 2017.
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Chapter 4

Reducing by Partitioning and

Modelling

To overcome the problems posed by increasing dataset sizes, several reduction

algorithms have been introduced as discussed in Chapter 2. Given an input

dataset, these methods transform the data into a reduced form referred to as the

reduced dataset. The original instances can then be recovered by retrieving them

from the reduced dataset, and some methods permit the imputation of unseen

instances from the reduced form. However, as discussed in Section 2.6, these

methods exhibit several shortcomings. First, methods that remove features

and instances may reduce information from the data that is important in later

analysis. To support many types of analysis, the reduced dataset should capture

information about all instances and features in the data. Second, methods such

as ISABELA require many instances to be imputed and processed to retrieve

any single instance from the reduced dataset. This inefficiency can slow down

the processing of the reduced dataset.

Therefore, the main contribution of this chapter is a new spatio-temporal

reduction algorithm that overcomes the weaknesses of the methods presented

in Chapter 2. We refer to this as the k-Dimensional Spatio-Temporal Reduction

(kD-STR) algorithm. Within this contribution, a novel hierarchical partitioning

technique is presented for spatio-temporal datasets which uses the variation

of the feature values over space and time to partition the data in the spatial

and temporal domains. A hierarchical partitioning allows kD-STR to choose

the appropriate number of partitions given the users’ preference for storage

reduction. After fitting a model to each partition, kD-STR is able to store a

reduced form of the dataset by storing the partition boundaries and model

coefficients.

In this chapter, the kD-STR algorithm is introduced and analysed using

the datasets presented in Chapter 3. In Section 4.1, the preliminaries of the

algorithm are presented. In Section 4.2, kD-STR is detailed and, in Sections
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4.2.1 and 4.2.2 respectively, the partitioning and modelling steps of the kD-STR

algorithm are explained. Section 4.3 describes the experimental setup used to

evaluate kD-STR, and Section 4.4 explains the results of this evaluation. In

Section 4.5, the consequences of these results are discussed. Finally, Section

4.6 provides concluding remarks for this chapter.

4.1 Reducing Datasets to Partitions and Models

In this thesis, a spatio-temporal dataset D is defined as a set of instances

generated by a set of synchronous or asynchronous sensors. Each instance in D

is recorded at a location s ∈ S, where S is the subset of sensor locations in the

continuous spatial domain S ⊂ RD, and at a time t ∈ T , where T is the subset

of time intervals recorded at in the continuous temporal domain T ⊂ R. Each

instance in D is therefore referenced using the notation ds,t. Furthermore, the

number of spatial and temporal dimensions is denoted k, where k = D + 1.

In this thesis, it is assumed that each sensor exists at a unique location and

records at most one instance at any given time, thus only one instance can

exist at a given location and time (s, t).

Each instance ds,t is a vector of values over the set of features F , i.e.

ds,t = 〈d1
s,t, . . . , d

|F |
s,t 〉. For example, the set of features in the traffic datasets

used in this thesis includes average speed and total vehicle count. For generality

we will consider real-valued features in this thesis. Therefore, the dataset is a

mapping from the k-dimensional spatio-temporal space to the |F |-dimensional

feature space, D : S× T→ R|F |.
To reduce the dataset D, the aim of model-based reduction methods is

to find a set P = {p1, . . . , p|P |} of non-overlapping partitions in the S × T
space. Each partition pi ∈ P is defined by a bounding spatial polygon bi

in S, a beginning time tbi and ending time tei . The subset of instances in D

that exist within the spatial and temporal bounds of pi is denoted Dpi =

{ds,t ∈ D|inside(s, bi), t
b
i ≤ t ≤ tei} and 〈bi, tbi , tei , Dpi〉 = pi. Here, the function

inside(s, pi) is used to indicate that location s is within the bounding polygon

bi of partition pi. Each partition must contain at least one instance, that

is ∀pi ∈ P : Dpi 6= ∅, and every instance in D must belong to exactly one

partition, ∀pi, pj ∈ P : pi ∩ pj = ∅ and ∪|P |i=1 pi ∈ P = D.

4.1.1 Partitioning and Modelling Spatio-Temporal Data

As discussed in Section 2.3, existing work found in literature uses a fixed-size

partitioning scheme to partition a dataset in the spatial and temporal domains.

This results in instances that are near to each other in space and time being

placed in the same partition without considering their similarity in the feature
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space. Consequently, the variance within each partition can be high, requiring

a greater number of model coefficients to capture the variability of the data.

Instead, it may be more beneficial to consider the similarity of instances in the

feature space when partitioning the spatial and temporal domains.

Measures of similarity in the feature space are commonly used in clustering.

These can be divided into inter-cluster metrics and intra-cluster metrics. Inter-

cluster metrics separate instances by maximising the distance between clusters

in the feature space, thereby maximising the dissimilarity between instances

in different clusters. Given a distance metric δF (ds,t, du,v) which measures the

distance between two instances ds,t, du,v ∈ D in the feature space, inter-cluster

metrics include [93]:

(a) the minimum (single) linkage criteria:

min{δF (ds,t, du,v) : ds,t ∈ Dpi , du,v ∈ Dpj},

(b) the maximum (complete) linkage criteria:

max{δF (ds,t, du,v) : ds,t ∈ Dpi , du,v ∈ Dpj},

(c) the unweighted average linkage criteria:
1

|pi|·|pj |
∑

ds,t∈Dpi

∑
du,v∈Dpj

δF (ds,t, du,v).

However, inter-cluster metrics only maximise the dissimilarity between

clusters and do not consider the density of instances within each cluster,

thereby increasing the variance within each cluster. In contrast, intra-cluster

metrics can be used to minimise measures of dissimilarity within each cluster,

such as variance. In particular, the Ward criterion joins the two clusters that

minimise the overall increase in variance across all clusters [134]. For each pair

of clusters, the Ward criterion measures the variance within each cluster as well

as the variance within the proposed cluster if the those two clusters are joined.

On each iteration, the pair of clusters that leads to the smallest increase in

variance are joined. To measure the variance within each cluster, Ward uses

the squared Euclidean distance between each instance within a cluster and the

cluster’s centroid in the feature space. Thus, Ward minimises:

δWard(ci, cj) =
∑

ds,t∈ci∪cj

δF (ds,t, c̄ij)
2 −

∑
ds,t∈ci

δF (ds,t, c̄i)
2 −

∑
ds,t∈cj

δF (ds,t, c̄j)
2

(4.1)

where c̄i and c̄j are the centroids of clusters ci and cj respectively in the feature

space, and c̄ij is the centroid of ci ∪ cj .
Thus, by finding groups of similar instances in the feature space, and joining

those instances into contiguous partitions in the spatio-temporal domain, the

issue of fixed-size partitioning as is used in state-of-the-art methods can be

overcome. The partitions are not restricted to regular shapes in the spatial
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Figure 4.1: Partitioning of instances in the S × T space. (a) Sensors in a
spatio-temporal dataset are shown at their spatial locations with the space
decomposed into Voronoi polygons. (b) Instances recorded at these sensors,
coloured by their similarity. (c) The instances grouped into spatio-temporal
partitions, where each partition is defined by the union of the Voronoi polygons
of its constituent sensors, a start time and end time.

domain and may span multiple time periods. An example of the desired

partitioning for a dataset can be seen in Figure 4.1(c). In (a), sensors from D

are shown at their locations in the 2-dimensional spatial domain, which has

been split into Voronoi polygons surrounding each sensor. In (b), instances

recorded at the sensors have been colour coded by their similarity. For example,

instances denoted by blue squares are more similar, or closer in the feature

space, than to other instances denoted by red triangles, yellow circles and green

pentagons. Finally, in (c), the instances from (b) have been grouped into 9

partitions, wherein the instances within each partition are more alike than the

instances in their neighbouring partitions. Although the process illustrated

in Figure 4.1 considers a 2-dimensional spatial domain, i.e. D = 2, a similar

partitioning may be found for any number of spatial dimensions.

After partitioning the instances of D in the spatio-temporal domain, a

model mj is fitted to the instances within each partition pi (i.e. Dpi). This

forms a set of models, M . In some cases each model may be associated with

a single model, i.e. |P | = |M |. In other cases, each model may be fitted to

the instances from multiple partitions or multiple models may be fitted to the

same partition (e.g. different models for subsets of features), i.e. |P | 6= |M |.
When |P | < |M |, appropriate methods will be required for reconstructing

the raw data from multiple models and combining them to output a single

instance. Thus, the reduction of D outputs the set of partitions and set of

models, 〈P,M〉. The kD-STR algorithm, the main contribution of this chapter,

outputs 〈P,M〉 for a given dataset D and is discussed further in Section 4.2.
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4.1.2 Evaluating Reduced Datasets

Several metrics can be used to evaluate the reduction 〈P,M〉 of D. These can

be separated into each of the following three categories.

Evaluation of Partitioning

The number of partitions, |P |, is indicative of both the similarity of instances

that are near to each other in the spatio-temporal domain, as well as total

dissimilarity of all instances in the dataset. Furthermore, the distribution of

instances within a partition is indicative of the dissimilarity of instances. For

example, partitions that contain many instances spread across a larger spatial

area or time period indicate high spatial autocorrelation. Large partitions

that contain many similar instances can be accurately modelled using a simple

model, resulting in a significant reduction in the storage needed to represent

the data. Conversely, small partitions that contain few instances are indicative

of low autocorrelation. The number of partitions and their distribution in the

spatial and temporal domains is indicative of the autocorrelation in the dataset

and amount of storage required to store the dataset. These evaluation criteria

may be formalised as:

(a) the number of partitions, denoted |P |,

(b) the distribution of the number of instances within each partition, denoted

{|Dpi | | pi ∈ P},

(c) the distribution of spatial area covered by each partition and the num-

ber of sensors within each partition, denoted {area(pi) | pi ∈ P} and

{sensors(pi) | pi ∈ P} respectively, and

(d) the distribution of the period of time covered by each partition and the

number of time intervals within each partition, denoted {time(pi) | pi ∈
P} and {periods(pi) | pi ∈ P} respectively.

Evaluation of Modelling

The accuracy of the models stored affects both the reconstruction of the

original instances and imputation of instances not present in the input dataset.

However, depending on the modelling process used, analysis may be performed

using the reduced data without reconstructing the original instances. Therefore,

criteria for evaluating the models output are:

(a) Reconstruction and Imputation Error

To measure the accuracy of a partition’s model, we can reconstruct each

of the instances within the partition and measure the error between
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the raw input instance and the reconstructed instances. By measuring

the accuracy of all of the models, we can evaluate the accuracy of the

entire reduction. One measure of error, the mean average percentage

error (MAPE), indicates how incorrect the reconstructed instance is as a

percentage of the original value. For a given feature f ∈ F , the MAPE

metric is defined as:

eMAPE(D, D̂, f) =
1

|D|
∑

ds,t∈D

∣∣∣∣dfs,t − d̂fs,t
dfs,t

∣∣∣∣ (4.2)

where D̂ is the dataset of instances reconstructed from 〈P,M〉. Further-

more, dfs,t is the value of feature f for instance ds,t, and d̂fs,t is the value

of feature f for the reconstructed instance d̂s,t.

However, the MAPE metric is undefined when the value of dfs,t is 0. In

cases where at least one value is non-zero, the normalised root mean

square error (NRMSE) can be used:

eNRMSE(D, D̂, f) =
ψ(D, D̂, f)

range(f)
(4.3)

ψ(D, D̂, f) =

√√√√∑ds,t∈D(dfs,t − d̂
f
s,t)

2

|D|

where range(f) = arg maxs,t(d
f
s,t)− arg mins,t(d

f
s,t).

To evaluate the reconstruction over multiple features, the average error

over all of the features can be used. By normalising the error for each

feature by the range of values present, the error of two features with

different scales can be compared. To calculate the expected error of

imputation, one or more instances can be withheld from the input dataset

and estimated by inputting its time and location into the model of the

applicable partition. By comparing the withheld instance against its

reconstructed value we can estimate the imputation error of the reduction.

(b) Explained Variation

As well as reconstruction error, it is useful to consider how well each

model accounts for the variation within its partition(s). One such measure

is the explained variance, or the coefficient of determination (r2), which

measures the percentage of variance of a feature f ∈ F that has been
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captured by the model:

er2 = 1−
∑

ds,t∈D(dfs,t − d̂
f
s,t)

2∑
ds,t∈D(dfs,t − d̄f )2

(4.4)

By calculating the r2 value for each partition, we may identify which

spatial areas or temporal periods do not accurately account for the

variance in f . However, it is important to consider how the variation of

the feature over space and time has been captured. For this purpose we

can compare the spatial and temporal variograms for the reconstructed

data against the variogram of the original data.

(c) Descriptive Statistics

For analysis using descriptive statistics, measuring the difference in

descriptive statistics for the entire dataset or particular regions and time

periods is useful. Thus, we can measure the change in the statistics

presented in Section 3.1.2 to estimate the utility, or expected error, when

using the reduced data for analysis.

(d) Complexity and Diversity of Models

Combined with reconstruction error, understanding the complexity of

each model describes both the variability of the instances within each

partition, and how efficient the model is. For example, more complex

models in some partitions, relative to the number of instances and the

reconstruction error of the instances, may be indicative of high variability

in those areas and time periods. The number of coefficients used to store

a model mj , denoted |mj |, measures how complex the model is.

The diversity of models across partitions is also indicative of the variability

of the data across space and time, and of patterns that may be present in

the data. For example, if partitions with similar models exist at regular

intervals, this indicates a repeating pattern in the data. We may then

be able to replace those models with a reference to a single model which

uses engineered features rather than location in space and time as the

independent variables.

One method for comparing model diversity is to use the model of one

partition to estimate the values of instances in another partition. If the

error incurred is low, the two models can be said to be similar. Other

methods for comparing models are dependent on the modelling technique

used. That is, in the case of linear regression models we can compare

the intercepts and slope coefficients to compare two models. However, in

the case of discrete cosine transform (DCT) modelling, we must compare

the coefficients of cosine frequencies.
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Evaluation of Storage Used

Each instance in the input dataset, that is the unreduced raw data, requires k

values to define its location in space and time, and |F | values for its feature

responses. Thus, the storage requirement of the input dataset is:

storage(D) = |D| · (k + |F |) (4.5)

To store the reduced dataset, the coordinates of each partition’s bounds in

space and time have to be stored, as well as the coefficients for each model.

The temporal bounds of each partition are defined by 2 timestamps, and the

spatial bounds are defined by |bi| coordinates, each of which is defined by a

value in each of the D = k − 1 dimensions. Thus, the storage requirement of

the reduced dataset is:

storage(〈P,M〉) =

|P |∑
i=1

(|bi| · (k − 1) + 2) +

|M |∑
j=1

|mj | (4.6)

where |mj | denotes the number of coefficients used to store model mj . Note

that when a model is stored per feature, mj refers to the set of feature models

covering the same locations and timestamps. In this case, |mj | is the sum of

coefficients of those models.

To measure the quantity of storage saved by reducing D to 〈P,M〉, the

ratio between the two metrics can be used. This is denoted:

q(D, 〈P,M〉) =
storage(〈P,M〉)

storage(D)
(4.7)

4.2 kD-STR: k-Dimensional Spatio-Temporal

Reduction Algorithm

The aim of spatio-temporal dataset reduction is to reduce an input dataset

D to a set of partitions P and models M . To accomplish this, the kD-STR

algorithm is proposed, which aims to minimise both the quantity of data used

by the reduced dataset compared to the input dataset, and the information

lost during the reduction process. In this thesis, the mean NRMSE (Equation

4.3) calculated over all of the features is used as a measure of information lost.

The NRMSE metric provides a measure of model accuracy in a way that is

agnostic to the later analysis performed using the reduced dataset and, by

averaging the NRMSE over all of the features, measures the accuracy of all

features relative to the range of their original values. To minimise both the

storage used and the information lost by the reduction, kD-STR minimises the
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Figure 4.2: Overview of kD-STR data reduction and reconstruction. (a) The
input dataset. (b) Spatial and temporal domains partitioned into 1 partition,
and 1 model coefficient stored. (c) Number of model coefficients and number
of partitions repeatedly increased and tested until the objective function is
minimised. (d) Partitions and model coefficients output. (e) Reconstructing
the feature values at a location and time — the containing partition is selected
and its model retrieved. (f) Location and time input into model and feature
values reconstructed.

Reconstruction Error and Storage (RES) heuristic:

h(D, 〈P,M〉) = α · q(D, 〈P,M〉) + (1− α) · e(D, 〈P,M〉) (4.8)

where e(D, 〈P,M〉) is a measure of the reconstruction error (i.e. e(D, 〈P,M〉) =

eNRMSE(D, 〈P,M〉)). In this heuristic, α is a parameter which defines the

user’s preference for reduction in storage volume versus information lost. The

parameter is bound to the range (0, 1), and must be determined before reducing

the dataset.

The kD-STR algorithm therefore requires three inputs: (i) the input dataset,

(ii) a value for the parameter α, and (iii) a choice of modelling technique used

to model the instances within each partition. kD-STR is an iterative algorithm

that begins by forming a partitioning tree over the dataset. Then, starting with

a single partition at the root of the tree, a model is fitted to the instances within

the partition to summarise the data. Next, kD-STR iteratively determines

whether to partition the S× T space into more partitions, or to increase the

complexity of one of the existing models with the aim of improving its accuracy.

The decision taken at each step is that which minimises the RES heuristic

h(D, 〈P,M〉), and the algorithm terminates when the heuristic cannot be

minimised further. An overview of this process is shown in Figure 4.2. When

kD-STR terminates, the algorithm outputs the set of partitions and models,

as shown in Figure 4.2(d).
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Table 4.1: Example footfall data recorded at the 9 sensors (A-K) shown in
Figure 4.1.

Sensor
A B C D E F G H I J K

Time step
0 252 278 148 193 279 248 267 296 45 241 58
1 247 305 153 145 301 212 207 292 67 201 52
2 210 296 139 134 299 199 192 287 39 189 46

In Section 4.2.1, the process of partitioning the spatio-temporal domain of

the dataset is presented and, in Section 4.2.2, the process of modelling each

partition is discussed. In Section 4.2.3, the iterative steps of the kD-STR

algorithm are given, describing the complete reduction process from input to

output. Finally, in Section 4.2.4, the process of reconstructing the data from

the reduced form is discussed.

4.2.1 Partitioning Technique of kD-STR

The novel partitioning technique used by kD-STR uses the difference between

instances in the feature space to partition the instances in the spatio-temporal

space. The technique gives a hierarchical partitioning of the instances, with

a complete dissection of the S × T space into non-overlapping partitions for

each level of the tree. Each partition is therefore defined by a piece-wise linear

polygon in the spatial domain and a beginning and end time in the temporal

domain.

To begin partitioning the dataset, the instances are first clustered into a set

of clusters C using hierarchical agglomerative clustering in the feature space.

By clustering the instances in the feature space, kD-STR clusters together

instances that have similar feature values regardless of when and where the

instances were recorded. Hierarchical clustering is used as the resultant tree

allows partitions and models to be retained in some regions and time periods

as the number of clusters required changes. Furthermore, there is no need to

translate the desired number of clusters into a distance value for each level of

the partition tree as is required by density based approaches. To illustrate this

further, consider the simple example dataset shown in Table 4.1, which contains

data from footfall sensors that record the number of people that walk through

an area at three consecutive time steps. The data has been hierarchically

clustered using only the raw footfall count values. This results in the cluster

tree shown in Figure 4.3(a), where each node in the tree shows the boundaries

of the clusters in the footfall feature space.

After the cluster tree is formed, partitions are found for each level. For a

given level of the cluster tree, each instance in the S× T space is labelled with
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Figure 4.3: Relationship between clusters and partitions in kD-STR. (a) The
cluster tree created by hierarchical clustering on the data in Table 4.1. Each
node in the cluster tree shows the bounds defining the cluster. Solid arrows
are used to show which clusters decompose into new clusters at each level of
the tree, and dashed arrows are used to show clusters that remain the same.
(b) The resulting partitioning tree.

the cluster it has been grouped into. Then, homogeneous partitions that are

connected components belonging to the same cluster in the S× T space are

found. Since storing the bounding coordinates of each partition may require

many values to be stored, we assert that each partition must be defined by a

single start and end time to limit the shape that partitions may take in the

S× T space. To create partitions from the clustered instances, kD-STR first

partitions the spatial domain S into discrete polygons around each sensor using

Voronoi partitioning [14] as shown in Figure 4.1(a). A similar action is also

performed in the temporal domain T, forming a discrete timestep around each

unique timestamp present in D. By discretising the spatio-temporal domains,

the instances in D can be viewed as a spatio-temporal graph, where each vertex

is an instance and edges link vertices that are adjacent. Two instances are said

to be adjacent if:

(i) they were recorded consecutively at the same sensor, or

(ii) they were recorded at the same time and the polygons surrounding their

sensors are adjacent in the discretised spatial domain.

After discretising the spatial and temporal domains, kD-STR extends

partitions in a breadth-first manner. First, an instance is chosen as the start

of a new partition, and all instances that are adjacent to this instance in the

spatial domain and belong to the same cluster are added to the partition. Then,

after all spatial neighbours of the initial instance are considered, the temporal

boundary is extended by up to 1 timestep before and after the initial instance

if doing so does not break the cluster homogeneity of the partition. This

process is repeated continuously, expanding the boundaries of the partition

by a depth of 1 neighbour to the existing instances in the partition spatially,

and 1 timestep before and after the partition, until the spatial and temporal

bounds of the partition cannot be expanded further.
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Figure 4.4: The spatio-temporal partitions formed by the data partitioning
process, when applied to the data shown in Table 4.1. Subfigures (a), (b) and
(c) show the partitions at levels 2, 3 and 4 of the partitioning tree respectively.
Subfigure (c) is also shown in Figure 4.1(c), and partitions 1—9 in Figure 4.1(c)
correspond to partitions 1 and 6—13 here.

Converting a level of the cluster tree into a level of the partition tree is

complete when all instances in D are associated with a homogeneous partition

within that level of the partition tree. The result is a partition tree in which

each instance is assigned to a partition at each level of the tree. The relationship

between clusters and partitions is shown in Figure 4.3. The first four levels

of the cluster tree are shown in subfigure (a), and the corresponding levels of

the partitioning tree are shown in subfigure (b). Each level of the partitioning

tree is also shown in Figure 4.4. At the root of the cluster tree, at level 1

with 1 cluster, all 33 instances shown in Table 4.1 are placed into a single

partition, namely partition 0. On level 2 of the cluster tree, partition 0 is

decomposed into partitions 1 and 2 in the partitioning tree. On level 3, the

101—305 cluster has been decomposed into 2 more clusters, and partition 2

has been decomposed into partitions 3—8 respectively. Finally, on level 4 of

the cluster tree, the 101—226 cluster has been decomposed and partition 3

decomposed into partitions 11—13, partition 4 into partition 9, and partition

5 into partition 10. While the sensors and timesteps belonging to partitions

4 and 5 do not change, the parent cluster has been decomposed and so these

partitions were replaced by partitions 9 and 10 respectively.

By using hierarchical clustering, kD-STR ensures that only some partitions

in the partitioning tree are decomposed between levels. This results in some

partitions remaining unchanged throughout multiple levels of the partitioning

tree, and this is exploited in the reduction process by retaining models of these

partitions during reduction. Furthermore, the models of partitions that are

replaced but retain the same sensors and timesteps are also retained.
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4.2.2 Modelling Techniques for kD-STR

After partitioning D into a hierarchy of partitions, a technique is required to

model the instances within each partition. A model may be formed of the

instances within each partition or, since each partition is associated with a

cluster, a model may be formed per cluster and all partitions belonging to the

same cluster linked to the same model. By storing a model per partition, the

number of input instances per model may be lower compared to storing a model

per cluster. In general, this results in simpler models and fewer coefficients

stored per model. However, when storing a model per cluster, the number of

coefficients stored may be fewer than the total number of coefficients stored

over all partitions. In both cases, the spatio-temporal boundaries of each

partition are stored alongside the coefficients of each model, and each model is

associated with either one partition or all partitions that originated from the

same cluster. To maximise the utility of the reduction, we require the ability

to reconstruct the instances of the input dataset from the models output by

kD-STR. Furthermore, we wish to enable the imputing of instances at spatial

and temporal locations that have not been sampled in the input dataset, but

have nearby sensors and timesteps.

For each partition pi or cluster ci in each level of the partitioning tree, a

model mj is fitted to the instances within the partition or cluster. The spatial

and temporal values of the instances are used as the independent or predictor

values of the model, while the feature values of the instances are used as the

dependent or response values of the model, that is, mj : Rk → R|F |. For

example, in the case of polynomial regression (PLR) when k = 3, the model

mj may be:

dfs,t = β0 + β1x+ β2y + β3t+ ε (4.9)

where x and y are the spatial coordinates of ds,t, i.e. (x, y) = s. Here, the

feature values in the dataset D are modelled as linear outputs of the spatial

and temporal positions of each instance. Thus, the modelling step computes

and stores the model coefficients β0, β1, β2 and β3.

However, in many cases, the feature values may not be linearly dependent

on the spatial and temporal positions of the instances, and so adding interaction

terms to the model may improve its accuracy. For PLR, this is achieved by

increasing the degree of the model, although this increases the number of

model coefficients stored. Thus, on each iteration, kD-STR tests the change in

h(D, 〈P,M〉) (Equation 4.8) when the degree of the model is increased by 1.

This thesis considers three illustrative modelling techniques. These tech-

niques were chosen for their ease of understanding as well as their differing

approaches for modelling spatio-temporal data. First, multivariate polynomial
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regression (PLR) is considered owing to its ability to explain data that is

spatially and temporally autocorrelated. The model equation used for 1 degree

of freedom is shown in Equation 4.9. More information about PLR can be

found in literature [114]. Second, multidimensional discrete cosine transform

(DCT) approximation is considered for its ability to model periodic data using

few coefficients. By removing low-weighted coefficients and storing just those

that are weighted highly, the original data can be reproduced with reasonable

accuracy. A detailed description of multidimensional DCT approximation and

data reconstruction can be found in [103]. Finally, decision tree regression

(DTR) is considered owing to the interpretability of the models output. The

DTR method forms a decision tree over the spatial and temporal features and,

for each leaf node in the tree, computes a regression tree for the instances

belonging to that node. Furthermore, the method uses the maximum depth of

the tree as a method for controlling the number of regression models computed

and regression coefficients stored. Further information on DTR modelling can

be found in [24].

For each of these techniques, we may form a model per partition or a model

per cluster. Thus, the techniques considered in this thesis are referred to as

PLR-P and PLR-C, DCT-P and DCT-C, and DTR-P and DTR-C respectively.

Other modelling techniques may be applicable and can be considered, and the

techniques described here are considered for illustrative purposes. If the type

of analysis to be performed after reduction is already known, more appropriate

modelling techniques may be used that offer higher accuracy, smaller storage

or permit faster answering of queries. Overall, data reduction aims to use less

storage for each model than the input dataset uses to store the instances the

model is fitted to. Furthermore, the aim of kD-STR is to use the independent

and dependent variables described above for the modelling process.

4.2.3 Data Reduction Algorithm

The kD-STR algorithm can be seen in Algorithm 1, in which a model is formed

for each partition, although the algorithm may be easily adapted to model

on clusters instead. Whether forming a model per partition or per cluster,

kD-STR outputs both the spatial and temporal boundaries of each partition

and the coefficients of each model. In the case of modelling on partitions,

a model is fitted to the instances within each partition and each model is

associated with a single partition. In the case of modelling on clusters, a model

is fitted to the instances of all partitions associated with each cluster and each

model is associated with one or more partitions.

Prior to initialising kD-STR, a value for the parameter α must be chosen,

where 0 < α < 1. This parameter weights the error introduced against the
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storage ratio in the RES heuristic (Equation 4.8). Since a value of 0 would

indicate a preference for minimising the error introduced with no consideration

of the storage used, kD-STR would not stop iterating until the error metric

e(D, 〈P,M〉) = 0. Such a perfect model may be unrealistic and less efficient

than storing the original input dataset. Similarly, if α = 1, both increasing the

complexity of a model and increasing the number of partitions will increase

the storage used beyond that of the initialisation step. Therefore, kD-STR

would not iterate beyond the first iteration. Both of these scenarios may not

be useful and so values of 0 and 1 are not considered for the parameter α.

After a partitioning tree has been formed for D (Algorithm 1, lines 1–3),

and a value of α and a modelling technique has been chosen, the reduction

steps of kD-STR are performed. kD-STR begins at the root of the partitioning

tree, with all instances belonging to a single partition. This partition is then

modelled using the simplest form of the modelling technique chosen (lines 5–7):

in the case of polynomial regression (PLR), a polynomial model of order 0

(simply a mean value) is constructed for each feature; in the case of DCT, only

the highest weighted cosine coefficient is considered; in the case of DTR, the

decision tree is limited to a depth of 1. Note that the value of 1 is used in

line 6 to indicate the simplest form of model. After the model is fitted to the

data, the result of the RES heuristic h(D, 〈P,M〉) is calculated for the first

reduction step (line 8).

After the first reduction step, the algorithm iterates. On each iteration,

kD-STR decides whether to increase the complexity of one of the existing

models (lines 11–18), or increase the number of partitions in the partitioning

of the S× T space (lines 19–27). When the number of partitions is increased,

only some existing partitions are decomposed. For partitions that are not

decomposed, the models for these partitions persist, thereby improving the

efficiency of kD-STR (lines 22–23). For partitions that are decomposed, new

partitions are found and new models are fitted to these subsets of the data

(lines 24–26).

The kD-STR algorithm terminates when the RES heuristic cannot be

minimised further, i.e. h1 ≥ h(D, 〈P,M〉) and h2 ≥ h(D, 〈P,M〉). When the

algorithm terminates the reduction is complete and the set of partitions and

set of models, 〈P,M〉, is output.

4.2.4 Data Reconstruction

To reconstruct an instance from the reduced dataset 〈P,M〉, the location and

time of the instance is required, (s, t). First, the partition containing (s, t) is

selected (as shown in Figure 4.2(e)). Then, the selection partition’s model is

retrieved and (s, t) is input into the model (as shown in Figure 4.2(f)). The
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Algorithm 1: kD-STR algorithm for reducing spatio-temporal data

Data: A spatio-temporal dataset D
Result: Reduced dataset P , M

1 clusterTree = cluster(D)
2 numberClusters = 1
3 P ← findPartitions(D, clusterTree, numberClusters)
4 M ← ∅ // Initialise the set of models to the empty set

5 for pi in P do
6 mi ← model(Dpi , 1) // Model partition pi using 1 coefficient

7 M .add(mi)

8 h← heuristic(D,P,M) // Heuristic for 1 partition and 1 coeff.

// Now iterate until heuristic h is minimised

9 do
// First, check if increasing an existing model’s

// complexity minimises h further

10 h1 ← h
11 for pi in P do
12 M ′ ←M
13 m′i ← model(Dpi , mi.complexity + 1)
14 M ′.replace(mi,m

′
i) // Replace mi with m′i in M ′

15 h′ ← heuristic(D,P,M ′)
16 if h′ < h1 then
17 h1 ← h′

18 Mbest ←M ′

// Second, check if increasing number of partitions minimises h

19 P ′ ← findPartitions(D, clusterTree, numberClusters+1)
20 M ′′ ← {} // Initialise the set of models to the empty set

21 for pi in P ′ do
22 if pi in P then
23 M ′′.add(mi) // Add mi ∈M to M ′′

24 else
25 m′′i ← model(Dpi , 1)
26 M ′′.add(m′′i )

27 h2 ← heuristic(D,P ′,M ′′)
// Finally, if increasing the number of partitions or complexity

// of a model is more optimal, take that choice

28 if h1 < h2 and h1 < h then
29 M ←Mbest

30 h← h1

31 else if h2 < h1 and h2 < h then
32 P ← P ′

33 M ←M ′′

34 h← h2

35 numberClusters ← numberClusters + 1

36 while h1 < h or h2 < h
37 return P , M
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output of the model is the reconstructed feature values of D at (s, t). For

example, in the case of PLR, the instance can be reconstructed using Equation

4.9. Note that an instance at that location and time may not have been present

in the input dataset prior to reduction. This allows the data at a location

and time to be imputed directly using the reduced dataset without requiring

multiple other instances be reconstructed as is required by IDEALEM and

ISABELA.

4.2.5 Analysis of Complexity

To understand the time and memory complexities of kD-STR, the startup cost

of clustering the dataset and the cost of each iteration of the algorithm have

to be considered. In the startup phase of the algorithm (line 1 of Algorithm

1), hierarchical clustering is performed. While hierarchical agglomerative

clustering runs in O(|D|3) time and requires O(|D|2) memory, a more efficient

approximation, which has been shown to yield comparable clusters, has been

demonstrated to reduce the time complexity to O(|D|2) [92]. Therefore, the

startup phase of kD-STR requires O(|D|2) time and O(|D|2) space.

After clustering, the algorithm iterates in successive rounds, either increas-

ing the number of partitions in the reduced dataset or increasing the complexity

of a model. To increase the number of partitions, the number of clusters is

increased by 1. Each instance is labelled with its cluster number in the next

level of the cluster tree, and homogeneous partitions in the S × T space are

found for each cluster at this next level. To create a partition, an instance that

has not been assigned to a partition is chosen at random as the start of the

next partition, and other instances adjacent to the instance are added to the

partition if they belong to the same cluster. This process is repeated in rounds

until no more instances can be added to the partition. During this process, the

boundary between any two adjacent instances is checked at most twice. First,

the boundary is checked in one direction to see if the two instances belong

to the same cluster. If they do not, the second instance is not added to the

partition. In this case, at a later time of processing the second instance will

be added to a different partition and the same boundary is checked again to

see if the first instance can be added to the new partition. Since that instance

already belongs to a partition it will not be added, but the adjacency edge

between the two instances has now been considered twice. This process requires

O(x|D|) time, where x is the maximum number of instances that are adjacent

to any single instance in D. Furthermore, this process requires O(|D|) memory

to store the cluster and partition number of each instance, as well as a working

list of the boundary instances of the partition being expanded.

As well as increasing the number of partitions on each iteration, the
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algorithm also considers increasing the complexity of an existing model. For ex-

ample, in the case of polynomial linear regression (PLR), this requires O(y2|D|)
time and O(y2) memory per model, where y is the number of coefficients cal-

culated for the model. Discrete cosine transforms (DCT) can be performed in

O(|D|2) time and O(1) memory per model, although fast cosine transforms can

be performed in O(|D| log |D|) time. Similarly, decision tree regression (DTR)

can be performed in O(k|D|2) time and O(k) memory per model. Therefore,

the startup phase of kD-STR requires O(|D|2) time and O(|D|2) memory,

while each iteration, in the case of PLR, requires O((x+ y2|M |)|D|) time and

O(|D|+ y2|M |) memory.

4.3 Experimental Evaluation Methodology

To evaluate kD-STR, the datasets presented in Chapter 3 are reduced

using different values of the parameter α. The values of α tested are

{0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9}, providing a range of values within the bounds (0, 1).

For each of the datasets, a range of values of the parameter α are tested to

evaluate hypotheses on the relationship between α and the reduced output.

Furthermore, each of the 3 modelling techniques presented in Section 4.2.2 are

evaluated, as well as modelling on both each partition and each cluster. This

results in 6 modelling methods:

(a) Polynomial linear regression on each partition (PLR-P),

(b) Polynomial linear regression on each cluster (PLR-C),

(c) Discrete cosine modelling on each partition (DCT-P),

(d) Discrete cosine modelling on each cluster (DCT-C),

(e) Decision tree regression on each partition (DTR-P),

(f) Decision tree regression on each cluster (DTR-C).

The metrics used to evaluate the reduction are those presented in Section

4.1.2. That is, the ratio of storage used and NRMSE relative to the input

datasets are used to measure the efficiency and error of the reduced datasets.

Furthermore, the number of partitions in space and time are compared with

the variance of the datasets in space of time. Together, these metrics evaluate

the partitioning used in the reduced dataset, the storage used compared to the

input dataset, and the error incurred in the reconstructed data.

Several hypotheses are tested, namely:

H1.1 Low values of α result in low NRMSE but high storage used, and vice

versa; data samples with high spatio-temporal variance require more
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storage or incur a higher NRMSE.

For values of α close to 0, the RES heuristic (Equation 4.8) minimises

the NRMSE incurred while allowing a high quantity of storage to be used

for the reduced dataset. Conversely, for values of α close to 1, kD-STR

minimises the storage used while allowing the NRMSE to increase. To

achieve approximately the same NRMSE, samples of data that have a

higher variance require a higher storage volume than data samples with

lower variance. Conversely, to achieve approximately the same storage

ratio, data samples with a higher variance result in higher NRMSE. Data

samples that have a higher variance in space than time result in more

partitions in the spatial domain than the temporal domain, and vice

versa. For high variance samples, the data may be captured by increasing

the number of partitions or increasing the number of model coefficients

stored.

H1.2 For values of α close to 0, modelling on clusters may be more efficient

than modelling on partitions, although both yield similar results for values

of α close to 1.

When modelling on clusters, a model is formed for larger subsets of

instances than modelling on partitions. When the variability of the data

is high, this requires more model coefficients to capture the variability.

However, when the variability is low (for example, a cluster of just the

0 mm instances in the rainfall dataset), few coefficients may accurately

capture the variability. Therefore, modelling on clusters requires fewer

model coefficients than modelling on partitions. This intuition is only

applicable when the number of partitions stored (and clusters stored)

is greater than 1. When only 1 partition is stored, modelling on either

clusters or partitions yields the same result.

H1.3 1-Dimensional SRS requires less storage than a 2-Dimensional SRS,

although the number of partitions output may be higher.

The number of coordinate values stored for the bounding polygon bi of a

polygon pi is directly proportional to the number of spatial dimensions

stored. Therefore, using a 1-Dimensional SRS requires fewer coordinate

values to be stored. This hypothesis applies directly to the traffic datasets

which can be represented using a 1D or 2D SRS. However, when sensors

are ordered by their distance from a fixed origin, slip roads, which

exhibit different traffic characteristics than the main carriageway, act

as discontinuities along the single dimension. Thus, a single partition

on the main carriageway that is adjacent to a slip road partition in

a 2-dimensional SRS will be split into 2 separate partitions in the 1-

dimensional SRS. Therefore, the number of partitions may be higher
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when a 1-dimensional SRS is used compared to a 2-dimensional SRS.

H1.4 As the quantity of input data increases, the reduced dataset becomes

more efficient with respect to storage for datasets with low variation, and

remains approximately the same for datasets with high variation.

Datasets with low variability yield a sublinear increase in the number

of partitions stored as the number of instances increases. Furthermore,

they can be accurately modelled using few model coefficients. Thus,

increasing the number of time intervals or sensors in the dataset leads

to a sublinear growth in the quantity of data stored for the reduced

dataset. This assumes the density of instances remains approximately

the same in space and time, and the variability of the data does not

increase. For high variability datasets, the number of partitions continues

to grow sublinearly, however the partitions may have boundary shapes

that require many coordinates to be stored. Furthermore, the number of

model coefficients required may increase as well. Therefore, the storage

ratio of the data may not decrease as the number of instances increases.

As well as assessing the storage used and NRMSE incurred, the impact of

dataset size is examined. In the temporal domain, the dataset sizes are made

larger by increasing the number of days in the dataset, thereby maintaining

the spatio-temporal density while increasing the data size. The sizes tested

are 0.25×, 0.5×, 1.0×, 1.5× and 2.0×, corresponding to approximately 7.5, 15,

30, 45, and 60 days of data. In the spatial domain, only smaller samples are

evaluated (0.25×, 0.5×, 1.0×) as no further sensors existed.

Finally, to compare kD-STR with other reduction methods for spatio-

temporal datasets, three methods are considered. First, IDEALEM is used

as the state-of-the-art in spatio-temporal data reduction [79, 140]. Second,

PCA adapted for spatio-temporal sensor data is used owing to its ubiquity as a

data reduction method [43]. PCA maps the original instances into a difference

feature space, allowing the data to be stored in a smaller form by storing a

smaller number of features than the features in the input dataset. Finally,

the DEFLATE compression algorithm is used as a benchmark to show the

reduction in storage achievable while losing no information and incurring no

error [45]. While DEFLATE is able to compress the data to a form smaller

than the input dataset, the entire dataset must be decompressed before the

data can be used for analysis. Thus, the user must have sufficient memory

to store the decompressed raw data and cannot use the compressed dataset

directly. Therefore, DEFLATE is included as an indicator of the potential

reduction that is achievable using lossless compression algorithms, rather than

as a directly comparable reduction method.
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4.4 Results

In this section, the results of applying kD-STR to the datasets discussed in

Chapter 3 are discussed. A comparison is given of the results for different

modelling techniques and the effects of the parameter α. Furthermore, a

discussion is presented on the choice of spatial referencing system (SRS) and

the effect of increasing the quantity of input data, as well as the spatial and

temporal properties that are found using the partitioning of space and time by

kD-STR.

4.4.1 Trade-Off Between Error and Storage

For each of the datasets used, the mean and range of the NRMSE and storage

ratios of the kD-STR reduction are shown in Figure 4.5. A subfigure is shown

per dataset, with each showing the results of using each of the 6 modelling

techniques discussed in Section 4.3. Furthermore, each subfigure shows the

results of the reduction process given the 5 values of the parameter α.

Several conclusions can be drawn from these results. In all cases, the error

introduced by the reduction is smaller for values of α close to 0 than values close

to 1. Conversely, the storage ratio of the data output is greater for values of α

close to 0 than values close to 1. For example, for PLR-P modelling on the air

temperature dataset, the storage quantity used for the reduced datasets ranges

from 22.9% to 45.2% when α = 0.1, but decreases to 0.01% when α = 0.9.

Conversely, the error introduced ranges from 3.4% to 6.4% when α = 0.1, but

increases 9.7% to 14.3% when α = 0.9. A similar relationship between the error

introduced and storage quantity used is observable across all of the datasets.

As the value of α increases, the number of partitions output decreases to 1 and

the number of coefficients stored per partition varies accordingly (as discussed

in Chapter 4.4.2).

A more detailed examination of how the number of partitions and model

coefficients output varies with α is shown in Appendix A.1. Furthermore, the

error incurred by the models when α ∈ {0.1, 0.9} can be seen in Appendix A.2.

In some cases, particularly when modelling using polynomial regression

and when the variability of the data in space and time is low, this trend

plateaus after α increases beyond a certain value. For example, in the case of

PLR-P and PLR-C on the air temperature and rainfall datasets, the value of

α has little effect when α > 0.25 and α > 0.1 respectively. This is attributed

to the cost of increasing the number of partitions being too great, and the

benefits of increasing model complexity of the partitions being insufficient to

lower the heuristic value further. Furthermore, as the value of α increases,

increasing the number of partitions to capture the spatio-temporal variability

is not worthwhile, and so only a single partition with few model coefficients
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is output. The exception to this is DTR modelling on the air temperature

dataset. As the value of α increases, the NRMSE observed also increases and

does not appear to plateau for the range of α values tested.

The range of NRMSE and storage ratios also differs between datasets for

the same modelling technique and value of α. When α = 0.1. the mean storage

used is highest for the air temperature dataset, although for α > 0.1 the mean

storage used is highest for the traffic datasets. For all values of α, the mean

NRMSE is highest for the traffic datasets and lowest for the rainfall dataset.

These results are attributable to the traffic datasets being the most varied in

space and time, and the rainfall dataset being the least varied. Furthermore, for

the traffic dataset, discontinuities in space result in many partition boundaries

in space, often yielding a higher number of partitions relative to the number of

sensors present. This is discussed further in Section 4.4.3.

Finally, the relationship between storage and NRMSE differs between the

modelling techniques and datasets tested. In most cases, as α increases, the

storage used decreases in an exponential manner. However, the NRMSE

appears to follow a log-like pattern in some cases (modelling on clusters for

the traffic dataset, PLR and DCT on the air temperature dataset, and all

techniques on the rainfall dataset), quadratic pattern in some cases (DTR

on the air temperature dataset) and an arctan pattern in others (modelling

on partitions for the traffic dataset). This suggests that the value of α used

should be chosen after an initial investigation of the data and, since similar

relationships between NRMSE and storage ratio are observed across all samples

of the same dataset given a particular modelling technique, the relationship

between NRMSE, storage ratio and α is predictable once a subset of the data

has been tested.

As well as the metric defined in Equation 4.7 for describing the storage

used, we may also consider the number of bytes used by the raw and reduced

data files. When α = 0.1, the traffic datasets are reduced to between 679 KB

and 69.3 MB, the air temperature datasets are reduced to between 2 KB and

25.8 MB, and the rainfall datasets are reduced to between 2 KB and 11.9 MB.

Conversely, when α = 0.9, the traffic datasets are reduced to between 2 KB

and 32.3 MB, the air temperature datasets are reduced to between 2 KB and

5.2 MB, and the rainfall datasets are reduced to between 2 KB and 3.1 MB.

However, these reduced data files use the Python pickling process which incurs

a significant storage overhead. Consequently, these files may be reduced to a

smaller file size by using a less verbose data format, and a direct comparison

between the input and reduced file sizes in bytes may not be appropriate.
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Figure 4.5: NRMSE incurred and storage used by the reduced traffic, air temperature and rainfall datasets.
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4.4.2 Choice of Modelling Technique

From the results presented in Figure 4.5, several conclusions about the choice

of modelling technique can be drawn. First, when α > 0.25, modelling on

partitions or clusters has little impact on the storage used and NRSE achieved.

For example, for the traffic datasets, the mean NRMSE when α = 0.5 is 11.7%

for PLR-P and and 12.6% for PLR-C. Likewise, the mean storage used is 0.9%

and 0.3% respectively. However, when α ∈ {0.1, 0.25}, the NRMSE achieved

when modelling on partitions is lower or equal to modelling on clusters for

the same modelling technique. For example, when α = 0.1, PLR-P yields a

mean NRMSE of 5.2% and PLR-C yields a mean NRMSE of 9.0% for the

air temperature dataset. The only exception to this is when α = 0.1 and

DTR modelling is used for the air temperature dataset, with DTR-P yielding a

NRMSE of 4.7% and DTR-C yielding 4.3%. Though these lower NRMSE values

come at the cost of increased storage, the NRMSE-per-percentage-storage-

used, that is the NRMSE divided by storage used, is lower when modelling

on partitions versus clusters in almost all cases. Therefore, regardless of the

variability of the data in space and time, the benefits of storing a model per

partition rather than storing a model per cluster outweigh the increased storage

requirements of doing so.

Second, the mean number of partitions output is lower when modelling on

clusters versus modelling on partitions, as shown in Table 4.2. For example,

for the rainfall dataset when α = 0.1, PLR-C output 512 partitions while

PLR-P output 1215 partitions. The only exception to this is for the traffic

datasets when α = 0.1, where DCT-C modelling yields 8165 partitions and

DCT-P modelling yields 6468 partitions. However, modelling on partitions

stores a greater or equal number of model coefficients than modelling on

clusters in all cases. For most results, the lower NRMSE of modelling on

partitions may be attributed to storing more partitions and therefore more

model coefficients, thus yielding a more accurate representation of the input

data. In such cases, regardless of the variability of the data in space and

time, storing more partitions with few model coefficients per partition gives

a more accurate reduction of the dataset than storing few models with many

coefficients per model. One exception to this conclusion occurs for the air

temperature dataset when α = 0.1. Here, DTR-C modelling yields a marginally

lower NRMSE than DTR-P (4.3% versus 4.7%) despite storing 4190 partitions

versus 9598 partitions.

Third, as the value of α increases, the number of coefficients stored per

partition decreases, as shown in Figure 4.6. However, as α increases, the

number of partitions output also decreases in some cases, and when fewer

partitions are output the number of coefficients stored per partition may
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increase. For example, when α = 0.1 and DCT-P modelling is used, 9618

partitions are output on average and the maximum number of coefficients

output for a partition is 10. Yet, when α = 0.25, 2224 partitions are output

and the maximum number of coefficients output for a partition is 1330. When

α > 0.25, only 1 partition is output, and the number of coefficients output is

1540, 455 and 286 when α = 0.5, α = 0.75 and α = 0.9 respectively. A more

detailed examination of how the number of partitions and model coefficients

output varies with α is shown in Appendix A.1.

Fourth, the choice between PLR, DCT and DTR is dependent on the user’s

preferences. For example, for all three datasets, using DCT modelling results

in a lower NRMSE than PLR, although this comes at the cost of more storage

than PLR for the rainfall dataset. However, the difference in NRMSE is often

quite small, with the largest difference occurring when α = 0.25 on the air

temperature dataset. In this case, the mean NRMSE reported is 4.0% lower for

DCT-P compared to PLR-P. Conversely, the mean storage used is 5.0% higher

for DCT-P compared to PLR-P. Decision tree regression, which yields easy to

interpret models that can be output as a set of if-then rules, achieves similar

NRMSE values on all three datasets compared to DCT and PLR. However, this

comes at the cost of an increased storage overhead in most cases. Therefore,

when a model that is easy to interpret is required, DTR modelling is preferable,

however more efficient modelling can be achieved using PLR and DCT.
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Table 4.2: Mean number of partitions output by kD-STR. Values of α close to
0 indiciate high storage used for minimised error, and values of α close to 1
indicate minimised storage but higher error.

Traffic Dataset
α PLR-P PLR-C DCT-P DCT-C DTR-P DTR-C

0.1 8694 7193 6468 8165 9084 7423
0.25 5182 2359 5076 1749 4971 2263
0.5 407 93 648 22 297 50

0.75 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.9 1 1 1 1 1 1

Air Temperature Dataset
α PLR-P PLR-C DCT-P DCT-C DTR-P DTR-C

0.1 9921 4627 9618 5623 9598 4190
0.25 637 1 2224 1 1 1
0.5 1 1 1 1 1 1

0.75 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.9 1 1 1 1 1 1

Rainfall Dataset
α PLR-P PLR-C DCT-P DCT-C DTR-P DTR-C

0.1 1215 512 2448 513 1377 509
0.25 3 3 3 3 3 3
0.5 3 3 3 3 3 3

0.75 3 3 3 3 3 3
0.9 1 1 1 1 3 1
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(a) Traffic

(b) Air Temperature

(c) Rainfall

Figure 4.6: Histogram of the number of coefficients output per partition. Results are shown for kD-STR with DCT-P modelling.
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4.4.3 Spatial and Temporal Properties Discovered

The partitioning method used by kD-STR identifies several patterns and

nuances within each of the datasets tested. For example, for the air temperature

dataset, several partitions are created that contain either a majority of the

sensors for short periods of time, particularly at night, or most of the time

intervals in the dataset for a small subset of the sensors. This can be attributed

to low spatial variance and low temporal variance at those times and sensors

respectively. For the traffic dataset, main carriageway and slip-road sensors are

consistently placed in difference partitions during the daytime. This distinction

is a result of the spatial discontinuity between the main carriageway and slip-

roads which results in significant differences in the feature values recorded by

the two types of sensor.

For both datasets, the partitioning of the data in time approximately follows

the expected daily patterns of the data. That is, partitions of low traffic volume

and air temperature are created at night-time, and partitions of high traffic and

temperature are created during the day. Similarly, more partitions are created

in time as the feature values change in short periods of time at the start and

end of the day, and partitions of long periods of time are created during the

day. However, this predictability does not hold for the rainfall dataset. The

rainfall dataset exhibits discontinuities at times and locations of rainfall versus

no rainfall, meaning the locations of partitions in space and time do not follow

patterns.

Overall, the number of partitions created in the spatial and temporal

domains is approximately related to the variability of the datasets in space and

time. For example, when α = 0.1, the mean time captured per partition is 0.9

hours (approximately 4 time intervals) for the traffic datasets and 2.1 hours

(approximately 2 time intervals) for the air temperature dataset (as shown

in Appendix A.3). Similarly, the average maximum distance between sensors

captured is 1.2 miles and 70 miles. However, for the traffic datasets, many

partitions contained many adjacent sensors located on the main carriageway,

and many partitions are created for slip roads containing few sensors for long

periods of time. Thus, partitions are created in the areas and time periods of

high variability, and vice versa. Furthermore, when patterns of high or low

feature values exist in the data, these will be discovered by kD-STR.

Finally, the choice of distance metric used when clustering the data is found

to have some impact on the resulting number of partitions output. For example,

when α = 0.1 and the M1 traffic dataset is partitioned, the mean number of

partitions output is 7,857 for the L1 (Manhattan) distance metric, 7,353 for the

L2 (Euclidean) distance metric, and 5,661 for the L∞ (Chebyshev) distance

metric. However, while the number of partitions can vary, the relationship
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(a) Traffic (b) Air Temperature (c) Rainfall

Figure 4.7: Comparison between kD-STR and PCA, IDEALEM and DEFLATE.
Results are shown for kD-STR using DCT-P modelling with α = 0.1 and
α = 0.9.

between the number of partitions, storage used and error incurred remains the

same. This is shown in Appendix A.4.

4.4.4 Comparison with Existing Techniques

A comparison of kD-STR with existing techniques can be seen in Figure 4.7. In

this figure, results for kD-STR with DCT-P modelling are used for comparison

with other techniques1. Furthermore, a comparison of the reduced file sizes

output by the techniques can be seen in Table 4.3. Compared to kD-STR,

DEFLATE reduces the datasets to between 0.7% and 12.9% of the original

dataset volumes. DEFLATE reduces the traffic datasets to a mean of 11.2% of

the original data volume, the air temperature dataset to 3.0% of the original

volume, and the rainfall dataset to 0.9% of the original dataset volume. As

discussed in Section 4.3, DEFLATE is a lossless compression algorithm that

can reduce the data to a small form. However, the data must be decompressed

before it can be used for analysis. In comparison, kD-STR allows the data

to be retrieved without decompressing the entire reduced dataset. Therefore,

DEFLATE is used as an indicator of the potential reduction in storage that

is achievable by lossless compression algorithms, rather than as a directly

comparable reduction method.

PCA, adapted for spatio-temporal data [43], reduces the traffic datasets to

11% of the original data volume when 1 principle component (PC) is stored

per feature, 22% when 2 PCs are stored, and 33% when 3 PCs are stored. A

mean NRMSE of 6.9%, 4.8% and 2.9% is achieved respectively. On the air

temperature and rainfall datasets, PCA reduces each dataset to 25% of its

original storage volume while incurring 0% NRMSE. In such cases, the number

of principle components stored is equal to the number of features in the input

1A comparison for the other modelling techniques used by kD-STR can be inferred from
Figure 4.5.
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Table 4.3: Storage used by the reduced datasets after being compressed and
reduced using existing techniques (values shown in MB). Results are shown for
kD-STR using DCT-P modelling with α = 0.1 (high storage, low error) and
α = 0.9 (low storage, high error).

Road Traffic Air Temperature Rainfall
Method Min Max Min Max Min Max

Raw data 3.3 23.6 10.4 11.7 8.2 9.2
DEFLATE 0.3 2.9 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.1

PCA (1) 0.4 2.6 1.2 1.3 0.9 1.1
PCA (2) 0.7 5.2 2.3 2.6 1.9 2.0
PCA (3) 1.1 7.8 3.4 3.9 2.7 3.1

IDEALEM 1.3 10.9 1.5 1.7 0.2 0.5
DCT-P (α = 0.1) 0.7 69.3 0.1 25.8 0.1 11.9
DCT-P (α = 0.9) 0.1 32.3 0.1 5.2 0.1 3.1

datasets (excluding spatial and temporal referencing features), thus no error is

incurred.

IDEALEM is found to reduce the datasets to between 1.24% and 47.0% of

the original data volume. For the traffic datasets, IDEALEM reduces the data

to a mean of 42.3% of the original data volume and incurs a mean NRMSE

of 17.8%. For the air temperature dataset, IDEALEM reduces the data to

a mean of 12.1% of the original data volume and incurs a mean NRMSE of

11.5%. Finally, IDEALEM reduces the rainfall dataset to a mean of 2.4% of

the original data volume while incurring a mean NRMSE of 21.1%.

In comparison to these results, when the parameter α = 0.1 and DTR-P

modelling is used, kD-STR reduces the traffic datasets to a mean storage

volume of 11.1% while incurring a mean NRMSE of 3.5%. Similarly, the

air temperature dataset is reduced to a mean storage volume of 29.8% while

incurring a mean NRMSE of 3.2%, and the rainfall dataset is reduced to a

mean storage volume of 7.4% while incurring a NRMSE of 1.0%. This value of

α indicates a preference for minimising NRMSE at the cost of increases storage

used. When α = 0.9, a value which indicates a preference for minimising

the storage used, kD-STR reduces the traffic datasets to a mean storage

volume of 0.001% while incurring a mean NRMSE of 10.4%. Similarly, the

air temperature dataset is reduces to a mean of 0.1% of the original storage

volume while incurring a NRMSE of 9.3%, and the rainfall dataset to 0.01%

while incurring a NRMSE of 2.3%.

Thus, when α = 0.9, kD-STR is found to reduce the datasets to a smaller

storage volume than DEFLATE, PCA and IDEALEM. When α = 0.1, kD-STR

reduces the rainfall dataset to a smaller storage volume than PCA, and the

traffic datasets to a smaller storage volume than PCA and IDEALEM in the

majority of cases. For all three datasets, the NRMSE incurred is significantly
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lower than the NRMSE incurred by IDEALEM when α = 0.1. These results

indicate that kD-STR is able to reduce the datasets to smaller storage volumes

than PCA and IDEALEM, often with significant improvements. Similarly,

kD-STR is able to reduce the datasets while incurring a lower NRMSE than

IDEALEM and, in the case of the traffic dataset, PCA as well.

4.4.5 Choice of Spatial Referencing System

In some cases, datasets can be referenced using multiple spatial referencing

systems (SRS). For example, the traffic datasets can be referenced using a 1-

dimensional linear referencing system or a 2-dimensional Euclidean referencing

system. When using a 1D SRS, each partition is referenced in space by a

single beginning and ending value compared to multiple coordinates in a 2D

SRS. Therefore, the quantity of storage used to store each partition is reduced.

However, in a 1D SRS, discontinuities in the spatial domain force multiple

partitions to be created that may be a single partition in a 2D SRS. This is

seen in the traffic datasets, where the 1D SRS forces slip roads, which have

a lower volume of traffic and therefore belong to different clusters, to break

up the main carriageway partitions. In the 2D SRS, the main carriageway

partitions wrap around the slip road partitions, and are therefore not broken

into multiple partitions.

A comparison of the NRMSE incurred, storage used and number of par-

titions output by kD-STR when reducing the traffic datasets can be seen in

Figure 4.8. In all cases, the NRMSE incurred and storage used for the 1D SRS

is lower or approximately the same as the 2D SRS. For example, when using

PLR-P modelling and α = 0.1, the mean NRMSE incurred is 5.58% for the

1D SRS and 5.98% for the 2D SRS, while the storage used is 3.1% and 14.2%

respectively. For PLR-P, PLR-C and DCT-C modelling, the storage used when

α = 0.1 is notably lower when a 1D SRS is used compared to a 2D SRS.

The lower NRMSE incurred can be attributed to a higher number of

partitions being stored for the 1D SRS compared to the 2D SRS (a comparison

of the number of partitions output can be seen in Appendix A.5). In the case

of PLR-P modelling when α = 0.1, a mean of 11,997 partitions are output

for the 1D SRS and 8,694 partitions are output for the 2D SRS. The higher

number of partitions is attributable to the difference in slip roads and main

carriageway breaking large partitions into multiple smaller partitions when the

1D SRS is used. However, the lower storage requirement of each partition does

not increase the overall storage used by the reduced dataset, yielding a more

efficient reduction with lower NRMSE as seen in Figure 4.8.

Therefore, the storage used by the reduced dataset may be decreased by

using a SRS with fewer dimensions. Furthermore, if reducing the number of
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spatial dimensions increases the number of partitions, a lower NRMSE may be

achieved. However, this is dependent on the spatial variability of the data and

the dispersion of partitions in space.

4.4.6 Impact of Input Dataset Size

When α = 0.1, increasing the size of the air temperature dataset in the

temporal domain increases the percentage of relative storage used in some

cases, and decreases the percentage used in others. That is, the percentage

of storage used compared to the raw dataset (Equation 4.7) can increase or

decrease. When the quantity of data increases, the number of partitions in

the reduced dataset is proportionally higher and the NRMSE of the reduced

data is lower. Similarly, when the percentage of data stored decreases, the

number of partitions is proportionally lower and the NRMSE is higher. However,

increasing the size of the air temperature dataset in the spatial domain decreases

the storage used in all cases, and the NRMSE remains approximately the same.

Furthermore, increasing the quantity of data in either domain decreases the

storage used for the rainfall dataset and maintains approximately the same

storage used, or lower, for the traffic datasets. Again, the NRMSE observed

remains approximately the same. This can be seen in Figures 4.9 and 4.10,

which show the effect of increasing the dataset size in the temporal and spatial

domains respectively. Results are shown for DCT modelling, and similar results

are observable for PLR and DTR modelling also (shown in Appendix A.6).

When α ∈ {0.75, 0.9}, increasing the size of the dataset reduces the NRMSE

in many cases and maintains approximately the same NRMSE in others. In

most cases, the percentage of storage used relative to the raw data remains

approximately the same as only 1 partition is stored. However, in some cases

when α = 0.75, the number of partitions output is greater than 1 for smaller

dataset sizes. Thus, as the size of the dataset increases, the number of partitions

output decreases to 1, resulting in a decrease in storage used and an increase in

NRMSE. When α = {0.25, 0.5}, increasing the quantity of data in the dataset

either leads to an increase in the storage used and subsequent decrease in

NRMSE, or a decrease in storage and increase in NRMSE.

Increasing the quantity of data in the temporal domain leads to an approx-

imately linear increase in the number of partitions output. This is demonstrated

in Table 4.4 for DCT modelling, where increasing the quantity of air temperat-

ure data from 0.25× to 1.0× increases the number of partitions from 2,503 to

9,618 (PLR and DTR modelling results are shown in Appendix A.6). However,

increasing the quantity of data in the spatial domain leads to a sub-linear

increase in the number of partitions output. This is attributed to the lower

spatio-temporal variance in the spatial domain requiring fewer partitions.
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Figure 4.8: NRMSE, storage and partitions output by kD-STR when reducing the traffic datasets referenced by 1D and 2D spatial referencing
systems.
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Figure 4.9: Effect on NRMSE and storage used as the quantity of data in
the temporal domain increases, with results shown for DCT modelling when
α = 0.1.

4.4.7 Running Time

When α = 0.1, the running time required by the kD-STR algorithm ranged from

116 minutes to 12,108 minutes for the traffic datasets. For the air temperature

dataset, the running time ranged from 611 minutes to 5,278 minutes, and for

the rainfall dataset the running time ranged from 335 minutes to 5,399 minutes.

In comparison, when α = 0.9, the running time ranged from 4 to 9,642 minutes

for the traffic datasets, 32 to 2,990 minutes for the air temperature dataset,

and 17 minutes to 1,114 minutes for the rainfall dataset. However, these values

capture the running time of unoptimised experimental Python code using a

single processing core. Speedups of orders of magnitude may be achieved using

optimised code written in efficient, compiled languages.

4.5 Discussion

The results presented in this chapter demonstrate the effectiveness of kD-STR

at reducing spatio-temporal datasets with different characteristics to a set of

partitions and models. These partitions and models require less storage than

the original dataset, while incurring a NRMSE that is acceptable in many

applications. These results also provide several conclusions that are enumerated

in this section.

First, the parameter α is shown to be effective at allowing the user to

decide between minimising the NRMSE incurred and minimising the storage

used by the reduced dataset. That is, for all datasets tested, the NRMSE

incurred is lowest and storage used highest when α is close to 0, while the

NRMSE incurred is highest and storage used lowest when α is close to 1.

This is shown for a variety of datasets that exhibit different spatio-temporal

characteristics, including different rates of variance in space and time, and

different rates of continuous variability and sudden changes (events). The

traffic dataset, which has high variability in space and time with discontinuities
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Figure 4.10: Effect on NRMSE and storage used as the quantity of data in the
spatial domain increases, with results shown for DCT modelling when α = 0.1.

Table 4.4: Average number of partitions stored as the quantity of data increases
in the spatial and temporal domains. Results are shown for DCT modelling
when α = 0.1 (high storage, low error).

Temporal Domain Spatial Domain
0.25× 0.5× 1× 1.5× 2× 0.25× 0.5× 1×

Traffic 1662 3676 7494 10344 12881 2736 4300 7494
Air Temp. 2503 5569 9618 15468 21247 3190 5499 9618

Rainfall 848 1188 2448 1632 5092 1078 1429 2448

in the spatial domain, incurs the highest mean NRMSE for all values of α of

the three datasets tested. In contrast, the rainfall dataset, which contains large

areas and time periods of the same feature value (i.e. 0 mm rainfall), incurs the

lowest NRMSE and requires the lowest quantity of storage to store the reduced

dataset. The presence of spatial discontinuities is identified by the kD-STR

partitioning technique, and the number of partitions created in the spatial

and temporal domains is correlated with the variability of the datasets in the

spatial and temporal domains. Overall, these findings support Hypothesis

H1.1 and demonstrate the generality of spatio-temporal datasets that can be

reduced by kD-STR.

Second, DCT and DTR incur lower NRMSE than PLR modelling for all

of the datasets tested, although in many cases the storage used is greater.

For the air temperature and rainfall datasets, modelling on clusters uses less

storage than modelling on partitions. However, this is correlated with fewer

partitions being stored, and a higher NRMSE. Furthermore, for the traffic

dataset, modelling on clusters uses more storage while also incurring a higher

NRMSE. These results contradict Hypothesis H1.2, which states that modelling

on clusters would be more efficient when more than 1 partition is output. In

particular, for the traffic datasets when DCT modelling is used and α = 0.1,

the number of partitions output when modelling on clusters is higher than the

number output when modelling on partitions, yet the mean NRMSE is higher.
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In this case, the number of model coefficients needed to reduce the NRMSE is

greater than the number permitted by the heuristic function.

However, since increasing the number of partitions leads to larger improve-

ments in the heuristic value per step than increasing the number of model

coefficients, the greedy kD-STR algorithm prefers to maximise the number of

partitions in the reduced dataset rather than maximise the number of model

coefficients. Thus, a less greedy adaptation of kD-STR may be able to increase

the number of coefficients rather than increase the number of partitions stored.

This may result in lower NRMSE and less storage used when modelling on

clusters versus modelling on partitions. However, adaptations of the algorithm

and further testing are required to confirm this hypothesis.

Third, kD-STR is shown to yield a more efficient reduction when a 1D spatial

referencing system (SRS) is used versus a 2D SRS. For the traffic datasets,

kD-STR consistently incurs a lower or similar NRMSE while using less or

approximately equal storage when a 1D SRS is used. A similar relationship

between α and the NRMSE and storage used is found. However, the fewer

coordinate values required to store the spatial bounds of the partitions in

1D space results in less storage used by the reduced dataset. This confirms

Hypothesis H1.3, and further demonstrates the generality of spatio-temporal

datasets that can be reduced by kD-STR.

Fourth, increasing the dataset size while maintaining approximately the

same spatio-temporal variance and density of instances is shown to increase

the size of the reduced dataset. However, when α = 0.1, increasing the size of

the dataset can lead to a decrease in storage ratio while the NRMSE remains

approximately the same. Conversely, when α = 0.9, increasing the dataset size

can decrease the NRMSE while maintaining approximately the same storage

ratio. For some results presented in Section 4.4.6, the percentage of storage

used increases as the dataset size increases, although this is attributable to

an increase in the number of partitions stored as a result of increased spatio-

temporal variance in the data. These results therefore support Hypothesis

H1.4.

Finally, kD-STR is shown to achieve similar storage ratios to DEFLATE

when α = 0.9, and smaller storage ratios than PCA and IDEALEM for all

three datasets. When α = 0.9, kD-STR achieves a smaller or comparable

NRMSE for the traffic and rainfall datasets compared to PCA and IDEALEM.

When α = 0.1, kD-STR achieves a lower NRMSE than IDEALEM for all

three datasets, and a lower NRMSE than PCA for the traffic dataset. While

DEFLATE is able to compress the data to a smaller form than the input dataset,

the entire dataset must be decompressed before the data can be used analysed.

Thus, the user must have sufficient memory to store the decompressed raw

data and cannot use the compressed dataset directly. In comparison, kD-STR
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allows the source data to be reconstructed by inputting the desired locations

and times into the model(s) of the relevant partitions in the reduced dataset.

Compared to PCA, kD-STR is able to model the datasets without requiring

data be stored for each instance individually, allowing kD-STR to reduce the

data to an even smaller form. Furthermore, compared to IDEALEM, kD-STR

takes advantage of the spatio-temporal variability of the data to provide a

more informed partitioning of the dataset without requiring the user to set a

window size. This allows kD-STR to achieve smaller storage ratios in some

cases and lower NRMSE in others. Thus, kD-STR is able to reduce datasets

to a smaller form than the state-of-the-art whilst incurring a lower NRMSE in

some cases, or a comparable NRMSE and storage ratio in others. In addition,

the user is able to indicate their preference for minimised storage or minimised

NRMSE by using an appropriate value for the parameter α.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter a novel algorithm, kD-STR, for reducing spatio-temporal

datasets has been presented. Using a novel partitioning method, kD-STR

partitions the data in the spatial and temporal domains using the variability of

the data, rather than the fixed-size partitioning scheme used by IDEALEM and

ISABELA. By fitting a model to the data within each partition, kD-STR is

able to store the data in a reduced form while minimising the NRMSE incurred.

Compared to IDEALEM, kD-STR is often able to reduce the data to a smaller

form. Furthermore, kD-STR allows for direct retrieval of the data without

requiring multiple instances be retrieved and post-processed, as is required by

ISABELA. These properties allow kD-STR to reduce datasets to a small form

while permitting direct retrieval of the data. In Chapter 5, the speedup in

processing times for analysis achieved by reducing the datasets with kD-STR

is demonstrated empirically.
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Chapter 5

Augmenting and Reducing

Spatio-Temporal Datasets

Often, data scientists wish to analyse multiple spatio-temporal datasets in

the context of each other. In Chapter 2, commonly used methods for linking

datasets were presented that augment a primary dataset with information from

one or more supplementary datasets. These methods select or impute instances

from each supplementary dataset at locations and times that are relevant to

the instances in the primary dataset, and append onto each primary instance

features calculated using these supplementary instances.

However, the volume of spatio-temporal datasets can limit the number of

primary and supplementary instances that can be processed in reasonable time.

In an example described later in this chapter (see Section 5.4), augmenting

a road condition dataset with road traffic and weather information takes

approximately 4 hours using raw data. This length of time may be prohibitive

for some applications, and the time taken can grow superlinearly as the size of

the datasets increases. In Chapter 4, the kD-STR method was introduced for

reducing the volume of such datasets while allowing for fast reconstruction and

imputation of the data. Thus, kD-STR can be used to reduce the supplementary

datasets and reduce the quantity of data that needs to be processed during

linking. The kD-STR algorithm uses the RES heuristic to minimise the

difference between the original (input) instances and the reconstructed instances.

However, in the context of linking datasets, this may lead to unnecessary

information retention in the reduced supplementary dataset. That is, kD-STR

may retain unnecessary spatial or temporal resolution, and may minimise

the error introduced at locations and times that are unlikely to be linked

to the primary instances. For example, consider a scenario in which the

rainfall dataset is used to calculate the total rainfall that fell on a set of

farmers’ fields over 1 year. Rather than minimising the difference between

each original rainfall instance and the same instances after they have been
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reconstructed from the reduced dataset, the difference between the total yearly

rainfall value calculated for each farmers’ field should be minimised. This

approach concentrates supplementary information retention in the areas and

times applicable to the primary dataset, and minimises the error introduced to

the linking process by the reduction process.

Therefore, this chapter introduces a wrapper method for integrating kD-

STR with the dataset linking process. First, an alternative heuristic for kD-STR

is presented for use in the context of data augmentation. This alternative

heuristic, namely the Linked Error and Storage (LES) heuristic, represents

the main contribution of this chapter, and prioritises information retention in

the areas and time periods most applicable to the primary dataset. In doing

so, the LES heuristic yields a reduced dataset that is at least as accurate as

the same input dataset reduced using the RES heuristic presented in Chapter

4, whilst using at most the same quantity of data. Second, the reduction

and augmenting processes are combined for outputting a reduced augmented

dataset and for speeding up the linking process. Finally, this chapter presents

an empirical case study that demonstrates the improvement achieved using

the LES heuristic. In this case study, a road condition dataset is augmented

using aggregated forms of the traffic, air temperature and rainfall datasets

presented in Chapter 3, as well as the same datasets after they have been

reduced using kD-STR with the RES heuristic and the LES heuristic presented

in this chapter.

This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.1, the process of augment-

ing one dataset with information from one or more other datasets is explained.

In Section 5.2, the LES heuristic for the kD-STR algorithm is presented for

reducing the supplementary datasets used to augment a primary dataset. Fur-

thermore, Section 5.3 discusses how the kD-STR algorithm with LES heuristic

can be integrated into the wider augmentation process. Section 5.4 describes

the experimental setup used to evaluate the LES kD-STR heuristic, and Section

5.5 explains the results of this evaluation. In Section 5.6, the consequences of

these results are discussed. Finally, Section 5.7 provides concluding remarks

for this chapter.

5.1 Augmenting Primary Datasets with

Supplementary Datasets

Often, data analysts wish to augment a primary dataset DP with information

from n supplementary datasets, D1, . . . , Dn. For example, DP may be weekly

sales data of de-icer at stores across a country, with each instance representing

one store per week. Furthermore, D1 may be hourly air temperature and
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rainfall observations recorded at weather stations, D2 may be hourly footfall

counts of people walking past sensors near to the stores, D3 may be sales data

for related products, and D4 may be vehicle ownership data. In this scenario,

each sales instance is augmented with the minimum temperature and total

precipitation observed in the week before and after the sales instance was

recorded, as well as the number of related products sold in the same time frame

and the number of vehicles owned within the local population. The result of

augmenting DP with D1, . . . , Dn is the dataset DAug.

The linking procedure for raw datasets (i.e. datasets that have not been

reduced), is shown in Algorithm 2. Here, a subset of zero or more instances

Ll ⊂ Dl is chosen from each supplementary dataset Dl, where 1 ≤ l ≤ n. The

subset is chosen by the function link() for each instance ds,t ∈ DP, and consists

of one or more instances du,v ∈ Dl. In our de-icer sales example, link() selects

all weather instances in D1 from the nearest weather station to location s in

the week before and after time t, as well as footfall instances in D2 from the

nearest footfall sensor in the same time period, related sales instances from

the same store in the same time period, and the number of vehicles owned in

the surrounding area. Then, features are engineered by the function features()

using L1, . . . , Ln, and the engineered features appended onto ds,t. This results

in the augmented instance d′s,t ∈ DAug.

Algorithm 2: Augmenting primary dataset DP with information
from multiple supplementary datasets

Data: Primary dataset DP and supplementary datasets D1, . . . , Dn

Result: DAug, the resulting dataset after DP is augmented with
D1, . . . , Dn

1 DAug ← ∅
2 for ds,t ∈ DP do
3 for 1 ≤ l ≤ n do
4 Ll ← link(ds,t, D

l)
5 end
6 d′s,t ← ds,t + features(ds,t, L

1, . . . , Ln)

7 DAug ← DAug + d′s,t
8 end

5.1.1 Methods for Imputing Supplementary Instances

In some cases, only one time and location in Dl are applicable to each primary

instance, thus Ll contains one instance. In other cases, multiple times or

locations are applicable, and features() aggregates the selected instances —

for the de-icer sales example, L1 will contain up to 336 hourly temperature

instances. However, Dl may not contain instances at the exact times and
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locations applicable to a primary instance ds,t ∈ DP. That is, it is unlikely that

the weather dataset D1 contains instances at the exact location s of each store.

Therefore, the instances in Ll are imputed using the instances that are present

in Dl. In Chapter 2, examples found in literature were presented that use the

k nearest neighbour (kNN)1 and neighbourhood techniques. These techniques

are commonly used because of their simplicity and sufficient accuracy in such

scenarios. Both methods either average the selected instances or weight them

according to their distance or perceived accuracy/relevance. In this section,

these methods for creating the subset of instances Ll are discussed.

Given a primary instance ds,t ∈ DP, assume that we are interested in

knowing the feature values of Dl at a location u and time v, denoted (u, v).

Note that (u, v) may not necessarily be the same as (s, t); for example, when

predicting de-icer sales, the weather of the previous day may be applicable

and so u = s and v = t − 1 day2. However, when no instance exists at that

location and time, i.e. du,v /∈ Dl, the nearest neighbours to (u, v) in Dl can be

used to impute d̃u,v. That is, the spatio-temporal distance between (u, v) and

(w, x) can be calculated for each instance dw,x ∈ Dl, and the instances with

the lowest spatio-temporal distance used to estimate the feature values of Dl

at (u, v).

Let the function δST(u, v, w, x) be a spatio-temporal distance metric between

the desired instance being estimated d̃u,v and any instance dw,x ∈ Dl. The

function combines both the spatial distance metric δS(u,w) and temporal

distance metric δT(v, x) into a single spatio-temporal distance metric, although

it can be ambiguous how these two metrics should be combined. One method

for combining the two metrics is to use the product of the two distances [144],

however this ignores the possibility of one metric dominating the other owing to

the units used. Instead, the two metrics can be weighted as shown in Equation

5.1 [7, 57]. Weighting the metrics instead of using their product also allows

other metrics to be incorporated into the distance function, such as utility

scores of sensor accuracy and precision, or metrics that consider the spatial and

temporal restrictions inherent on the processes sampled by the supplementary

datasets. Choosing a value for the scaling factor µ is subjective and is explored

in Section 5.1.2.

δST(u, v, w, x) = δS(u,w) + µ · δT(v, x) (5.1)

Using the nearest spatio-temporal neighbour to estimate the feature values

at a desired location and time is a special case of the k nearest neighbours

1Note that k here refers to the number of neighbour instances selected rather than the
number of spatio-temporal dimensions.

2The choice of values for u and v given location s and time t are dataset specific and are
calculated using domain knowledge.
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algorithm (kNN). The nearest k instances to (u, v) in Dl are chosen and their

feature values used to estimate the values of those features at (u, v). Choosing

multiple nearest neighbours (i.e. k > 1) may result in a more accurate estimate

than choosing the single nearest neighbour as it dilutes anomalous or noisy

supplementary instances. However, choosing too many nearest neighbours can

be detrimental as instances far from (u, v) can give a poor estimate of d̃u,v.

After the k nearest instances to (u, v) have been chosen from Dl, the estimated

value d̃u,v can be calculated using:

d̃u,v =
1

k

∑
dw,x∈A

dw,x (5.2)

where A ⊆ Dl is the subset of k nearest instances to (u, v).

While kNN is simple to implement and often sufficiently accurate, it ignores

the effect of spatio-temporal autocorrelation. To maintain spatio-temporal

autocorrelation, the instances can be weighted by their distance to (u, v), such

that nearer instances are more heavily weighted. This is referred to as inverse

distance weighted k nearest neighbours (IDW kNN), and the estimated value

can be calculated using:

d̃u,v =
1∑

dw,x∈A ww,x

∑
dw,x∈A

ww,x · dw,x (5.3)

where,

ww,x =
1

δST(u, v, w, x)

However, while kNN and IDW kNN can be more accurate than the nearest

neighbour method, choosing a value for k can be difficult. For example, when

the density of supplementary instances varies over space and time, the proximity

of supplementary instances can differ between primary instances. That is, for

some primary instances, the k nearest supplementary instances may be near

but for others the k nearest neighbours may be quite far. In some cases this

may be desirable, however when it is not, it may be more beneficial to use a

fixed spatio-temporal neighbourhood around (u, v). In doing so, the user has

to select a spatial limit υ and temporal limit τ as the maximum distance a

supplementary instance can be from a primary instance. In this case, given

a function neighbourhood(Dl, u, v, υ, τ) which returns the subset A ⊆ Dl of

instances within the spatial limit υ and the temporal limit τ , d̃u,v can again

be calculated using Equation 5.2. The neighbourhood method may also be

adapted to use inverse distance weighting using Equation 5.3. A choice for υ

and τ can be made using the techniques described in Section 5.1.2.

By investigating the accuracy of the imputation methods discussed above
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using an approach similar to those presented in Section 2.1.2, an appropriate

technique may be chosen. Gaining this domain specific knowledge may take

time, however knowledge gained for one sample of data may be useful for future

samples of the same data that exhibit the same distributions. This removes the

need to repeat the knowledge gathering process. For example, knowledge gained

when linking a sample of weather data may be useful when linking a later sample

of weather data for the same area. Yet, for some supplementary datasets, using

an average or weighted average of instances near to the desired location and

time may not provide a sufficiently accurate estimate of the dataset’s feature

values. One method for overcoming this issue is to fit a predictive model to the

instances in Dl and impute the desired instances using the model. Such models

may provide a more accurate estimate by capturing the patterns and trends

present in the data, rather than interpolating between nearest instances. A

predictive model may be as simple as a linear or polynomial regression model,

using the locations and times of the supplementary instances as predictors and

their feature values as responses. This approach is taken by kD-STR, although

more sophisticated modelling techniques that lie outside the scope of this thesis

may also be useful.

5.1.2 Choosing Parameters for Imputation Methods

By understanding the characteristics of the primary and supplementary data-

sets, such as using the techniques discussed in Chapter 3, an appropriate

imputation method can be chosen. The aim is to choose a method that min-

imises the computation required whilst achieving sufficient accuracy for the

given scenario. For example, if the maximum distance between any sensor in

DP and its nearest neighbour in Dl is known to be 7 miles, and experimental

variograms show that Dl does not vary significantly over 7 miles, then using

the nearest instance in time at the nearest sensor may be sufficiently accurate.

That is, using the kNN technique with k = 1 is sufficient. However, if the

experimental variograms show Dl varies significantly over 7 miles, we can

expect an instance in Dl recorded 7 miles from the primary instance ds,t to be

too different to be applicable. In this case, increasing the value of k may be

more accurate, despite being less computationally efficient.

As well as choosing an appropriate imputation method, a weighting µ of

the spatial and temporal distance metrics in the distance metric δST(u, v, w, x)

is also be required. Using experimental variograms, a value for µ can be found

that produces similar differences between instances over space and time. For

example, if a distance of 20 miles produces an average difference of 1◦C in an air

temperature dataset, and 1 hour produces a similar difference of 1◦C, 20 miles

can be considered to be approximately equal to 1 hour in the distance function.
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This estimate is simple to infer and can be useful for datasets that exhibit

gradual changes to feature values over space and time. However, it assumes that

the variation of the supplementary datasets is approximately uniform across

space and time. Other techniques that are computationally expensive but may

be useful have been discussed in literature, such as iteratively optimising µ

by minimising the R2 or AIC values when combined with leave-one-out cross

validation [64].

A final factor to consider when choosing an appropriate selection or imputa-

tion technique is the robustness of these techniques and their susceptibility to

the addition of noise. A more in-depth discussion on analysing the robustness of

techniques to such error is presented in Chapter 6. Once an imputation method

and its parameters have been chosen, these choices may also be appropriate for

other samples of similar data that exhibit similar distributions, such as future

samples of the same dataset. In such cases there may be no need to complete

these investigations again.

5.2 Reducing Supplementary Datasets

To speed up the linking process of augmenting DP with the supplementary

datasets D1, . . . , Dn, the supplementary datasets can be reduced beforehand.

In doing so, each supplementary dataset Dl is reduced to a set of partitions

and models 〈P l,M l〉, with each model linked to one or more partitions (see

Chapter 4.2.2). Then, instead of calculating the distance between each location

and time (u, v) and each instance dw,x ∈ Dl, the feature values can be retrieved

directly from the reduced dataset. That is, (u, v) has to be compared with the

spatio-temporal bounds of each partition in the reduced dataset 〈P l,M l〉, and

the model from the selected partition used. Since the number of partitions

in the reduced dataset is smaller than the number of instances in Dl, i.e.

|P l| � |Dl|, the linking process is faster3.

However, when reducing the supplementary datasets, kD-STR will attempt

to capture the variation of the data in areas and time periods where the

feature values vary the most. Yet, these may be applicable to few primary

instances. Instead, it is beneficial to consider both the distribution of the areas

and time periods applicable to the primary instances and the variation of the

supplementary instances over space and time when prioritising model accuracy.

That is, rather than minimising the error in the reconstructed supplementary

datasets, the reduction process should minimise the error introduced in the

features engineered during the linking process. To achieve this, the RES

3This assumes that the computation required to compare (u, v) with each instance
dw,x ∈ Dl is approximately equal to the time required to compare (u, v) with each instance
pli ∈ P l.
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heuristic presented in Chapter 4 (Equation 4.8) can be adapted to consider

the error of the features engineered using Dl, thus forming the LES heuristic:

h(DP
∗ , D

l, 〈P l,M l〉) = α · q(Dl, 〈P l,M l〉) + (1− α) · e(DP
∗ , 〈P l,M l〉) (5.4)

Here, q(Dl, 〈P l,M l〉) measures the ratio between the volume of storage

required to store the reduced supplementary dataset and that required to store

the raw supplementary dataset. Furthermore, e(DP
∗ , 〈P l,M l〉) measures the

difference between the features engineered during the linking process using

the raw supplementary dataset Dl versus those engineered using the reduced

supplementary dataset 〈P l,M l〉. In order to calculate the error between

the features engineered using Dl and 〈P l,M l〉, the linking process must be

completed for each primary instance. That is, we have to augment each

primary instance using the raw dataset Dl, and the reduced dataset 〈P l,M l〉,
and calculate the difference in the engineered feature values. This presents an

issue, as the linking procedure being sped up has to be performed to calculate

the error metric of the reduction procedure. In the example presented later

in Section 5.4, this linking process takes approximately 4 hours and has to be

completed to calculate the heuristic value at least twice per iteration of the

reduction algorithm. Completing this process within the reduction process is

therefore infeasible. Instead, a representative sample of the of the primary

dataset DP
∗ ⊂ DP is used to estimate the error introduced by reducing the

supplementary datasets.

The functions used in Equation 5.4 are defined in Equations 5.5 and 5.6. In

Equation 5.6, the sample DP
∗ ⊂ DP is augmented using the raw supplementary

dataset to obtain DAug
∗ . Furthermore, an approximation D̂Aug

∗ is obtained by

augmenting DP
∗ using the reduced supplementary dataset. Note that F l

Aug is

the set of features engineered during the linking process using dataset Dl.

q(Dl, 〈P l,M l〉) =
storage(〈P l,M l〉)

storage(Dl)
(5.5)

eNRMSE(DP
∗ , 〈P l,M l〉) =

1

f

∑
f∈F lAug

ψ(DAug
∗ , D̂Aug

∗ , f)

range(f)
(5.6)

ψ(DAug
∗ , D̂Aug

∗ , f) =

√√√√∑ds,t∈DAug
∗

(dfs,t − d̂
f
s,t)

2

|D|
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5.2.1 Sampling the Primary Dataset

A naive method for creating the subset DP
∗ ⊂ DP is to select a fixed number of

instances at random (without replacement) with equal probability. However,

this may lead to a sample that is not representative of the distribution of

instances in the spatial and temporal domains. Such a non-representative

sample would focus model accuracy in areas and time periods that are not

applicable to the majority of instances in DP. Instead, a stratified sample

should be used, and a selection of appropriate techniques have been discussed

in literature [41]. For example, the spatial and temporal domains may be

partitioned into non-overlapping strata and a number of instances chosen

from each stratum that is proportional to the number of instances within that

stratum. Such a process is referred to as stratified random sampling. The

number of instances in a stratum j is defined as dm× |D
P
j |

|DP|e, where m is the

fraction of instances to be sampled, |DP| is the number of instances in the

primary dataset, and |DP
j | is the number of instances in stratum j from dataset

DP.

An alternative method is to choose a fraction m of instances from DP at

random while ensuring that each instance is at least a spatial distance γS and

temporal distance γT apart from any other instance [31]. However, choosing

values for γS and γT that are too high may under-sample more dense areas

or time periods in DP, and over-sample less dense areas/periods. Conversely,

choosing values that are too low may over-sample more dense areas/periods

and under-sample less dense areas/periods. Therefore, the stratified random

sampling technique defined in [41] is used in this thesis owing to its use in

literature and the ease of parameter value selection.

5.2.2 Preprocessing for Further Reduction

As well as reducing a supplementary dataset using kD-STR, the dataset can

be preprocessed to remove redundant data prior to reduction. This has two

benefits. First, the spatial and temporal resolutions of the primary dataset

may be significantly higher or lower than the resolutions of the supplementary

datasets. When a supplementary dataset has a higher resolution than the

primary dataset, kD-STR will retain unnecessary resolution and fail to take

advantage of the storage saving available. For the de-icer sales example

presented in Section 5.1, consider a case in which the minimum distance

between any two stores in DP is 20 miles, and we wish to augment each sales

instance ds,t ∈ DP with the daily mean air temperature recorded at the nearest

sensor to s in the dataset D1. Furthermore, the maximum distance between any

pair of weather sensors in D1 is 1.5 miles, and each sensor records one instance

per hour. Retaining the hourly temporal resolution and high spatial resolution
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of D1 is unnecessary, thus reducing the resolution of the supplementary datasets

when possible will further reduce the quantity of storage used and time required

to link the datasets.

Second, kD-STR may retain information and model accuracy in areas or

time periods that are not applicable to the primary dataset, failing to to take

advantage of the storage saving available. Again, removing instances outside

the spatial and temporal bounds that are applicable to the primary dataset

will further reduce the quantity of storage used, as well as allowing kD-STR

to prioritise model accuracy in the areas and times most applicable to the

primary dataset. For each supplementary dataset Dl, a spatial boundary

Sl
bound = 〈(s1,b, s1,e), . . . , (sD,b, sD,e)〉 of beginning and ending coordinates in

each dimension, and a temporal boundary T l
bound = (tb, te) are computed.

Then, all instances in Dl that are located outside of Sl
bound and T l

bound are

removed. Forming the boundaries requires knowledge of the instances in DP

and Dl, as well as knowledge of the furthest a supplementary instance in Dl

can be to remain applicable to an instance in DP. This knowledge can be

computed using the maximum distance between the primary instances, as well

as domain knowledge of the supplementary datasets aided by experimental

variograms.

By using these two preprocessing steps prior to reducing the supplementary

dataset with kD-STR and the LES heuristic, the linking process can be sped

up further and the linked features engineered more accurately. A summary

of reducing the supplementary datasets is shown in Algorithm 3. Here, lines

1–3 calculate the spatial and temporal resolutions of the primary dataset, and

create a sample of the dataset that is representative of its distribution in space

and time. Furthermore, lines 5–7 calculate the spatial and temporal bounds of

Dl and remove instances from the dataset that are outside of these bounds.

Finally, line 8 reduces the spatial and temporal resolutions of Dl given the

resolution of DP, and line 9 reduces Dl using kD-STR with the LES heuristic

presented in Equation 5.4.

5.3 Integrating the Augmenting and Reduction

Processes

Using the LES heuristic presented in Section 5.2, the supplementary datasets

in a linking scenario can be reduced to speed up the linking process. However,

in some scenarios we may also wish to reduce the augmented dataset DAug.

In such cases, we may either: (i) perform the linking procedure using the raw

primary dataset and either the raw supplementary datasets or reduced supple-

mentary datasets, then reduce the linked output; or (ii) reduce the primary
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Algorithm 3: Reducing the supplementary datasets D1, . . . , Dn with
kD-STR and the LES heuristic

Data: Primary dataset DP and supplementary datasets D1, . . . , Dn

Result: The reduced datasets 〈P 1,M1〉, . . . , 〈Pn,Mn〉
1 rs ← spatialRes(DP)
2 ts ← temporalRes(DP)
3 DP

∗ ← sample(DP, rs, rt)
4 for 1 ≤ l ≤ n do
5 Sl

bound ← spatialBoundary(Dl, DP)

6 T l
bound ← temporalBoundary(Dl, DP)

7 Dl ← removeOutside(Dl, Sl
bound, T

l
bound)

8 Dl ← reduceRes(Dl, rs, rt)

9 〈P l,M l〉 ← lesKDSTR(Dl, DP
∗ )

10 end

and supplementary datasets independently and output a set of partitions and

models for each of the datasets, as well as a function for mapping between the

partitions in each of the reduced datasets. These two cases can be referred to

as linking then reducing and reducing then linking respectively.

After linking then reducing, linked instances can be imputed by inputting

the desired locations and times into the reduced dataset models. To retrieve

a single linked instance then requires O(|PAug|) time, where |PAug| is the

number of partitions in the reduced augmented dataset, as each partition

in the reduced dataset has to be compared against the desired location and

time. For reducing then linking, retrieving a single linked instance requires

O(n|P lmax||PP|) time. Here, n is the number of supplementary datasets, and

P lmax is the maximum number of partitions in any of the reduced datasets, i.e.

|P lmax| = maxl |P l|. Furthermore, PP is the set of partitions in the reduced

primary dataset. Though this requires more computation than retrieving an

instance from the reduced augmented dataset, it may still be more efficient than

linking the raw primary and supplementary datasets to retrieve an augmented

instance.

Overall, the integrated process of reducing and linking a primary dataset

with n supplementary datasets is as follows:

1. Prepare the primary dataset: choose whether to use the primary

dataset DP or the reduced primary dataset 〈PP,MP〉; if required, reduce

DP using kD-STR

2. Prepare the supplementary datasets: for each supplementary data-

set Dl, remove unnecessary data and reduce using kD-STR with the LES

heuristic (Equation 5.4), as shown in Algorithm 3

3. Initialise the linked dataset: DAug ← ∅ or PAug ← ∅
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4. Augment the primary instances or partitions (either ds,t ∈ DP or

d̂s,t imputed from 〈PP,MP〉):

(a) For each of the supplementary datasets (either Dl or 〈P l,M l〉 for

1 ≤ l ≤ n), let Ll be the instances selected from Dl or imputed from

〈P l,M l〉 that are applicable to ds,t or pi ∈ PP

(b) Append onto ds,t features that are selected or engineered using

L1, . . . , Ln, or record links between pi and L1, . . . , Ln

(c) Add the augmented instance d′s,t to DAug or partition pi to PAug

5. Output augmented dataset:

• If returning the augmented dataset in its reduced form, return DAug.

• If returning the reduced dataset of DAug, reduce DAug using kD-STR

and return the output partitions and models

• If returning the reduced dataset of 〈PAug,MAug〉, return

〈PAug,MAug〉 as well as the reduced supplementary datasets

〈P 1,M1〉, . . . 〈Pn,Mn〉 and the linking function between the data-

sets

5.4 Experimental Evaluation Methodology

To evaluate the impact of data reduction on the linking process, a case study

is used that augments a road condition dataset using the road traffic, air

temperature and rainfall datasets presented in Chapter 3. Research found in

literature has shown that cracking, rutting and polishing of road surfaces are

increased by surges in air temperature, precipitation and both the number and

weight of vehicles passing over the road surface [110]. Thus, the road condition

dataset contains features of cracking, rutting and polishing, and each instance

is indexed by a location, two measurement dates and the daily change in

condition feature values between these two dates4. Each instance is augmented

with features calculated using the raw and reduced traffic, air temperature

and rainfall datasets. Then, a comparison is made between the linked features

output after augmenting the road condition dataset using the raw and reduced

supplementary datasets. Furthermore, since the supplementary datasets may

be reduced using kD-STR with the RES or LES heuristics, a comparison of

the two heuristics is made.

More specifically, the following hypotheses are investigated in this case

study:

4That is, the total change in cracking, rutting and polishing features divided by the
number of days between the two surveys represented by an instance.
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H2.1 Compared to the RES heuristic, the LES heuristic yields more accurate

linked features.

That is, given approximately the same quantity of storage used, the

features engineered using the reduced datasets that are reduced using

the LES heuristic are more accurate than the datasets that are reduced

using the RES heuristic. Conversely, to achieve approximately the same

NRMSE, the LES heuristic requires less storage for the reduced dataset

than the RES heuristic. Since the LES heuristic aims to minimise the

error introduced in the linking process rather than the reconstruction of

the original supplementary instances, this is the case. Furthermore, the

baseline used to measure accuracy is the linked features engineered using

the raw supplementary datasets.

H2.2 Compared to the RES heuristic, the LES heuristic stores more model

coefficients for those partitions nearest to the instances in DP.

That is, only those partitions which contain the spatial locations of

instances in DP and overlap with the time periods of each instance store

more than 1 model coefficient. If a model is linked to partitions that

are not used to augment any instances in DP, improving the model’s

accuracy does not improve the error metric in the heuristic. However,

improving a model that is used to augment many primary instances

does. It therefore follows that partitions that are used to augment more

primary instances are modelled using more coefficients than those that

are far away.

H2.3 Supplementary instances that are far from the primary instances are less

accurately reconstructed after being reduced with the LES heuristic than

the RES heuristic.

This hypothesis builds on Hypothesis H2.2. When the original supple-

mentary instances are reconstructed from the reduced dataset, those

instances that are far from the locations and times of the primary in-

stances are less accurately reconstructed than those that are close to

the primary instances. Since those supplementary instances that are far

from the primary instances are not used by the LES heuristic in the

linking process, the partitions in which they reside are not be modelled

as accurately as those that are used in the linking process.

Each of these hypotheses are evaluated using the datasets presented in

Section 5.4.1 and metrics presented in Chapter 4.
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5.4.1 Preprocessed Datasets

During the linking process, each primary instance in the road condition dataset

is appended with the following features: (i) mean daily minimum temperature;

(ii) mean daily average temperature; (iii) mean daily maximum temperature;

(iv) mean daily total precipitation; (v) mean daily total traffic flow ; (vi) mean

daily large vehicle count. The input datasets used to create these features are

the road traffic, air temperature and rainfall datasets presented in Chapter 3.

However, only road condition data for the M1 motorway is available, and so

only road traffic data for this road is considered. The supplementary datasets

are first preprocessed using the process described in Section 5.2.2 to reduce the

temporal resolution of the datasets to daily aggregates. The spatial resolution

is not reduced as the road condition dataset has a higher spatial resolution

than the supplementary datasets. However, instances that are far from the

road condition instances are retained in all three datasets as this is required

for testing hypotheses H2.2 and H2.3.

The properties of the datasets after preprocessing are as follows.

Road Condition Dataset (Primary)

The road condition dataset contains features about the rutting, skid resistance,

texture and longitudinal profile of the M1 motorway [1]. Each instance is

recorded at a specific time for a section of road up to 100 m in length on the

main carriageway of the motorway. Each section is surveyed between 6 and 12

months apart, thus each instance can be linked to a previous instance recorded

for the same section of road.

Before preprocessing, the dataset contains all instances recorded in 2016

and 2017. During preprocessing, each instance is first linked to the previous

instance recorded at the same sensor and the features of the previous survey

instance are appended onto the instance being considered. Then, all instances

that are not linked to a previous instance are removed, yielding only instances

for which two dates (a first survey and second survey) and two sets of features

(those for each survey) are present. Thus, after preprocessing, each instance

represents a period of time defined between a start and end date, and contains

start and end values for each of the dataset’s features. Furthermore, the

mid-point in space of each instance is also determined to give each section of

road a single point location in space. After preprocessing, the primary dataset

contains 2719 instances between June 2016 and September 2017.

Road Traffic Dataset (Supplementary)

To form the road traffic dataset, data samples for the M1 motorway from the

traffic dataset introduced in Chapter 3 are used. During preprocessing, each
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sensor’s 15-minute feature values are aggregated into daily totals. Furthermore,

only the total daily vehicle count and total daily count of vehicles longer than

6.6 m features are used as these have been shown to affect the features in the

road condition dataset [110]. Only traffic sensors on the main carriageway of

the road are considered, and those on exit and entry slip-roads to the motorway

are omitted. This yields 155 sensors on the M1 motorway for each day in 2016

and 2017, giving a total of 69,715 instances. The raw road traffic data file

is 6.1 MB in size. Figure 5.1a shows the distribution of feature values and

experimental variogram for the road traffic dataset.

Air Temperature and Rainfall Datasets (Supplementary)

The air temperature and rainfall datasets presented in Chapter 3 are used to

provide temperature and rainfall data. After preprocessing, the air temperature

dataset contains the minimum, mean and maximum temperature recorded

each day at 87 weather stations in England for each day in 2016 and 2017. The

raw air temperature data file is 16.8 MB in size. Similarly, the rainfall dataset

contains the total rainfall measured at 69 rainfall stations in England, and is

9.5 MB in size.

The mean temperature, minimum and maximum temperature features

exhibit an approximately normal distribution while the total precipitation

feature is long-tailed with the most common value recorded for a day being 0

mm rainfall. Figures 5.1b and 5.1c show the experimental variograms of the

mean air temperature and daily total precipitation features respectively. As

shown, the variogram value of instances recorded just 1 day apart is quite high

for both datasets, yet the variogram value of instances recorded for the same

day but up to 30 miles away is much smaller.

5.4.2 Linking Procedure and Baseline Augmented Datasets

To test the hypotheses outlined in at the start of this section, a set of baseline

datasets are created by augmenting the road condition dataset using the raw

supplementary datasets and the procedure defined in Algorithm 2. To impute

the values of the linked features for each primary instance, the neighbourhood

and k nearest neighbour (kNN) methods are tested, as well as their inverse

distance weighted (IDW) variants. A range of parameters are tested for

these methods to identify the parameter settings that yield the most accurate

imputations (a more detailed discussion is provided in Appendix B). This

results in a neighbourhood of 40 miles and 0 days being used to impute

the air temperature and rainfall for each primary dataset when using the

neighbourhood and IDW neighbourhood methods, and a neighbourhood of 20

miles for the traffic dataset. For the NN and IDW NN techniques, a value of
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(a) Daily total traffic count

(b) Daily mean temperature

(c) Daily total precipitation

Figure 5.1: Empirical variograms of features from the supplementary datasets.
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k = 5 is shown to be most accurate for the air temperature and traffic datasets,

while a value of k = 1 is most accurate for the rainfall dataset. Using these

values, a baseline dataset for each of the four linking methods is created, each

of which is 5.9 MB in size.

After the baseline datasets are created, the supplementary datasets are

reduced using kD-STR with the RES heuristic (Equation 4.8). This provides

a baseline of how accurate the linking procedure would be using the naive

reduction method that does not consider the primary dataset when reducing the

supplementary datasets. Furthermore, the supplementary datasets are reduced

using kD-STR with the LES heuristic (Equation 5.4). When calculating the

linked feature error, the LES heuristic used each of the four linking techniques

in the error calculation (Equation 5.6). This allows for a direct comparison

between the baseline datasets created using the four linking methods, and the

augmented datasets created using supplementary datasets that are reduced

using the same linking methods. After reducing each of the supplementary

datasets using kD-STR, the primary dataset is augmented using the reduced

datasets. For each primary instance, supplementary instances are imputed

from each of the reduced datasets at the location of the primary instance for

each day between the start and end dates of the primary instance. This allows

a comparison to be made between the two supplementary dataset reductions.

As well as the 5 values for the parameter α used in Section 4.3, namely

{0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9}, the value α = 0.01 is also tested. Since values of α

close to 0 result in more partitions and models being stored (as discussed in

Section 4.3), this additional value is tested to measure the impact of an increase

in the models stored on the time required to augment the primary dataset.

5.5 Results

In this section, a comparison is presented between the accuracy and efficiency

of the RES heuristic presented in Chapter 4, and the LES heuristic presented

in this chapter. First, a comparison is made of the time taken to augment the

primary dataset using the raw and reduced datasets. Second, the error incurred

in the linked features is examined, addressing Hypothesis H2.1. Third, the

retention of information in space and time is examined, addressing Hypothesis

H2.2. Finally, the reconstruction error of the original supplementary datasets

is examined, addressing Hypothesis H2.3. Throughout this section, PLR-P

modelling is used as a consistent modelling technique across all tests as it

provides an average case reduction compared to DCT and DTR modelling (as

shown in Figure 4.7), and modelling on partitions is shown to yield a lower

NRMSE in many cases. By comparing the results shown in this chapter with

the results shown in Section 4.4, results for the other modelling techniques
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Figure 5.2: Time taken to augment the primary dataset compared to kNN
baseline. Results are shown for the RES and LES heuristics.

used in Chapter 4 may be inferred.

5.5.1 Speedup Achieved Using Reduced Datasets

Augmenting the primary dataset with the raw supplementary datasets takes

between 8,067 and 13,334 seconds using the four linking methods outlined

in Section 5.4.2. In comparison, augmenting with the reduced datasets takes

between 308 and 329 seconds when α = 0.9, a value of α that indicates a strong

preference for reducing the quantity of data in the reduced dataset. Conversely,

when α = 0.01, indicating a preference for minimising the error introduced

at the cost of increased storage, linking the reduced datasets takes between

3,593 and 3,698 seconds. The time required to link the reduced datasets for

increasing values of α, compared to the baseline augmented dataset created

using kNN, is shown in Figure 5.2 (similar results are seen for the other linking

methods, as shown in Appendix C.1). These results are for a workstation with

an Intel i5-8700k processor and 48GB RAM, utilising a single process per test.

It is important to note that while a maximum speedup of over 13,000

seconds is achieved for augmenting the primary dataset, the time taken to

reduce the supplementary datasets can be significantly longer than the time

required to link the raw datasets. For example, reducing the supplementary

traffic datasets requires between 2,152 and 408,097 seconds. Furthermore, the

time required to reduce the air temperature dataset ranges from 269 to 410,807

seconds, and the time required to reduce the rainfall dataset ranges from 7 to

306,017 seconds. Therefore, the speedup achieved by reducing the datasets is

typically beneficial when the supplementary datasets are reduced beforehand in

an off-line manner. However, as discussed in Chapter 4.4.7, the running time of

the kD-STR algorithm may be improved using a more efficient implementation.

This also makes a comparison with the running times of existing methods
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difficult.

For the results shown in Figure 5.2, all three reduced datasets contain 1

partition when α = 0.9. Accordingly, each of the reduced data files use only 2

KB of storage. However, when α = 0.01, the reduced air temperature dataset

contains 1,595 partitions and uses 3.5 MB of storage, and the reduced rainfall

dataset contains 2,119 partitions and uses 4.9 MB of storage. These reduced

datasets require 1,692 and 1,798 seconds to link respectively, supporting the

notion that a reduced dataset containing an increased number of partitions also

requires more time to link. The reduced traffic dataset contains 1 partition for

all values of α tested (i.e. α = {0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.9}), however the number

of coefficients used to store the model of that partition is much larger than

the number of coefficients used to store any single partition’s model in the

air temperature and rainfall datasets. That the reduced traffic dataset is

significantly faster to process than the reduced air temperature and rainfall

datasets suggests that the number of partitions has a much greater impact on

the time taken to link the reduced datasets, rather than the complexity of the

partition models.

In contrast to the results shown for the LES heuristic presented in this

chapter, the RES heuristic takes longer to link despite offering no improvement

in accuracy. This is a result of the datasets reduced using the RES heuristic

storing more partitions, many of which are not used during the augmentation

process.

5.5.2 Error in Linked Features

By reducing the supplementary datasets, the feature values engineered during

linking are different to those engineered using the raw supplementary datasets.

For example, Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of feature values for the mean

temperature and total precipitation features. As hypothesised, decreasing the

value of α, which indicates a stronger preference for information retention,

increases the number of partitions and models used to store each of the

reduced datasets in most cases. When the number of partitions increases,

the distribution of the features engineered using the reduced datasets better

matches the distribution of features engineered using the raw dataset, either by

more accurately matching the range of feature values observed or more closely

matching the broad shape of the distribution.

In most cases, decreasing the value of α lead to a decrease in the maximum

error between features engineered using the reduced and raw datasets. As

shown in Figure 5.4, the more accurate distribution of engineered values is

matched by a more accurate engineered value for each instance when α = 0.01

compared to α = 0.9 (results for all four linking methods can be seen in
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(a) Mean temperature feature

(b) Total precipitation feature

Figure 5.3: Histograms of the mean temperature and total precipitation features
engineered using the kNN baseline method and raw supplementary datasets,
and estimating at the road survey location using the reduced dataset, after
reduction using the LES heuristic with α = 0.01 and α = 0.9.

Figure 5.4: Error incurred by engineering features using the reduced datasets
(created using the LES heuristic with the kNN linking method). Results are
shown for α = 0.01 and α = 0.9.

Appendix C.2). However, in many cases, such as the Min Temp and Max Temp

features, the median and third quartile errors increase when α = 0.01. This

demonstrates that the engineered feature values become more accurate for some

instances as α decreases, but not all. Note that the higher percentage error

of the total precipitation feature is caused by the high spatial and temporal

variance of the rainfall dataset compared to the lower error and lower spatial

variance of the air temperature dataset. For the traffic dataset, the high spatial

and temporal variance of the data makes increasing the number of partitions

too costly in storage. Thus, when α = 0.01, the number of partitions stored for

the traffic dataset is still 1 and the error incurred is approximately the same

as when α = 0.9.

A comparison of the storage used by each of the three supplementary
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(a) Daily mean temperature (b) Daily total precipitation

(c) Daily total traffic count

Figure 5.5: Error in engineered features versus storage used by the reduced
datasets created using the RES and LES heuristics.

datasets and the error in three engineered features can be seen in Figure

5.5. Each subfigure shows the error versus storage for kD-STR using the

RES and LES heuristics on each of the datasets. The results are split into

those reductions that output 1 partition versus those that output more than 1

partition. As expected, the two heuristics are unable to prioritise information

retention in the partitions most applicable to the primary dataset when the

reduced datasets contain only 1 partition. However, when more than 1 partition

is stored, the LES heuristic is able to prioritise information retention in just

those partitions that overlap with the areas and time periods that are applicable

to the primary dataset. In these results, no reduced dataset that has been

reduced using the RES heuristic is able to achieve a lower error and lower

storage cost than a dataset reduced using the LES heuristic.

5.5.3 Retention of Information in Space and Time

To explore where in space and time kD-STR used models with a higher number

of coefficients (and thus retained more information), the boundaries of the

partitions that store more than 1 model coefficient in the reduced datasets

are plotted. Figure 5.6 shows the locations of these partitions in time when

both heuristics are used to reduce the air temperature dataset and α = 0.1
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(a) LES heuristic

(b) RES heuristic

Figure 5.6: Temporal locations of partitions with more than one model coeffi-
cient for the air temperature dataset. Results are shown for α = 0.1.

(results for all datasets and values of α can be seen in Appendix C.3). As

shown, every partition output by kD-STR with the LES heuristic overlaps

with the time period for which instances exist in the primary dataset. That is,

only partitions in the reduced dataset that are linked to the primary dataset

during linking store more than 1 model coefficient. In contrast, the results for

the RES heuristic show that many partitions that are not applicable to the

primary dataset store multiple coefficients, meaning kD-STR chooses to retain

information in time periods that are not useful to the primary dataset.

The low variation in the spatial domain of the air temperature dataset

results in partitions that cover large spatial areas and short time periods. This

means it is likely any partition will overlap with the area that is applicable

to the primary dataset. However, the high variation in the temporal domain

results in partitions that only cover a small number of time intervals, giving

the results shown in Figure 5.6. For the reduced rainfall and traffic datasets,

the variance of the datasets in space and time result in partitions with a

larger range of spatial areas and time periods. Again, no partition stores more
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than 1 model coefficient unless it intersects with the area and time period

applicable to the primary dataset when reduced with the LES heuristic, but

several partitions that do not intersect store more than 1 model coefficient

when reduced with the RES heuristic.

5.5.4 Error in Original Supplementary Features

The error incurred when reconstructing the original supplementary features is

higher or approximately equal after reducing with the LES heuristic compared

to the RES heuristic, given approximately the same storage volume used.

However, this result is only observed when the number of partitions stored for

a supplementary dataset is greater than 1, as discussed in Section 5.5.2. Figure

5.7 shows the error incurred for three features when the original supplementary

instances are reconstructed from the reduced datasets versus the storage used

by the reduced dataset (a comparison for all features can be seen in Appendix

C.4). As shown, no reduced dataset that is reduced using the LES heuristic

achieves a more accurate reconstruction of the original instances while requiring

less storage than the RES heuristic. A more direct comparison for the mean

temperature feature can be seen in Figure 5.8, where the NRMSE incurred by

the RES heuristic is consistently less than or equal to the error incurred by

the LES heuristic with the exception of α = 0.5. This exception is caused by

the LES heuristic using more than 1 partition whilst the RES heuristic stores

only 1 partition.5.

5.6 Discussion

By reducing supplementary datasets using kD-STR, the dataset linking process

can be sped up. However, by using the LES heuristic presented in this chapter,

a reduction can be achieved that yields similar or higher accuracy of the features

engineered in the linking process. More specifically, the key findings were as

follows.

First, the LES heuristic leads to a lower maximum error in the engineered

features compared to the RES heuristic, when the number of partitions output

is greater than 1. The LES heuristic yields a similar or lower NRMSE, given

approximately the same storage volume used, and a lower storage volume

used given approximately the same NRMSE incurred. This result is seen for

all three supplementary datasets, supporting Hypothesis H2.1. Furthermore,

when α < 0.25, indicating a preference for minimising the NRMSE incurred at

5As the RES and LES heuristics calculate the NRMSE of two different sets of features,
namely the original features and linked features, the NRMSE incurred for a given storage
ratio may be different for the two heuristics. Thus, a value of α may yield different NRMSE
and storage results for the two heuristics.
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(a) Daily mean temperature (b) Daily total precipitation

(c) Daily total traffic count

Figure 5.7: Error in original supplementary dataset features versus storage
used by the reduced datasets created using the RES and LES heuristics. Only
cases where the reduced datasets contained more than 1 partition are shown.

Figure 5.8: Error in mean temperature feature for the original supplementary
dataset after being reconstructed from the reduced air temperature dataset.
Results are shown for the LES and RES heuristics.
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the expense of increased storage overhead, the reduced number of partitions

output results in a lower time taken to link the datasets. These two findings

demonstrate the improvement achieved by the LES heuristic over the RES

heuristic presented in Chapter 4.

Second, the supplementary instances that are far from the primary instances

are less accurately reconstructed after being reduced with the LES heuristic

compared to the RES heuristic. This demonstrates the efficiency of the LES

heuristic in prioritising information retention in just the areas and time periods

applicable to the primary dataset, and supports hypothesis H2.3. Though

the LES heuristic cannot be used when the primary dataset’s distribution

is not known prior to reduction, there are scenarios in which this may be

known. For example, datasets such as traffic and air temperature are often

collected in monthly or yearly cycles, yet few sensors are removed or added

between new samples of the data becoming available. Therefore, the spatial

and distributions of the previously collected data can provide adequate and

often perfect estimates of the distributions of future data samples. Furthermore,

domain knowledge can be used to supplement the previously collected data,

allowing the LES heuristic to be used.

Third, no partition in the reduced dataset that does not overlap with the

primary instances stores more than a single model coefficient when the LES

heuristic is used. In comparison, multiple partitions that do not overlap with

the area applicable to the primary dataset retain more than 1 model coefficient

when the RES heuristic is used. These coefficients retain information that

is not useful for the linking process, giving a less efficient reduction of the

supplementary datasets. Furthermore, these results support hypothesis H2.2

by demonstrating the efficiency improvement offered by the LES heuristic.

However, the variance of the instances within a partition is also affected the

number of model coefficients stored for that partition. Therefore, future work

may investigate the extent to which the number of coefficients stored for a

partition is attributable to the magnitude of accuracy improvement in the

linked features versus the number of primary instances that the model is linked

to.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, a wrapper method for integrating kD-STR data reduction with

the data linking process has been presented. This integrated process allows

the input datasets to be reduced, thereby speeding up the linking process,

and allows the linked dataset to be reduced for faster analysis. Furthermore,

an alternative heuristic for the kD-STR algorithm, namely the LES heuristic,

has been presented for reducing supplementary datasets prior to reduction.
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While the RES heuristic presented in Chapter 4 is shown to be effective at

reducing spatio-temporal datasets to smaller representations while minimising

the NRMSE incurred, it does not consider the spatial and temporal distributions

of the primary dataset when reducing supplementary datasets. The LES

heuristic presented in this chapter is shown to give a more efficient reduction

of the supplementary datasets in linking scenarios, while achieving a lower

or similar NRMSE as the RES heuristic. Unlike the RES heuristic, the LES

heuristic requires background knowledge on the appropriate linking methods

for the datasets being reduced. However, as the heuristic specifically targets

the data linking scenario, this domain knowledge is assumed to have been

captured in an offline style prior to reduction.
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Chapter 6

Implications of Real-World

Applications on

Spatio-Temporal Reduction

In Chapter 4, the kD-STR algorithm was introduced for reducing large spatio-

temporal datasets, thereby reducing the memory and time required to store

and process the data. However, as the quantity of data in a dataset continues

to increase, the properties of ‘big data’ may place practical limitations on how

and when kD-STR may be used. Specifically, three qualities of real-world large

datasets may limit the utility of the reduction process in an offline setting,

namely, volume, heterogeneity and veracity [108]. These qualities limit how

much data can be reduced by kD-STR, the reduction in storage achieved, and

the error incurred.

The first characteristic, volume, affects the time taken to reduce the dataset.

Though the aim of data reduction is to reduce the volume of a dataset, the

computational complexity of the algorithm limits the quantity of data that

can be reduced. Furthermore, when a dataset contains too many features or

instances, it must be reduced in a distributed manner wherein the data is spread

across multiple compute nodes and reduced by the compute nodes collectively

[86]. By reducing the data in a distributed computing environment, the data

may be reduced to a smaller form that can be processed more efficiently.

However, it is ambiguous how the partitioning process of the kD-STR

algorithm should perform in a distributed environment. Though distributed

clustering algorithms have been proposed that can be used by kD-STR, the

partitions generated by the clustering step may span multiple machines. Thus,

the partitioning process incurs a significant communication overhead which

can make the reduction process infeasible. Furthermore, the communication

overhead incurred when modelling partitions that span multiple machines may

be too great. Therefore, this chapter addresses these issues and proposes an
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adapted algorithm — Distributed kD-STR, referred to as DkD-STR.

The second limiting characteristic, heterogeneity, refers to the analysis

and processing of multiple datasets simultaneously. In Chapter 5, the kD-

STR algorithm was integrated with the data augmentation process and an

alternative heuristic presented for reducing supplementary datasets. Yet, in

other contexts, multiple datasets may be stored and processed together that do

not have an inherent primary and supplementary relationship. For example, in

co-occurrence mining, datasets are processed together by merging the spatio-

temporal domains of the datasets into a single spatio-temporal domain. When

processing reduced datasets in such scenarios, each partition in one reduced

dataset may be linked to multiple partitions in each of the other datasets.

This complicates the discovery of co-occurring events and trends, and increases

the overhead of linking the reduced datasets significantly. Thus, for such

scenarios it would be beneficial to partition the datasets into a single set of

partitions in the spatio-temporal domain. That is, the partition boundaries

should be determined with reference to the instances in all of the datasets. By

reducing the datasets collectively to a single set of partitions, the overhead of

linking the reduced datasets is minimised, allowing the datasets to be linked

in their reduced form. This chapter therefore introduces the Mutual kD-STR

algorithm (MkD-STR), an adaptation of kD-STR for reducing multiple datasets

simultaneously.

The third limiting characteristic, veracity, refers to the impact of noise,

error and missing data on the reduced dataset [104]. In many domains, datasets

are affected by noise, error and missing data. Though preprocessing tasks may

be used to clean the data, these processes may be imperfect and may not be

appropriate for a given scenario. For example, outlier removal may remove

instances that accurately capture disruptions in the spatio-temporal process,

such as road traffic accidents in the traffic dataset. In such cases, the dataset

must be reduced and stored in its unclean form. Therefore, it is important

to understand how the presence of noise, error and missing data may affect

the reduction in storage achieved and error incurred. This chapter therefore

investigates the impact of veracity on kD-STR.

Thus, this chapter makes three contributions. First, Section 6.1 presents

Mutual kD-STR, an adaptation of kD-STR for mutually reducing multiple

datasets simultaneously. This adaptation uses a concept found in partitioning

literature, yet overcomes a weakness inherent in the existing method. Second,

Section 6.2 presents Distributed kD-STR, an algorithm which overcomes ambi-

guities on how to perform data reduction in a distributed manner. Furthermore,

empirical analysis is used to demonstrate the speedup achievable when redu-

cing data in a distributed environment, thereby allowing larger datasets to

be reduced. Third, Section 6.3 assesses the utility of kD-STR when reducing
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datasets containing noise, missing data and location and time error. Through

empirical analysis, the effect of these issues on reduced datasets is investigated.

These results indicate the reduction that may be achieved for other datasets

that exhibit similar distributions and characteristics to the perturbed datasets

used.

6.1 Mutual Reduction

In Chapter 4, the kD-STR algorithm was presented for reducing a single spatio-

temporal dataset and, in Chapter 5, an alternative heuristic was presented

for reducing a supplementary dataset in the context of a primary dataset.

However, in many applications, multiple datasets that cover the same area and

time period may be stored and processed together. The datasets may not have

a primary and supplementary relationship, yet we may wish to analyse them

simultaneously. For example, in co-occurrence mining, datasets are decomposed

into sets of partitions, where the spatial and temporal bounds of the partitions

are the same across each of the datasets. Techniques such as the anomaly

detection method presented by Zhang et al. place instances from multiple

datasets into a single user-defined partitioning scheme to detect co-occurring

events [145]. In contrast, the partitioning technique used by kD-STR uses the

feature values of a dataset to partition the data in the spatio-temporal domain.

Thus, each partition in one dataset may overlap with multiple partitions in each

of the other datasets. This makes the discovery of co-occurring events difficult,

as the events in one partition may correlate with the events in multiple other

partitions. Furthermore, the overhead of linking the partitions is increased.

Therefore, it would be beneficial to mutually partition the datasets, with the

instances in all of the datasets used to create a single partitioning in the

spatio-temporal domain.

However, it is ambiguous how the kD-STR algorithm should be adapted

for mutually reducing multiple datasets. Since the datasets may contain

features that are incomparable, the instances from different datasets cannot be

compared in the feature space. In the databases community, this issue has been

considered by the AdaptDB partitioning technique [85]. AdaptDB aims to

speed up the retrieval of instances from multiple datasets that are linked by one

or more common features. AdaptDB recursively partitions each of the datasets

independently for a single feature that must be specified before partitioning.

The partitioning continues until each partition can fit into the memory of a

single compute node, although the partitions are split on their median values

rather than the similarity of their instances. In the context of spatio-temporal

data, the features used to partition the instances are the spatial and temporal

referencing features, however the user must select one of the spatio-temporal
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(a) (b)

Dataset 1
Dataset 2

Figure 6.1: Initial partitioning of two datasets by AdaptDB [85]. In (a),
the instances from datasets are shown in the common 2D space. In (b), the
two datasets have been independently partitioned into equal-sized partitions,
yielding two independent partitionings of the 2D space.

features to partition prior to reduction. If the spatio-temporal distribution

of instances is different for each of the datasets, the partition boundaries will

differ between each of the datasets. To fix this issue, AdaptDB iteratively

moves blocks of instances between partitions within each dataset as the data

is retrieved, thereby minimising the number of partitions in one dataset that

overlap with each partition in the other datasets.

Consider the example shown in Figure 6.1. In subfigure (a), the instances

are shown in the 2-dimensional spatial domain. In subfigure (b), the two

datasets have been partitioned along the x axis separately to give 4 equally

sized partitions per dataset. For dataset 1, the partition boundaries are

[0, 100), [100, 200), [200, 300), [300, 400). For dataset 2, the partition boundaries

are [0, 150), [150, 250), [250, 350), [350, 400). After this initial partitioning, Ad-

aptDB allows users to query the database and retrieve instances by providing

a desired range of the x axis. As the queries are processed, AdaptDB monitors

each partition and counts how many other partitions are retrieved alongside

that partition. If moving subsets of instances from one partition to another

reduces the overall number of overlapping partitions, that change is made.

Furthermore, if other features are used to link the datasets within user queries,

such as the y axis, the partition tree adapts to accommodate the other features.

Therefore, the boundaries of the partitions for each dataset adapt over time

and may converge to a set of partition bounds that are the same for all of the

datasets.

However, this adaptive approach may yield quite different partition schemes

initially and take a long time to converge. While this may not impair AdaptDB’s

aim of speeding up query answering, it cannot guarantee the set of partitions

are the same across all of the datasets. Furthermore, only one feature is

used to partition the data initially, and the partitioning technique does not

consider the similarity of the instances within each dataset. Therefore, such an

approach is not appropriate for kD-STR, although the procedure of partitioning
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each dataset independently then merging these partitioning schemes may be

advantageous. An adapted kD-STR algorithm is therefore required that can

create a single set of partitions in the spatio-temporal domain for all of the

datasets, and use the similarity of the instances to inform the partitioning

scheme. The adapted algorithm must output a model per partition for each

dataset, so that instances can be retrieved or imputed from any partition

for each dataset. Such an adapted method is presented in Section 6.1.1, and

is referred to as the Mutual kD-STR algorithm (MkD-STR). This adapted

algorithm builds upon the approach taken by AdaptDB but does not require

iterations of query answering to find a common partitioning of the datasets.

6.1.1 Mutual Partitioning Technique for kD-STR

Given a set of n datasets, D1, . . . , Dn, MkD-STR aims to reduce the datasets to

a single set of partitions P in the S×T space, and n sets of models. Similar to

the aim of partitioning in Chapter 4, every instance in D1, . . . , Dn must belong

to exactly one partition ∀pi, pj ∈ P : pi ∩ pj = ∅ and ∪|P |i=1 Dpi = ∪nl=1 D
l.

When partitioning the S × T space, MkD-STR makes use of the feature

values and spatio-temporal locations of every instance in each dataset. To

overcome the incomparability of the datasets’ features, an approach inspired

by both AdaptDB and the partitioning technique presented in Chapter 4 is

used. Each dataset is first partitioned independently using the feature values

of the instances to form n sets of partitions, P l where 1 ≤ l ≤ n. These sets

of partitions are then combined to form a single set of partitions P . However,

while AdaptDB iteratively moves partition boundaries and may converge to a

mutual partitioning of all of the datasets, this can take time and convergence

is not guaranteed. To overcome this, the partitions of the datasets can be

intersected. That is, for every combination of partitions from all of the datasets,

the intersection of their spatial and temporal bounds is used to define a new

partition in P :

P = {pint | ∀pi ∈ P k, ∀pj ∈ P l : pint = intersect(pi, pj)} (6.1)

where intersect(pi, pj) gives the intersection of partitions pi and pj , 1 ≤ k, l ≤ n,

and k 6= l. This process can be seen in the simple example in Figure 6.2. In

(a), the two datasets are first partitioned independently using the process

presented in Chapter 4. In (b), these two partitionings of the spatio-temporal

domain are combined to form a single partitioning. For example, the partition

p5 is the result of intersecting p1 of Dataset 1 with partition p3 of Dataset 2.

This process results in a single set of partitions, where each resulting partition

pi ∈ P is linked to exactly one partition from each of the constituent datasets.

Thus, for each dataset Dl, a model can be formed per partition in P l, and
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Figure 6.2: Partitioning of two datasets by MkD-STR. In (a), the two datasets
are partitioned independently. In (b), the two partitionings have been combined
to yield 4 partitions of the spatio-temporal domain.

each partition in P linked to the appropriate model for each dataset.

To reduce multiple datasets using the kD-STR algorithm, several adapta-

tions have to be made. First, the number of clusters chosen for each dataset

should be independent of the number chosen for each of the other datasets.

Though the same number may be chosen for each, this may result in a less effi-

cient reduction as more partitions and models may be stored for some datasets

unnecessarily. Thus, the clusterTree and numberClusters variables in Algorithm

1 (Section 4.2.3) are replaced with n cluster trees and an n-dimensional vector

of cluster identifiers, where the number of clusters chosen for Dl is set in the lth

value of the vector. Second, an additional step of partitioning is performed that

combines the set of partitions for each dataset into a global set of partitions P .

These partitions are inherently linked to a partition from each dataset, and so

are also linked to exactly one model ml per dataset Dl. Finally, the iterative

process of the reduction algorithm is adapted to test the reduction in heuristic

value achieved when increasing the number of partitions for one of the datasets,

or increasing the model complexity of one of the dataset models. Each dataset

is tested to see if increasing its number of partitions improves the heuristic

value, and is tested again to see if increasing the number of coefficients stored

for one of its models improves the heuristic value further.

An overview of the MkD-STR algorithm for mutually reducing multiple

datasets can be seen in Figure 6.3. In (a), the instances of the two input datasets

are shown in the 2-dimensional spatio-temporal domain independently1. First,

MkD-STR clusters and partitions the two datasets independently to form a

partition tree per dataset. Then, as shown in (b), MkD-STR begins at the

root of each partition tree and forms a single partition in the spatio-temporal

domain by intersecting the partitions from the root of each partition tree. This

partition includes all instances from both datasets, and a model of the simplest

form is formed of this partition for each dataset. After the model is fitted to

the data, the result of the heuristic heuristic(〈D1, . . . , Dn〉, P, 〈M1, . . . ,Mn〉)
is calculated for the first reduction step.

1Similar to kD-STR, MkD-STR may be used for any number of spatio-temporal dimensions.
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Figure 6.3: Overview of MkD-STR data reduction. (a) The input datasets.
(b) Spatial and temporal domain partitioned into 1 partition, and 1 model
coefficient stored per dataset. (c) Number of model coefficients and number
of partitions repeatedly increased and tested until the objective function is
minimised. (d) Partitions and model coefficients output.

After the first reduction step, the algorithm iterates as shown in (c). On

each iteration, MkD-STR decides whether to increase the complexity of one of

the existing models, or increase the number of partitions in the partitioning of

the S× T space. To increase the number of partitions, MkD-STR can iterate

one level down in either partitioning tree and intersect the partitions of this

tree with the partitions on the current level for each of the other datasets’

partitioning trees. Thus, for 2 datasets, MkD-STR may increase the number

of coefficients stored for an existing model in either of the datasets, or increase

the number of partitions by increasing the number of constituent partitions

for either of the datasets. On each iteration the move that minimises the

heuristic value is taken. When the heuristic value cannot be minimised further,

MkD-STR terminates and outputs the set of partitions and set of models P ,

〈M1, . . . ,Mn〉, as shown in (d).

The MkD-STR algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. Here, lines 1—11 are

an adaptation of lines 1—8 of Algorithm 1 (Section 4.2.3). Line 1 establishes

the n-dimensional vector of the number of clusters used to partition each

dataset, with nClusters l used to refer to position l of the vector. Lines 2—

8 form a partition tree, single partition and corresponding model for each

dataset, with the ith partition and model of dataset Dl denoted pli and ml
i

respectively. Lines 9 and 10 form the global set of partitions and calculate the

heuristic value for storing 1 global partition and 1 model per dataset. After

this initialisation step, lines 11—23 iteratively test the effect of increasing

the number of partitions stored and the complexity of each model until the
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heuristic value cannot be minimised further. These lines correspond to lines

9—36 of Algorithm 1, although for ease of presentation the subsections of

the algorithm have been separated into the functions incrCoefficients() and

incrPartitions() (Algorithms 5 and 6 respectively). The value lbest is used to

denote which dataset minimised the values of h1 and h2. After the MkD-STR

algorithm finishes iterating, the set of global partitions P is output, along with

n sets of models, where each partition in P is linked to one model in each of

the n sets.

Algorithm 4: Mutual kD-STR algorithm for reducing multiple data-
sets simultaneously

Data: Input datasets D1, . . . , Dn

Result: Set of partitions and models P , 〈M1, . . . ,Mn〉
1 nClusters = 〈1, . . . , 1〉 // n-d vector of partition tree levels

// First, partition each dataset and create set of global partitions

2 for 1 ≤ l ≤ n do
3 cTreel = cluster(Dl)

4 P l ← findPartitions(Dl, cTreel, nClustersl)

5 M l ← ∅ // Initialise models for Dl to the empty set

6 for pli in P l do
7 ml

i ← model(Dl
pi , 1) // Model pli using the simplest complexity

8 M l.add(ml
i)

9 P ← intersection(P 1, . . . , Pn) // Create global partitions

10 h← heuristic(〈D1, . . . , Dn〉, P, 〈M1, . . . ,Mn〉) // 1P, 1M per Dl

// Second, iteratively increase model complexities and partitions

11 do
12 h1,Mbest, lbest ← incrCoefficients(〈D1, . . . , Dn〉, P, 〈M1, . . . ,Mn〉)
13 h2, lbest ← incrPartitions(〈D1, . . . , Dn〉, P, 〈M1, . . . ,Mn〉, cTrees,

nClusters)
14 if h1 < h2 and h1 < h then
15 M lbest ←Mbest

16 h← h1

17 else if h2 < h1 and h2 < h then
18 P ← P ′

19 P lbest ← P lbest′

20 M lbest ←M lbest′′

21 h← h2

22 nClusterslbest = nClusterslbest + 1

23 while h1 < h or h2 < h
24 return P , 〈M1, . . . ,Mn〉
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Algorithm 5: incrCoefficients() function for MkD-STR Algorithm
(Algorithm 4)

Data: Input datasets D1, . . . , Dn, global partitions P , vector of sets of
models 〈M1, . . . ,Mn〉

Result: Heuristic value h1, set of models Mbest, dataset yielding
lowest heuristic value lbest

12 h1 ←∞;
13 for 1 ≤ l ≤ n do
14 for ml

i in M l do
15 M l′ ←M l;

16 ml′
i ← model(Dl

pi , m
l
i.complexity + 1);

17 M l′.replace(ml
i,m

l′
i ) ; // Replace ml

i with ml′
i in M l′

18 h′ ← heuristic(〈D1, . . . , Dn〉, P, 〈M1, . . . ,Mn〉) ; // Calculate

heuristic with M l′

19 if h′ < h1 then
20 h1 ← h′;

21 Mbest ←M l′;
22 lbest ← l;

23 return h1,Mbest, lbest

Algorithm 6: incrPartitions() function for MkD-STR Algorithm
(Algorithm 4)

Data: Input datasets D1, . . . , Dn, global partitions P , vector of sets of
models 〈M1, . . . ,Mn〉, vector of cluster trees cTrees, vector of
partition tree levels nClusters

Result: Heuristic value h1, set of models Mbest, dataset yielding
lowest heuristic value lbest

1 h2 ←∞;
2 for 1 ≤ l ≤ n do
3 P l′ ← findPartitions(Dl, cTreel, nClustersl + 1);

4 M l′′ ← ∅;

5 for pli in P l′ do
6 if pli in P l then
7 M l′′.add(ml

i) ; // Add ml
i ∈M l to M l′′

8 else
9 ml′′

i ← model(Dl
pi , 1);

10 M l′′.add(ml′′
i );

11 P ′ ← intersection(P 1, . . . , Pn) ; // Create global partitions with

P l′

12 h′′ ← heuristic(〈D1, . . . , Dl〉, P ′, 〈M1, . . . ,Mn〉) ; // Calculate

heuristic with P ′ and M l′′

13 if h′′ < h2 then
14 h2 ← h′′;
15 lbest ← l;

16 return h2, lbest
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6.1.2 Experimental Evaluation Methodology

To evaluate the impact of mutually reducing multiple datasets together, the

datasets presented in Chapter 3 are reduced in combinations of 2 and 3 datasets.

In Section 6.1.3, the results of these comparisons are presented and compared

against the results presented in Chapter 4. Here, the term independently reduced

datasets is used to refer to the datasets after they are reduced separately from

each other (i.e. with kD-STR), and the term mutually reduced datasets is used

to refer to the datasets after they are reduced together (i.e. with MkD-STR).

For both methods, PLR-P modelling is used as a consistent modelling technique

across all tests as it provides an average case reduction compared to DCT

and DTR modelling (as shown in Figure 4.7), and modelling on partitions is

shown to yield a lower NRMSE in many cases. By comparing the results shown

in this Chapter with the results shown in Section 4.4, results for the other

modelling techniques used in Chapter 4 may be inferred. Furthermore, the same

5 values of alpha used in Chapter 4 are tested — α ∈ {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9}.
Specifically, 2 hypotheses are tested:

H3.1 In some cases, more partitions are output for the mutually reduced datasets

than the independently reduced datasets, although in cases the opposite is

true.

That is, the intersection of partitions may yield multiple new partitions,

therefore the total number of partitions created by the mutual reduction

may be higher. However, when this is true, the storage overhead of the

reduced datasets is increased, and this may prevent MkD-STR from

iterating as far down the partition tree as kD-STR. Consequently, the

number of partitions output for some datasets will be lower when the

datasets are reduced mutually, and the total number of partitions may

be lower than the total number of partitions output when the datasets

are reduced independently.

H3.2 The NRMSE of a dataset may not decrease as the number of partitions

output increases.

When two datasets are mutually reduced, the intersection of their parti-

tions may result in many more partitions being output. However, each

of these resultant partitions will be linked back to a single partition for a

given input dataset, and so multiple partitions are linked to the same

model for each dataset. Thus, although the number of partitions output

by MkD-STR may be higher than the number output by kD-STR for a

dataset, the number of models output may be lower. As a result, the

NRMSE of some reduced features may not decrease as the number of

partitions output by MkD-STR increases. This hypothesis contradicts the
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results shown in Chapter 4, in which increasing the number of partitions

in the reduced dataset decreases the NRMSE incurred.

6.1.3 Results

The results of mutually reducing the datasets presented in Chapter 3 are

discussed in this section. For each of the reduced datasets, the results of

MkD-STR are contrasted with the results achieved when reducing the datasets

independently using kD-STR. For each dataset, the term mutually reduced is

used to refer to the dataset after it has been reduced mutually with one or

more other datasets using MkD-STR, and the term independently reduced is

used to refer to the dataset after it has been reduced by itself using kD-STR.

Effect on Partitioning

Similar to the results presented in Chapter 4, the number of partitions output

during the mutual reduction process is correlated with the spatio-temporal

variability of the input datasets. However, when mutually reducing the datasets,

the higher variability of the traffic dataset dominates the resultant spatio-

temporal partitioning compared to the air temperature and rainfall datasets.

That is, more partitions are generated for the traffic dataset than the air

temperature and rainfall datasets prior to being intersected. As a result, more

models are output for the traffic dataset than the air temperature and rainfall

datasets, with the air temperature dataset also dominating the rainfall dataset.

The number of partitions generated for each dataset by MkD-STR prior to

being intersected is shown in Figure 6.4, as well as the number of partitions

generated by kD-STR for comparison. The total number of partitions output

for each combination of datasets is denoted Mutual (all). Note that the number

of partitions generated for each dataset by MkD-STR prior to being intersected

is equal to the number of models output by MkD-STR for that dataset.

In all cases, the number of models generated by the mutual reduction

process for the air temperature and rainfall datasets is lower than or equal to

the number output when the datasets are reduced independently. In most cases,

the mutually reduced traffic dataset contains more than or equal to the number

of models when the dataset is reduced independently. For example, when all

three datasets are mutually reduced and α = 0.25, the mutually reduced output

contains 6,013, 1 and 2 models for the traffic, air temperature and rainfall

datasets respectively compared to 5,182, 637 and 3 models when the datasets

are reduced independently. The only exceptions to this occur when α = 0.1

and the traffic dataset is mutually reduced with the air temperature dataset,

and when all three datasets are mutually reduced. Thus, a higher number of

partitions may be output for highly varied datasets when mutually reduced
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with other datasets, although fewer partitions may be output for datasets with

low spatio-temporal variance.

When α = 0.1, mutually reducing the datasets results in the reduced

dataset containing fewer partitions than the sum of partitions output when

the datasets are reduced independently. For example, when all three datasets

are mutually reduced and α = 0.1, the mean sum of partitions output is

19,830 while the mutually reduced datasets contain 6,333 partitions on average.

Consequently, the mutually reduced datasets also use less storage than the

total storage used when the same datasets are reduced independently. When

α ≥ 0.1, mutually reducing the datasets results in more or an equal number

of partitions output than the sum of partitions output when the datasets are

reduced independently. The only exception is when α = 0.25 and the air

temperature and rainfall datasets are mutually reduced. When α = 0.9 and

in most cases when α = 0.75, the number of partitions output by both the

independent and mutual reduction processes is 1. Therefore, mutually reducing

the datasets only affects the partitioning of the data when α < 0.9.

Effect on Error and Storage Used

The quantity of storage used by the mutually reduced datasets is directly

proportional to the number of partitions in the mutually reduced dataset (as

shown in Appendix D.1). Accordingly, when the number of partitions in the

mutually reduced datasets is less than the total number of partitions in the

independently reduced datasets, the storage used by the mutually reduced

dataset is less than the total storage used by the independently reduced datasets.

Similarly, when the number of partitions in the mutually reduced datasets

is higher, the storage used is also higher than the total storage used by the

independently reduced datasets. For example, when all three datasets are

mutually reduced and α = 0.1, the mean total storage used by the independently

reduced datasets is 16.4% of the original storage volume while the mutually

reduced dataset uses 5.0%. The storage used by the independently and mutually

reduced datasets can be seen in Table 6.1.

When α = 0.1, the number of partitions and models in the mutually reduced

dataset is lower than the independently reduced datasets. As a result of fewer

models being output, the mean NRMSE incurred is higher than or equal to

the NRMSE incurred by the independent reductions in all cases. This can be

seen in Figure 6.6, which shows the NRMSE incurred when reducing the traffic

and air temperature datasets, traffic and rainfall datasets, and all 3 datasets

together (a legend for results these results is shown in Figure 6.5, and results

for all four combinations of datasets can be found in Appendix D.2). When

all three datasets are mutually reduced and α = 0.1, the NRMSE incurred
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Table 6.1: Storage used by the indepentently and mutually reduced datasets.
A value of α = 0.1 indicates high storage used for minimised error, and α = 0.9
indicates minimised storage but higher error.

α = 0.1 α = 0.9
Dataset(s) Min (MB) Max (MB) Min (MB) Max (MB)

Air Temperature 0.1 25.8 0.1 5.2
Traffic 0.7 69.3 0.1 32.3

Rainfall 0.1 11.9 0.1 3.1
Air Temp. & Rain. 0.2 13.0 0.1 0.1

Traffic & Air Temp. 1.6 19.8 0.1 0.1
Traffic & Rain. 1.6 27.7 0.1 0.1

All 3 datasets 1.7 10.9 0.1 0.1

for the total volume feature is 5.9% and the temperature feature is 12.5%. In

comparison, the mean NRMSE incurred by the independently reduced datasets

is 4.7% and 5.2% respectively. For the air temperature and rainfall datasets,

the reduced number of models output by the mutual reduction process leads

to a higher or equal NRMSE in all cases. For the traffic dataset, the NRMSE

incurred is lower when more models are output, and equal when the same

number of model coefficients are output. This correlation between the number

of models output and reduced NRMSE concurs with the results presented in

Chapter 4.

Thus, in many cases a higher NRMSE is incurred when the storage used

by the mutually reduced dataset is lower than the storage used by the inde-

pendently reduced datasets. This result is consistent with the relationship

between storage used and NRMSE incurred by kD-STR described in Chapter 4.

However, in some cases the NRMSE incurred is equal or higher and the storage

used by the reduced dataset is also higher. Specifically, this occurs for all

features when α ∈ {0.1, 0.25} and the traffic and rainfall datasets are mutually

reduced, and the temperature feature when α = 0.25 and the traffic and air

temperature datasets are mutually reduced, as well as when all three datasets

are mutually reduced. In the latter two cases, the number of partitions in the

mutually reduced dataset is higher than the total number of partitions in the

independently reduced datasets, yet the NRMSE incurred for the temperature

feature is higher.
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(a) Air Temperature and Rainfall (b) Traffic and Air Temperature

(c) Traffic and Rainfall (d) All 3 datasets

Figure 6.4: Number of models output by MkD-STR versus kD-STR. For each
combination of datasets, the number of partitions (and models) output per
dataset is denoted (MkD-STR), while the number of partitions (and models)
output when each dataset is reduced independently is denoted (kD-STR). Total
number of partitions output by MkD-STR is denoted Mutual (all).

Figure 6.5: Legend used for Figure 6.6. Results are shown for each feature
in the 3 datasets tested — results for the traffic dataset are shown in blue,
results for the air temperature dataset are shown in red and results for the
rainfall dataset are shown in yellow. Darker colours are used to denote results
for MkD-STR and lighter colours are used to denote results for kD-STR.
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(a) Traffic and Air Temperature

(b) Traffic and Rainfall

(c) All 3 datasets

Figure 6.6: NRMSE incurred by kD-STR versus MkD-STR. The legend for this figure is shown in Figure 6.5.
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Effect on Running Time

In most cases, the time required to mutually reduce the datasets is higher

than the time required to reduce any of the individual datasets. For example,

when α = 0.25 and all three datasets are mutually reduced, the mean running

time is 6,014 minutes. In contrast, the mean running times for individually

reducing the traffic, air temperature and rainfall datasets are 4,066 minutes,

1,128 minutes and 699 minutes respectively. In all cases when α > 0.1, the

mean running time for mutually reducing the datasets is higher than the

mean sum of reducing the datasets individually. However, in all cases when

α = 0.1, the mean running time for mutually reducing the datasets is lower

than the mean sum of reducing the datasets individually. For example, the

mean running time when α = 0.1 and all three datasets are mutually reduced is

3,208 minutes while the mean sum when the datasets are individually reduced

is 10,726 minutes.

6.1.4 Discussion

In this section, an adaptation of the kD-STR algorithm, MkD-STR, was

presented that overcomes the ambiguity of how to mutually reduce multiple

spatio-temporal datasets. By mutually reducing two or more datasets, a set

of common partitions is used to partition and model each of the datasets.

This allows the direct comparison of partitions between the mutually reduced

datasets, overcoming the many-to-many mapping between partitions when the

datasets are reduced independently using kD-STR. The MkD-STR algorithm

uses the variability of the features in each dataset to inform the partitioning

process, overcoming the incomparability of different features in the datasets.

In Section 6.1.3, MkD-STR is shown to output fewer partitions than kD-

STR when α = 0.1. In this case, the increase in storage required to increase

the number of partitions is not outweighed by the subsequent reduction in

NRMSE, and so the number of partitions and models output is fewer than

kD-STR. However, the results show that when α ∈ {0.25, 0.5}, MkD-STR

tends to output more partitions than kD-STR. In these cases, the increase in

storage does not prevent more partitions being output. These results support

Hypothesis H3.1. Similarly, Hypothesis H3.2 is also supported by these results.

When the number of partitions output by the mutual reduction is lower than

the sum of partitions in the independently reduced datasets, the NRMSE

incurred increases. Similarly, when the number of partitions generated for

a single dataset prior to the intersection step within the mutual reduction

process is lower than the number in the individually reduced dataset, the

NRMSE incurred is also lower. Conversely, when the number of partitions for a

single dataset is higher, the NRMSE incurred is lower. Thus, both Hypotheses
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H3.1 and H3.2 are supported by the results found in this section, and they

demonstrate the utility of mutually reducing datasets while demonstrating

the increased NRMSE that can occur when the partitioning of one dataset is

dominated by another within the partitioning process.

6.2 DkD-STR: Distributed Spatio-Temporal

Reduction

Increasing the number of datasets to be reduced, or increasing the quantity of

data in a single dataset, has a significant impact on the running time of kD-STR.

While kD-STR was shown to be effective at reducing spatio-temporal datasets

in Chapter 4, it has an initial clustering complexity of O(|D|2) and, in the case

of polynomial linear regression (PLR) modelling, a cost of O((x+ y2|M |)|D|)
per iteration. Furthermore, the initial clustering step of kD-STR requires

O(|D|2) memory, and each iteration requires O(|D|+ y2|M |) memory2. This

complexity limits the number of instances that can be practically reduced using

kD-STR, and this limit is quickly reached as the size of a dataset increases.

To overcome this issue, the processing capacity of multiple computers can be

used to reduce a dataset, thereby increasing the quantity of data that can be

reduced.

Many frameworks for processing large datasets follow the MapReduce

programming model which segments the data into portions for processing on

independent compute nodes [39]. The process of segmenting the data and

processing each segment on compute nodes is referred to as the map stage of

MapReduce. After the map stage, the reduce stage processes the output of the

map stage to generate a single result. For example, this result may be a single

value or an updated dataset. In the context of kD-STR, multiple map and

reduce stages can be combined to reduce a dataset. First, the clustering step

of kD-STR can be performed using a distributed clustering algorithm, which

segments and clusters the dataset in the feature space. Each compute node

is allocated a segment of the feature space and is responsible for clustering

the data within that segment. Second, the dataset is re-segmented in the

spatio-temporal space and distributed again between the compute nodes. The

compute nodes then iteratively reduce the data in rounds, utilising a designated

parent node to control the reduction process.

However, adapting the kD-STR algorithm for the MapReduce paradigm

presents an issue. After clustering the data, contiguous partitions of instances

that belong to the same cluster must be found and these partitions may

2Here, |D| is the number of instances in a dataset D, |M | is the number of models in
the reduced dataset, x is the maximum number of instances that are adjacent to any single
instance in D, and y is the maximum number of coefficients calculated for any model in M .
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Figure 6.7: Effect of allowing partitions to span the boundary between compute
nodes (with boundary communication) and not allowing partitions to span
boundaries (without communication). Imputed instances may be less accurate
when boundary communication is disabled.

span multiple compute nodes. While the process of discovering contiguous

partitions can be distributed efficiently, the instances within a partition must

be transferred to a single compute node to be modelled, incurring a significant

communication overhead. A simple approach for solving this issue is to prevent

partitions spanning multiple compute nodes, however this may increase the

number of partitions created and increase the storage used by the reduced

dataset. Furthermore, the imputation error of data at locations and times

whose nearest instance belongs to a neighbouring compute node may increase.

This problem is demonstrated in Figure 6.7. In both subfigures, instances

A and B belong to neighbouring compute nodes, and the natural Voronoi

boundary between them is shown as a dashed line. In subfigure (a) which

allows partitions to span multiple compute nodes, the model of partition 1 is

used to impute the feature values at location C. In subfigure (b) which does

not allow partitions to span multiple compute nodes, the model of partition 2

is used to impute the feature values at location C. Thus, the value imputed

in subfigure (b) may be less accurate than the value imputed in subfigure (a)

as the nearest instance used to generate the partition’s model is further away.

Therefore, an adaptation for the kD-STR algorithm is presented in this section

that overcomes this issue, namely, Distributed kD-STR (DkD-STR).

6.2.1 Adapting kD-STR for Distributed Environments

The MapReduce computational model employs multiple computation nodes to

execute an algorithm [39]. Each node applies the algorithm to a subset of the

input data, and the results of the nodes are combined into a single output. A

parent node controls the process and ensures that there is minimal overlap in

the work carried out by each of the other compute nodes, referred to as worker

nodes. The model consists of five steps:

1. Ingest data: Each instance in the input data is assigned a key k1, either

at random or based on its index in the dataset. The parent node assigns
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a k1 key to each worker node, which read in the input instances labelled

with their k1 key. Note that many instances may be assigned the same

k1 key.

2. Map: Each worker node runs the user-defined Map() function on its

data. This function re-labels each instance with a second key, referred to

as k2. Again, many instances may be assigned the same k2 key.

3. Shuffle: The worker nodes write the instances, labelled with their k2

keys, back to temporary storage. The parent node then assigns a k2 key

value to each worker node, and the worker nodes read in the instances

from temporary storage that are labelled with their k2 key.

4. Reduce: Each computation node applies the Reduce() function to its

portion of input data.

5. Collect Results: The parent node collects the Reduce() output from

each worker node and computes a final output. This may be a single

value, collection of values or updated values for each instance.

In the context of spatio-temporal data, the k1 key for an instance may an

approximate indicator of its position in the input file. For example, if an input

dataset D contains 1,000,000 instances, the k1 key may be a label 1, ..., 100,

thus each worker node would be assigned 10,000 instances after step 1. The

subset of D belonging to a worker w is denoted Dw. The k2 key of an instance

may then be a function of its spatial location and time, thus Map() assigns all

instances within the same spatial area and time period to a single computation

node. Note that the step 1 is necessary as the distribution of locations and

time periods in the data may not be known ahead of time, and so the parent

node has to compute the spatio-temporal boundaries of each computation node

between steps 1 and 2.

The kD-STR algorithm can be viewed as three separate processes. First,

the input dataset is clustered in the feature space to create a hierarchical

cluster tree. Second, homogeneous partitions of adjacent instances with respect

to their cluster identifier are found in the spatio-temporal domain. Each of

these partitions are then modelled using a predefined modelling technique, and

a heuristic value for this reduction calculated over the set of partitions and

models. Finally, kD-STR iteratively tests increasing the number of partitions

in the reduced dataset and increasing the number of coefficients stored for each

model.

In this section, an adaptation of these processes for distributed reduction

is presented. Collectively, these give the Distributed kD-STR algorithm,

referred to as DkD-STR. This algorithm first segments and distributes the
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data in the feature space to compute a hierarchical clustering. Then, the

algorithm redistributes the data between the worker nodes in the spatio-

temporal domain for partitioning and reduction. Like kD-STR, DkD-STR

is an iterative algorithm that uses the parent node to control the reduction

process.

Distributed Clustering

To cluster a dataset, its instances are mapped to the worker nodes using their

positions in the feature space. Then, the data is clustered in the feature

space on each machine using a distributed hierarchical clustering algorithm. In

literature, distributed algorithms have been presented for hierarchical clustering.

Naive approaches use distributed data structures, such as the KD-tree as used

by Woodley et al. [138], to approximate hierarchical clustering trees. Many

alternative approaches focus on clustering with the single linkage function

(minimum distance between any pair of instances in neighbouring clusters),

finding the minimum spanning tree (MST) of the data which is equivalent to

the single linkage hierarchical cluster tree [62]. Another alternative approach,

the DHC algorithm, has been shown to enable hierarchical clustering in a

distributed environment while permitting a range of linkage functions to be

used, although the overhead of communication between compute nodes may

limit the range of datasets that can be clustered [146]. A review of these

techniques can be found in Appendix E.

Many distributed clustering methods use the MapReduce model to compute

the cluster tree over the data, with the final tree stored on the parent node. In

DkD-STR, the data is then remapped to the worker nodes using the instances’

locations in space and time, thereby redistributing the data using the spatio-

temporal domain rather than the feature space. To do so, each worker node

sends the list of unique sensors and timestamps in its subset of the dataset

to the parent node. The parent node then assigns each worker node with a

segment of the spatio-temporal space, and each instance is moved to the worker

node responsible for its location in space and time. After the data is remapped

according to the spatio-temporal domain, the parent node can broadcast the

cluster boundaries for a given level of the cluster tree to each worker node, and

the instances on each worker node can be labelled with their cluster identifier

for that level of the cluster tree.

Distributed Partitioning

After clustering the data in the feature space and redistributing the data

between the worker nodes using the spatio-temporal domain, homogeneous

partitions of instances belonging to the same cluster can be found. However,
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partitioning the data using the kD-STR algorithm in a distributed manner

introduces an inherent issue: if partitions are allowed to cross the boundaries

between neighbouring worker nodes, significant communication overhead is

incurred when moving the data onto a single node for modelling; yet, if

partitions are prevented from crossing boundaries, the imputation of data

from the reduced dataset may become less accurate. To overcome this issue,

DkD-STR employs a hybrid approach that allows partitions to cross worker

node boundaries but not include instances on other nodes. That is, the spatial

and temporal boundaries of the partitions are not clipped by the boundaries

of the spatio-temporal domain applicable to each worker node, yet partitions

may only include instances belonging to the same worker node.

To achieve this, each worker node requires knowledge of how the instances

within its own subset of the dataset relate to the instances on its neighbour

worker nodes. It must be able to create partitions whose bounds are equidistant

between sensors (i.e. the Voronoi partitioning of space) in space and equidistant

between timestamps in time, requiring significant communication between

neighbouring worker nodes. However, since the parent node is aware of all

sensors and timestamps in the data, it may provide this dissection of space

and time to each of the worker nodes. That is, the parent node can compute

the Voronoi partitioning of the sensors in the spatial domain and provide

the mid-point between timestamps in the temporal domain. Each worker

can then partition the subset of instances within its division of the spatio-

temporal domain using the same process described in Section 4.2.1 along with

the Voronoi and timestamp partitioning provided by the parent node. This

results in partitions that span the boundaries between worker nodes as shown

in Figure 6.7a without requiring instances be communicated between worker

nodes for modelling.

Iterative Reduction Steps

To perform the iterative steps of kD-STR, the DkD-STR algorithm must

calculate the heuristic value in a distributed manner. The storage and error

metrics used in the heuristics (i.e. 4.3, Equations 4.7 and 5.6) require knowledge

of the storage required to store the set of partitions and models, as well as

the NRMSE incurred when reconstructing the original instances or imputed

features. Since these metrics can be decomposed into calculations over each

partition and model in the reduced dataset, they can be partially calculated

on each worker node and these partial results combined by the parent node.

Thus, each worker node calculates the storage used and NRMSE incurred

when the number of partitions is increased and the complexity of a model

is increased. The parent node then calculates the heuristic value for each of
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these possibilities and instructs the appropriate worker node to implement

the change that minimised the heuristic value. When the heuristic cannot be

minimised further, each worker node outputs its partitions and models, and

the combination of these outputs yields the reduced dataset.

Specifically, for each possible increase in partitions and model complexities,

the storage values sent from each worker node to the parent node are:

storagew(Dw) = |Dw| · (k + |F |) (6.2)

storagew(〈Pw,Mw〉) =

|Pw|∑
i=1

(|bi| · (k − 1) + 2) +

|Mw|∑
j=1

|mj | (6.3)

where Dw is the subset of dataset D processed on worker node w, and Pw and

Mw are the partitions and models output by w respectively. The storage ratio

(i.e. Equation 4.7) calculated on the parent node is then:

q(D, 〈P,M〉) =

∑
w∈W storagew(Dw)∑

w∈W storagew(〈Pw,Mw〉)
(6.4)

where W is the set of worker nodes, and P and M are the sets of partitions

and models respectively collected from the set of worker nodes. The NRMSE

calculation performed on each worker node for a given feature f is:

ψw(Dw, D̂w, f) =
∑

ds,t∈Dw

(dfs,t − d̂
f
s,t)

2 (6.5)

and the NRMSE (i.e. Equation 4.3) calculated on the parent node is:

eNRMSE(D, D̂, f) =
ψ(D, D̂, f)

range(f)
(6.6)

where,

ψ(D, D̂, f) =

√∑
w∈W ψw(Dw, D̂w, f)

|D|

Using these metrics, the parent node can calculate the heuristic function

that controls the reduction process. On each iteration of DkD-STR, each worker

node tests the change in storage and NRMSE incurred when the number of

partitions is increased (using the cluster definitions provided by the parent

node), and the change when the complexity of a model changes. Conceptually,

this results in each worker sending 1 + |Mw| storage and NRMSE values to

the parent node on each iteration. However, when the change that minimises

the heuristic value most is a model complexity increase on one worker node,

the values reported by the other worker nodes will not change. Therefore, in
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practice fewer results will be sent from the worker nodes to the parent node

for some iterations of the reduction process. Note that when the number of

partitions is increased, the results for every worker node become invalidated and

so 1 + |Mw| storage and NRMSE values have to be sent by each worker node

on the next iteration. Furthermore, if the complexity of a model on a worker

node is increased on one iteration, increasing the same model’s complexity

again may be the best move on the next iteration. Thus, it would be improper

to allow more than one worker node to increase the complexity of a model on

each iteration as doing so may unnecessarily increase the complexity of models

on some worker nodes.

Summary of Distributed Data Reduction

The DkD-STR algorithm uses the MapReduce paradigm for distributed com-

putation. One or more worker nodes are used to reduce segments of the input

dataset, and are controlled by a parent node. The steps of the DkD-STR

algorithm are listed below, and these correspond to the steps shown in Figure

6.8. In this overview, the reduction of a single dataset is presented, although

the alternative heuristic and partitioning schemes presented in this chapter

and Chapter 5 may be used in other scenarios.

Like kD-STR, DkD-STR requires an input dataset, value for the parameter

α, and a chosen modelling technique. The output of DkD-STR is a set of

partitions and models, 〈P,M〉. The steps of DkD-STR for a single dataset D

are:

1. Data clustered in feature space: The dataset D is distributed

between the worker nodes using the feature values as key k2. Then,

the data is clustered using a distributed hierarchical clustering technique.

The resulting tree of cluster definitions is stored on the parent node.

2. Spatial and temporal domains segmented: Each worker node sends

its list of unique sensor locations and instance timestamps to the parent

node. The parent node then segments the spatio-temporal domain

according to the number of compute nodes, and assigns each worker node

a segment. Using the lists of sensor locations and timestamps, the parent

node computes a Voronoi partitioning (equidistant) partitioning of space

and time. This partitioning is sent to the worker nodes.

3. Initial reduction step: The dataset is redistributed between the worker

nodes using the segmentation computed by the parent process. The first

reduction step is performed: each worker node forms one partition of all

of its instances using the distributed partitioning method presented in

this chapter; then, each worker models the data in the partition using
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Figure 6.8: Overview of DkD-STR with 8 worker nodes: (1) data is clustered
in the feature space, (2) spatial and temporal domains are segmented by
parent node, (3) initial reduction step yields 1 partition and model coefficient
per worker node, (4) parent node calculates the heuristic value of step 3, (5)
partitions on each node are iteratively decomposed and modelled, (6) final set
of partitions and models is output.

the predefined modelling technique, and calculates the storage used and

error incurred. These values are then sent to the parent node.

4. Heuristic calculation: The parent node collects the storage and error

values sent by each worker node and combines them (Equations 6.4 and

6.6) to calculate the heuristic value.

5. Iterative reduction steps: The following steps are repeated until the

heuristic cannot be minimised further.

(a) Increase the complexity of a model: Each worker node in-

creases the complexity of each of its models in turn, and calculates

its error and storage values after each increase. This yields a |Mw|-
length vector of storage values and |Mw|-length vector of error

values for each worker mode.

(b) Increase number of partitions: Each worker node increases the

number of partitions by increasing the number of clusters by 1. Each

of the new partitions is modelled, yielding a single storage value

and single error value for the worker node.
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(c) Parent node decides: Each worker node sends the results of

increasing the complexity of each model and increasing the number

of partitions to the parent node. This results in |M |+ 1 possible

changes, and the parent node calculates the heuristic value for each.

The change that minimises the heuristic is implemented on its worker

node.

6. Reduced dataset output: When the heuristic cannot be minimised

further, the reduction is complete. Each worker node outputs its set of

partitions and models, and the union of these sets is the reduced dataset

〈P,M〉.

6.2.2 Experimental Evaluation Methodology

To evaluate the impact of reducing a dataset in a distributed setting, the

datasets presented in Chapter 3 are reduced using DkD-STR. The distributed

environment was simulated using separate threads on a multicore processor.

During each iteration, the maximum time used by any single thread was used

as the time taken for that iteration. In these results, the impact of allowing

partitions to cross worker node boundaries is tested, as well as the speedup

achieved by DkD-STR over kD-STR. While these results do not demonstrate

the full speedup possible when reducing datasets in a distributed setting, they

are indicative of the speedup achievable in a naive implementation. Specifically,

2 hypotheses are tested:

H4.1 Increasing the number of worker nodes used yields an approximately

superlinear reduction in the time taken to reduce the data.

Since kD-STR is a O(|D|2) algorithm, distributing the algorithm should

give a greater than linear speedup. For example, using 2 processors instead

of 1 should reduce the processing time by more than 50%. However, this

assumes the cost of communication is negligible and that the distribution

of instances between worker nodes is uniform. Since this is not guaranteed,

and the implementation of DkD-STR is not optimised, the speedup

achieved may be significant as the number of worker nodes increases from

1, but become negligible as the number of worker nodes increases further.

H4.2 The partitioning technique used by DkD-STR decreases the error incurred

when imputing instances compared to independently partitioning the data

on each worker node.

To prevent a significant communication overhead when partitioning and

modelling the data, a naive approach would prevent the partitions on

each worker node from crossing the boundary between neighbouring

nodes. However, as shown in Figure 6.7, this may lead to increased error
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when imputing data from the reduced dataset. Thus, the partitioning

technique used by DkD-STR, which overcomes this issue, incurs a lower

imputation NRMSE compared to the naive approach which does not

permit partitions to cross the boundaries between neighbouring nodes.

To test the speedup achieved by increasing the number of worker nodes,

5 sets of worker nodes are simulated and tested. For each of the spatial

and temporal dimensions (i.e. latitude, longitude and time), the number of

worker nodes is increased from 1 to 5 yielding 5 pool sizes of worker nodes: (i)

1 × 1 × 1 = 1 node, (ii) 2 × 2 × 2 = 8 nodes, (iii) 3 × 3 × 3 = 27 nodes, (iv)

4× 4× 4 = 64 nodes, (v) 5× 5× 5 = 125 nodes. As these experiments focus

on the rate of speedup achieved by increasing the number of worker nodes to

reduce a dataset, PLR-P modelling is again used as a consistent modelling

technique to demonstrate the rate of speedup achieved by increasing the number

of worker nodes used. The PLR-P technique is used as it provides an average

case reduction compared to DCT and DTR modelling (as shown in Figure

4.7), and modelling on partitions is shown to yield a lower NRMSE in many

cases in Section 4.4. As shown in Chapter 4, the NRMSE incurred and storage

reduction achieved are directly correlated with the number of partitions in the

reduced dataset. Thus, results for the other modelling techniques presented

in Chapter 4 can be inferred by considering the speedup achieved for PLR-P

modelling in this section with the results presented in Section 4.4.

6.2.3 Results

In this subsection, the results of the experiments described in Section 6.2.2 are

presented.

Effect on Processing Time

For all three datasets, increasing the number of worker nodes decreases the

processing time required to reduce the dataset, as shown in Figure 6.9a. For

example, when α = 0.1, the mean time taken to reduce the traffic dataset

falls from 234,021 seconds to 433 seconds. However, as the number of nodes

increases, the rate of decrease in processing time also decreases. This is

correlated with the maximum number of instances on a single node, with

the processor reducing the most instances taking the longest to process each

iteration. As shown in Table 6.2, increasing the number of processors from 1

to 125 for the traffic dataset decreases the maximum number of instances on

a partition from 149,495 to 5,818. In contrast, a balanced distribution would

place 1,196 instances on each node. This sublinear decrease in the maximum

number of instances on any node is correlated with the a sublinear decrease in

the time taken as the number of worker nodes increases.
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Table 6.2: Maximum number of instances on any worker node, averaged over
all data samples for each dataset.

1x1x1 2x2x2 3x3x3 4x4x4 5x5x5

Traffic 149,495 32,757 15,957 8,755 5,818
Air Temperature 232,043 39,230 15,131 6,847 4,020

Rainfall 187,508 31,511 12,073 5,511 3,230

As shown in Figure 6.9b, the number of partitions stored for a dataset is

approximately equal to the number of worker nodes used to reduce the dataset

when 1 cluster is used to partition the dataset3. That is, since partitions do

not include instances from multiple worker nodes, the number of partitions

increases as the number of worker nodes increases. In some cases when the

number of clusters used is greater than 1, the number of partitions output

is affected more by the variability of the data than the number of worker

nodes used. In Figure 6.9b, this is particularly noticeable for the traffic and

air temperature datasets when α = 0.1; here, the number of partitions does

not increase noticeably as the number of worker nodes increases. In other

cases, however, increasing the number of worker nodes increases the number

of partitions enough that the required storage is too great and only 1 cluster

is used to partition the data. This is particularly noticeable for the rainfall

dataset when α = 0.1, and the air temperature dataset when α = 0.25. In

both cases, increasing the number of worker nodes results in a drop in the

number of partitions output, as the number of clusters used in the partitioning

process decreases from 2 to 1. Thus, for datasets that are highly varied in

space and time, increasing the number of worker nodes does not affect the

number of partitions output. However, for datasets with a low variability

in space and time, increasing the number of worker nodes may reduce the

number of partitions output. As discovered in Chapter 4, the storage used and

reconstruction error incurred are correlated with the number of partitions in

the reduced dataset (as shown in Appendix F).

Comparison of DkD-STR Partitioning versus Naive Partitioning

To test Hypothesis H4.2, each of the datasets are reduced using 2 × 2 × 2

processors with the ability of partitions to cross worker node boundaries enabled

and disabled. Prior to reduction, instances that are close to the worker node

boundaries are removed and the datasets reduced without these instances. For

the datasets presented in Chapter 3, larger pools of processors (i.e. 3× 3× 3

3In some cases, missing instances cause a separation in the spatial or temporal domain that
requires 2 or more partitions to capture. Thus, the number of partitions stored is sometimes
marginally higher than the number of worker nodes.
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and larger) result in a majority of instances being close to node boundaries

and therefore removed, thus only the pool size of 2× 2× 2 processors is used.

The error incurred when imputing the withheld instances from the reduced

datasets is then measured, and these results can be seen in Figure 6.10.

For the rainfall and traffic datasets, preventing partitions from crossing

node boundaries increases the NRMSE incurred when imputing the withheld

instances. In some cases, notably the rainfall dataset when α ≥ 0.1, preventing

partitions crossing boundaries does not change the maximum NRMSE incurred,

but does increase the mean error. For the air temperature features, the mean

error decreases when partitions do not span boundaries and α ∈ {0.01, 0.25}.
Furthermore, the maximum error decreases when α ≥ 0.1.

6.2.4 Discussion

In this section, the DkD-STR adaptation of the kD-STR algorithm has been

demonstrated to speed up the reduction process. In the example of reducing

the traffic dataset when α = 0.1, increasing the number of worker nodes from

1 to 4 reduces the average time taken from 65 hours to 2.5 hours. However, as

the number of nodes increases further the rate of decrease in processing time

diminishes as the maximum number of instances on a single node decreases

sublinearly. These results show a significant reduction in reduction time can be

achieved using DkD-STR, and we may infer this increases the maximum dataset

size that can be reduced. Furthermore, these results support Hypothesis H4.1,

although they also show the rate of speedup achieved is correlated with the

maximum number of instances on a worker node rather than the number of

worker nodes used overall.

Hypothesis H4.2 is only partially supported by these results. In come cases,

the imputation error is reduced by allowing partitions to span the boundaries

between worker nodes, yet in others this is not so. This mix of results may

be explained by a second source of error in the reduced dataset. Since the

partitioning process is stochastic in nature, the set of instances belonging to

each partition may change between reductions. Therefore, each partition may

have a different model when reducing the same dataset multiple times. This

may lead to more accurate imputations for the same withheld instances in

some cases, and less accurate in others. The inconsistency between results

observed for each dataset may therefore be a result of the stochastic nature of

the partitioning and modelling process.
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(a) Time taken to reduce dataset

(b) Number of partitions in reduced dataset

Figure 6.9: Time taken and number of partitions output when reducing the datasets presented in Chapter 3 using DkD-STR
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(a) Air Temperature (b) Rainfall

(c) Traffic

Figure 6.10: Imputation error incurred DkD-STR with the ability for partitions
to span node boundaries enabled and disabled. When α > 0.5, only 1 partition
is stored per worker node, thus the error incurred is unaffected by the ability
of partitions to span boundaries.

6.3 Impact of Errors and Missing Instances in Input

Datasets

When processing and analysing real-world datasets, issues can be encountered

such as missing instances and erroneous data. For example, systematic errors,

noise and missing data can be problematic when calculating statistical measures

and clustering the data. However, by understanding the robustness of these

methods to such issues, the effects of these issues can be managed. In literature,

empirical analyses of algorithms are used to evaluate the robustness of methods,

as discussed in Section 2.5. Therefore, this section presents an empirical analysis

of the effects of erroneous data on kD-STR. The effect of commonly occurring
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errors are studied for road traffic, air temperature and rainfall data, as identified

by analysts who use these datasets within the transportation domain. Namely,

the impact of errors in location and time, noisy feature values and missing data

on the reduced output of kD-STR are measured. The exact impact of these

issues may differ for other datasets, however the conclusions of this analysis

can be used to inform the use of kD-STR with other data. More specifically,

as the amount of error or missing data increases, this analysis explores:

1. How the number of partitions and models changes, as well as the number

of model coefficients.

2. How the error incurred when reconstructing the input (erroneous) dataset

from the reduced dataset changes, how the error between the clean dataset

and the reconstructed dataset changes, and how the distribution of these

errors compares against the distribution of error added in the input

(erroneous) dataset.

3. How the storage used by the reduced dataset changes.

4. How imputed instances change (that is, instances that were not present

in the erroneous input dataset).

Four types of error are studied in this section as described in Section

6.3.1. In Section 6.3.2, the experimental setup and datasets used are discussed.

Finally, the results of this study are presented in Section 6.3.3.

6.3.1 Sources of Error and Missing Data

Typically, issues encountered with sensor data are incurred during sensing (as

discussed in Chapter 2.5). Unlike communications and storage infrastructure,

which often use hardware and software checks to validate that data has not

changed, it can be difficult to validate that sensor values are accurate and not

erroneous. It is therefore useful to assume that sensor data may be erroneous

and to study the impact of such errors on the algorithms used to process

and analyse the data. In many studies found in literature on the impact

of erroneous spatio-temporal data, three issues are repeatedly identified as

commonly occurring. These are error in space and time, noise in the feature

values, and missing data. Each of these are discussed further in this section.

Errors in Location of Sensors

In literature, the sensitivity of spatio-temporal methods to error in location is

often tested through spatial perturbations of the data. As described in Section

2.5.1, many studies analyse the increase in error incurred by spatio-temporal
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methods when the location of sensors are moved. To achieve this, studies

perturb the data using distributions that are tailored to the dataset being used,

reflecting the common sources of location error for each dataset. For example,

some studies move the location of a sensor in the data by a distance chosen

from an empirical distribution in a heading chosen from a uniform distribution

[40, 87].

However, the locations of sensors used to collect spatio-temporal data are

often recorded using GPS devices. In literature, the spatial error incurred

by GPS devices is shown to exhibit bivariate normal distributions that are

independent in the x and y directions, with a mean value of 0 [63, 102]. As

described in Section 2.5.1, 95% of GPS locations recorded are accurate to

within approximately 3 m of the true location [63, 102]. In transport related

datasets, the locations of road-side sensors are often recorded as the unique

identifier of the nearest road segment or link to the sensor. Since the maximum

length of any section in the traffic datasets is 3086 m, it can reasonably assumed

that the maximum location error of any roadside sensor may be 3086 m. Thus,

the locations of instances in the traffic, air temperature and rainfall datasets

may be assumed to be incorrect by up to 2.5 m if GPS devices are used to

record the locations of sensors, and up to 3086 m if the sensor locations are

referenced by their road section location instead.

Therefore, an analysis of the effects of spatial location error was performed

on the kD-STR algorithm. Since the sensors used to record the datasets

presented in Chapter 6 are stationary and do not move, we can reasonably

assume that the location of each sensor is established when the sensor is

installed, and does not change thereafter. Each sensor is perturbed in space

by an amount drawn from a normal distribution in each spatial dimension,

using a similar approach to those presented in literature and reflecting the

known distributions of GPS errors [63, 102]. That is, a normal distribution

is used for each dimension with a mean value of 0 and a range of standard

deviation values, namely 1.5 m (corresponding to the 3 m 95% percentile of

GPS inaccuracy found in literature), 350 m, 700 m, 1029 m (corresponding to

a 95% percentile of 3086 m), and 2000 m.

Errors in Timestamps of Instances

Similar analyses to those discussed for the spatial domain have been found in

literature for the temporal domain, as discussed in Section 2.5.2. In some cases,

empirical distributions are used to estimate the distribution of error between

the recorded time for each instance and the true times the instances were

recorded at. In others, domain knowledge is used to estimate the distribution

of temporal error. For example, in their analysis of Dengue Fever, Delmelle
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et al. estimated the maximum delay between a person first experiencing

symptoms and visiting their doctor is 5 days [40]. Therefore, to test the effect

of temporal error, a temporal offset was applied to each instance, chosen from a

Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance of 1.68 days (corresponding to

a maximum value of 5 days using the empirical rule of 3 standard deviations).

In the datasets presented in Chapter 3, the recorded timestamp for each

instance is believed to be the correct time the instance was recorded. Therefore,

no empirical distributions of error are known from which temporal perturbations

can be drawn. However, a reasonable assumption can be made about the

maximum temporal error in the dataset in a similar approach to that used

by Malizia and Delmelle et al.. In many systems, time synchronisation is

performed using protocols such as the Network Time Protocol (NTP), which

limits the maximum time between resynchronisations as 1024 seconds (s) and

the drift to less than 100 milliseconds (ms) [81]. Since the minimum time

between instances in the datasets presented in Chapter 3 is 15 minutes, it can

be assumed that the synchronisation error is negligible and instead the clock

at each sensor may be incorrect by a fixed offset of up to 15 minutes.

To test the effect of temporal offsets on kD-STR, a similar analysis to that

performed for the spatial domain is performed for the temporal domain. It

may be assumed that, in a worst-case but reasonable scenario, each sensor is

impacted by a source of temporal error that affects every instance recorded at

that sensor identically. Since the air temperature and rainfall datasets contain

instances recorded at 1-hour intervals, and the traffic datasets contain instances

recorded at 15-minute intervals, the maximum delay can be assumed to be

1 hour and 15 minutes respectively, otherwise the server or network would

detect the reporting error. Using the assumption that temporal error in sensor

networks exhibits a Gaussian distribution with mean value of 0 [65], and the

empirical rule also used by Delmelle et al. [40], the maximum errors of 1 hour

and 15 minutes yield a maximum standard deviation of 20 minutes for the

air temperature and rainfall datasets, and 5 minutes for the traffic dataset.

Thus, a temporal offset chosen from a Gaussian distribution is applied to each

sensor and all instances recorded by that sensor offset by the same length of

time. The distributions used for the air temperature and rainfall datasets have

a mean value of 0 and standard deviations of 5 minutes (mins), 10 mins, 15

mins, 20 mins and 40 mins. The distributions used for the traffic dataset has a

mean value of 0 and standard deviations of 1.25 mins, 2.5 mins, 3.75 mins, 5

mins and 10 mins.
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Noise in Feature Values

To study the impact of measurement error on a spatio-temporal method, noise

is added to the input dataset and the difference in the method’s output is

measured. In many cases seen in literature (see Section 2.5.3), noise chosen

from a normal distribution is added to the feature values of each instance.

For example, in the hydrological domain, Sivakumar et al. added normally

distributed noise to a rainfall dataset corresponding to 0.04, 0.08 and 0.16

standard deviations of the original features to test noise removal techniques

[117]. In this case, the parameters chosen for the noise distribution were

informed by the range of feature values that are likely to be observed in the

data. In other studies, analysts deliberately use increasing amounts of noise

that go beyond the feature values that are likely to be seen in a specific domain.

For example, Quirós et al. injected Gaussian noise to fMRI data with three

variance values to test the robustness and accuracy of modelling techniques in

the presence of noise [101]. Three standard deviations were tested with the

maximum standard deviation tested equal to the maximum value possible in

the feature. In their analysis of the k-Nearest Neighbours (kNN) imputation

technique, Cheng et al. added up to 2 standard deviations of the features’

distribution [30]. This approach allowed them to analyse the impact of highly

erroneous feature values on the kNN imputation technique for a range of values

of k.

The aim of this study is to analyse the impact of feature errors on the

reduction of datasets by kD-STR. To do so, the same approach taken by

the methods found in literature was used, and noise chosen from a normal

distribution was added to each instance. The noise incident on networks of

sensors, such as air temperature and rainfall sensors, has been shown to have

a Gaussian distribution with a mean value of 0 (according to central limit

theorem) [65, 83, 147]. The worst case found in literature (used by Cheng et

al.) is used as the upper bound on the distributions of noise, giving a maximum

standard deviation of the error distribution equal to 2 standard deviations of

the clean features. Thus, for each feature in the datasets, noise is added to the

feature values chosen from a Gaussian distribution with mean value of 0 and

standard deviations equal to 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 standard deviations of

the original features.

Sources of Missing Instances

As described in Section 2.5.4, multiple studies in literature analyse the impact

of missing data on imputation and modelling methods. For example, Chen et

al. studied the effect on imputation methods of removing increased numbers

of instances from a road traffic dataset [29]. They tested both missing at
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random (MAR) by removing between 10% and 50% of instances, and missing

not at random (MNAR), which reflected a number of sensors going ‘offline’

for amounts of time drawn from a distribution. In both cases they reported

the MAPE and RMSE imputation error metrics for a set of instances that

were withheld for ground truth. A similar study in the transport domain was

performed by Rodrigues et al. who removed 10%, 25%, 50% and 75% of the

data at random, and Chuan et al. in the hydrology domain, who removed

5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25% and 30% of the instances in a rainfall dataset to

test to effect on imputation algorithms [34, 105]. In their analysis of the kNN

technique in hydrology (where k = 10), Lebecherel et al. tested the impact

of removing all sensors within 10 km to 200 km of a withheld sensor being

imputed, as well as removing between 10% and 90% of the sensors at random

[77]. The distances chosen were selected by considering the mean distance

between any sensor and its 10 nearest neighbours in the dataset.

The aim of this study is to test the effect of missing data rates on the reduced

datasets output by kD-STR. While all of the analyses found in literature follow

a similar approach, the approach taken by Chen et al. specifically tests both

MAR and MNAR scenarios. Since similar issues can arise in transport network,

air temperature and rainfall datasets, this procedure is followed in this study.

Increasing quantities of data, between 10% and 50% of instances, are removed

at random and the effect on kD-STR output measured. Then, increasing

quantities of data are removed again from the clean dataset by simulating

‘periods of silence’ for each sensor. To do so, a sensor and day are chosen at

random and all instances recorded on that day by that sensor are removed.

This process is repeated until the desired number of instances are removed —

again, the MNAR rate ranges between 10% and 50%.

6.3.2 Experimental Evaluation Methodology

The sources of error and missing data described in Section 6.3.1 can occur in

real-world data, and so it is necessary to understand the effect they have on

reduced datasets. To do so, the datasets presented in Chapter 3 are perturbed

by moving the locations of instances in space and time, adding noise and

removing instances. The unclean (perturbed) datasets are then reduced using

kD-STR and the reduced forms compared with the reduction of the clean

datasets. Furthermore, by withholding portions of the data in a 10-fold cross-

validation manner, the imputation error of both the clean and unclean reduced

datasets can be compared.

As the amount of perturbation and missing data increases, the metrics

described at the beginning of this section are evaluated. Here, the term

perturbation is used to refer to the shifting of instances in time and space, and
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the addition of noise to each instance’s feature values. Furthermore, missing

data is used to refer to the removal of instances, both at random and not at

random. For each of the perturbations, the following hypotheses are tested:

H5.1 Increasing the amount of perturbation increases the variance of the data,

thereby increasing the number of partitions in the reduced datasets.

As the amount of error in the data increases, similar instances may move

further apart, and instances that are close in space and time will become

more dissimilar. As a result, the variance of the data will increase over

space and time. Overall, the number of partitions may also increase as

near instances are grouped into different clusters in the feature space.

H5.2 The modelling process reduces the impact of the perturbations.

As the amount of error increases, the variance within each partition also

increases. As a result, the modelling process is unable to capture the

variance of the unclean data as accurately as the clean data. Thus, the

modelling process smoothens out the perturbations in the data, and the

reconstructed data has a lower variance than the input unclean data.

Furthermore, the reconstruction error of the unclean data increases.

H5.3 Increasing the amount of perturbation increases the imputation error of

withheld data.

As a result of H5.2, the models stored diverge from the models stored in

the reduced clean dataset. Thus, the imputation error of withheld clean

instances increases.

For the two missing data experiments, the following hypotheses are tested:

H5.4 Increasing the amount of missing data decreases the number of partitions

output.

Though removing instances may not change the variation of the data

over space and time, some non-adjacent instances that belong to the

same cluster in the clean dataset may become adjacent in the unclean

dataset. As a result, the number of partitions decreases as the number

of missing instances increases.

H5.5 Increasing the amount of missing data increases the imputation error of

withheld data.

As more instances are removed from the unclean input dataset, the

distance to the nearest instances for a withheld validation increases. As a

result, the imputation error of the withheld validation instance increases.

Using the modelling techniques and values for α used in Chapters 4—6.2,

the parameter space to be tested for each of the four sources of error includes
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5 standard deviation values, 10-fold cross validation, 3 modelling techniques

(PLR, DCT and DTR), modelling on partitions and clusters, 5 values for the

parameter α (0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9), and 84 samples of data (12 1-month

samples of air temperature and rainfall, and 12 samples of traffic data for

7 roads). Testing the entirety of this parameter space is impractical, and

so a few subsets of the parameter space are tested instead. These results

are presented and described in Section 6.3.3, and the results for untested

areas of the parameter space can be inferred using both this analysis and

the results presented in Section 4.4. Furthermore, four samples of data from

the datasets presented in Chapter 3 are used: (i) A30 sample from August

2017, (ii) M1 sample from October 2017, (iii) air temperature from October

2017, (iv) rainfall from September 2017. These samples are chosen as they

are the most stationary samples for the datasets in space and time, thus the

imputation error incurred is most likely to be caused by the perturbations.

Furthermore, these samples are generally representative of the distributions of

all of the samples for the traffic, air temperature and rainfall datasets. Further

discussion on the selection of these datasets can be found in Appendix G.

6.3.3 Results

Though the full parameter space of perturbations is too large to test, an initial

analysis is used for α = 0.1 and all three modelling techniques, both modelling

on partitions and clusters. From these results, the difference between modelling

on partitions and clusters is shown to be the same as the results presented in

Chapter 4, and so only modelling on partitions is tested to reduce the testing

parameter space. The results of these perturbations are presented in this

section. Note that when discussing the effects of noise, the standard deviations

of the noise distribution are calculated as multiples of the standard deviation

of the original features. To avoid ambiguity, the term standard deviation is

used to refer to the standard deviation of the noise distribution, and the unit

SD is used to refer to 1 standard deviation of the original features.

Effect on Variance

For each dataset, the variance of the perturbed features increases as the

standard deviation of the distribution of noise increases. For example, the

variance of the Total Volume feature of the A30 dataset increases from 21,130

to 21,336 when a standard deviation of 0.1 SD is used, and to 105,365 when

2.0 SD is used. These values can be seen in Appendix H.1.

In all cases, reducing the noisy data using kD-STR reduces the variance in

the reconstructed instances. Thus, reducing the data reduces the impact of

noise in the data as not all of the variance is captured by the partition models.
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This is true for all modelling techniques and both modelling on clusters and

partitions. When α = 0.1, the variance in the reconstructed traffic and air

temperature datasets increases as the standard deviation of noise increases.

Again, the variance is lower than the input noisy data in all cases. In some

cases for the rainfall dataset when α = 0.1, increasing the standard deviation

of noise increases the variance in the reconstructed dataset. However, in others

cases, the variance decreases. For example, when DTR-P modelling is used,

the variance in the reconstructed rainfall dataset increases from 0.081 to 0.089

as the standard deviation increases from 0.5 to 1.0 SD, yet the variance is

0.087 when a standard deviation of 1.5 SD is used. In these cases, the reduced

dataset contains the same number of model coefficients, and so the differences

in variance are a direct result of differences in the perturbed input data, rather

than the number of model coefficients stored.

For each value of α > 0.1, increasing the standard deviation of the noise

distribution decreases the variance in the reconstructed dataset in most cases.

However, in other cases increasing the standard deviation of noise increases the

variance in the data. When the variance of the reconstructed data increases,

this is attributable to an increased number of model coefficients stored in the

reduced dataset, although the variance of the reconstructed data only increases

in 13 of 80 cases. Thus, in almost all cases, increasing the amount of noise in the

data increases the variance in the reconstructed data when α = 0.1 (indicating

a strong preference for reduction in error). However, when α > 0.1 (indicating

a stronger preference for reduction in storage), increasing the amount of noise

in the data leads to a decrease in the number of model coefficients stored and

variance in the reconstructed data.

In contrast to the effects of noise, the removal of instances both at random

and not at random does not substantially change the variance of the data.

Though the variance is altered by a very small amount, the absolute change in

variance is less than 1% for the traffic and air temperature datasets, and less

than 2.3% for the rainfall dataset. Moreover, perturbing the data in space and

time does not change the variance of the data. For both types of error, the

variance in the reconstructed data decreases as α increases and fewer model

coefficients are stored.

Effect on Number of Partitions

When α = 0.1, increasing the amount of noise in the data increases the number

of partitions when more than 1 cluster is used to partition the data. That

is, when the reduced dataset contains more than 1 partition, increasing the

standard deviation of noise in the features increases the number of partitions

further. However, in many cases increasing the standard deviation results
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in too much storage being used by the increased number of partitions. As a

result, 1 fewer clusters are used in the partitioning process and the number of

partitions output decreases. This can be seen in Figure 6.11a, which shows

the number of partitions output when the four datasets are reduced using

DTR-P modelling (results for the remaining modelling techniques can be seen

in Appendix H.2). For example, increasing the standard deviation of noise

from 0.5 to 1.0 SD decreases the mean number of partitions output from 17,523

to 1 for the A30 traffic dataset. Yet, as previously discussed, this does not

affect the variance in the reconstructed dataset which continues to increase as

the amount of noise in the input dataset increases.

When α > 0.1, the number of partitions output in almost all cases is 1. In

cases where the number of partitions is greater than 1, increasing the standard

deviation of noise decreases the number of partitions output to 1.

In some cases, perturbing instances in space and time leads to an increase

in the number of partitions output in some cases. For example, when α = 0.25

and the M1 dataset is reduced using DCT-P modelling, the mean number of

partitions increases from 3056 when a standard deviation of 1.5 m is used, to

3829 when a standard deviation of 2000 m is used. However, similar to the

effects of noise, the number of clusters used for partitioning decreases as the

amount of perturbation increases in these cases. Thus, the number of partitions

decreases between 2 standard deviation values. In other cases, the number of

partitions does not appear to change as the amount of perturbation increases,

as shown in Figure 6.11.

Increasing the number of missing instances from each dataset has a signi-

ficant effect on the number of partitions output when α ∈ {0.1, 0.25}. Figure

6.12 shows the effect of increased quantities of missing instances from the

datasets, with results shown for DTR-P modelling, although similar results

are observed for all modelling techniques (Appendix H.2). For example, when

DCT-P modelling is used, increasing the amount of rainfall data that is missing

at random leads to a decrease in the number of partitions output. However, in

all other cases, a general trend is not exhibited when data is missing at random

and missing not at random. Therefore, we may conclude that missing data can

have a dramatic effect on the number of partitions output for values of α close

to 0, however the precise impact is not predictable. For values of α close to 1,

the number of partitions output is always 1, and so no change in partitions

output is observed.
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(a) Noise

(b) Error in Space

(c) Error in Time

Figure 6.11: Number of partitions in the reduced form of the datasets with noise and spatial/temporal error. Results are shown for DTR-P
modelling. Note that in many cases, particularly when α > 0.25, the number of partitions output is 1.
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(a) Missing at Random

(b) Missing Not at Random

Figure 6.12: Number of partitions in the reduced form of the datasets with increasing amounts of missing instances. Results are shown for
DTR-P modelling. Note that in many cases, particularly when α > 0.25, the number of partitions output is 1.
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Effect on Reconstruction Error and Storage

The addition of noise increases the reconstruction error (NRMSE) of the reduced

datasets in all cases (results figures can be seen in Appendix H.3). In most

cases, increasing the amount of noise in the data increases the reconstruction

error of the perturbed data. These cases are correlated with a similar or

reduced volume of storage used as maintaining the models captures less of

the variance in the perturbed data. For example, when α = 0.1, the storage

used by the air temperature dataset decreased from 3.2 MB to 1.6 MB when

the amount of noise added increased from 0.1 SD to 2.0 SD. However, for the

M1 dataset, the reconstruction error often decreases as the amount of noise

in the input dataset increases, and in such cases the volume of storage used

also increases. In contrast to the other datasets, this dataset contains many

instances that are close in space but have significantly different values due to

the presence of road works when the data is collected. Thus, the addition of

noise reduces the difference between near instances that have large differences

in feature values, allowing the models to better capture the variance of the

data over space.

As the rate of missing data increases for the traffic and air temperature

datasets, the reconstruction error and storage incurred is found to be directly

correlated with the number of partitions in the reduced dataset. Moreover,

when more than 1 partition is stored, the percentage storage used (relative to

the input dataset volume) increases as the amount of missing data increases

while the reconstruction error remains approximately the same. When only

1 partition is stored, the percentage storage used remains approximately the

same while the reconstruction error increases. Note here that the percentage

storage used indicates a less efficient reduction with respect to the input dataset,

however the overall quantity of storage may still decrease as the volume of the

input data also decreases.

However, for the rainfall dataset, a significantly increased number of model

coefficients is stored when α = 0.1 compared to α > 0.1. This contrasts to the

other datasets, for which more partitions are stored when α = 0.1. However, for

the rainfall dataset when α = 0.1, the error incurred does not increase as the

amount of missing data increases, and the storage used remains approximately

the same. Thus, we may infer that for normally distributed data, the rate

of storage output may increase as the amount of missing data increases and

the same number of model coefficients are used to store the reduced dataset.

However, for data that has a long-tail distribution, the percentage storage used

in the reduced dataset may decrease as the amount of missing data increases.

For all four datasets, the amount of storage used and reconstruction error

incurred do not appear to change as the amount of spatial perturbation increases.
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Moreover, the storage used and reconstruction error incurred remain correlated

with the number of partitions output and appear unaffected by spatial and

temporal perturbations. The only exception to this result is the A30 dataset

when DTR-P modelling is used and α > 0.5. Here, the reconstruction error

increases as the amount of perturbation increases, while the number of model

coefficients output remains the same.

Effect on Imputation Error

Increasing the amount of noise in the data increases the imputation error

for all three datasets when α = 0.1, although the effect is less noticeable for

the rainfall dataset. For example, when DTR-P modelling is used, increasing

the standard deviation of noise from 0.1 to 2.0 SD increases the imputation

error from 10.4% to 23.8% for the A30 traffic dataset, as shown in Figure 6.13

(results for all modelling methods and perturbations can be seen in Appendix

H.4). However, when α > 0.1, increasing the amount of noise has little effect

on the imputation error. The only exception to this is an increase in error

when the standard deviation increases from 0.1 to 0.5 for the M1 dataset, and

DTR-P modelling is used with α = 0.25. Here, the increase in imputation

error is attributed to a decrease in the number of partitions stored.

For the traffic datasets when α = 0.1, the imputation error incurred

increases as the quantity of missing data increases. The same correlation also

holds when α = 0.25 for the M1 dataset. This is attributed to the nearest

sensors to the withheld instances being removed or placed in different partitions,

thereby making the models used to impute the withheld instances less accurate

at those locations. Yet, when α > 0.1 for the A30 dataset and α > 0.25 for

the M1 dataset, increasing the quantity of missing data has little effect on the

imputation error. In these cases few model coefficients are stored and so the

removal of many instances has little effect on the models created. Furthermore,

the removal of instances has little effect on the air temperature and rainfall

datasets for all values of α. The different results incurred for the traffic datasets

versus the air temperature and rainfall datasets are attributable to the presence

of significant discontinuities in space and time for the traffic datasets, and

much smaller or no discontinuities for the air temperature and rainfall datasets.

Note that removing instances both at random and not at random has similar

effects on the imputation error.

Finally, perturbing the data in space has little effect on the imputation

error incurred for the A30, air temperature and rainfall datasets. Like the

presence of missing data, this lack of impact is attributable to similar instances

being recorded at the same time in space. Thus, perturbing the data with a

standard deviation of 2000 m has little impact as the models output are very
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similar. However, for the M1 dataset, the imputation error incurred increases

as the amount of perturbation increases when α < 0.75. Like the impact of

missing data on imputation error, this result is attributable to the significant

difference between sensors that are near to each other in space in the M1

dataset. Perturbing these instances results in the models changing significantly

at the locations of withheld instances, thereby increasing the error incurred

when these withheld instances are imputed.

Effect on Running Time

The addition of noise and spatial perturbations causes a minimal increase in

the running time of the kD-STR algorithm. For example, when α = 0.1, the

mean running time of kD-STR on the air temperature dataset is 600 minutes

when 0.1 SDs of noise are added, and 566 minutes when 2.0 SDs are added.

However, a more noticeable increase is observed in some cases the data is

temporally perturbed. Here, the mean running time is 4,573 minutes when a

standard deviation of 5 minutes is used and 13,210 minutes when a standard

deviation of 40 minutes is used. Conversely, removing data causes a decrease in

running time. For example, when α = 0.1, the mean running time of kD-STR

on the air temperature dataset decreases from 6817 minutes to 2630 minutes

when 50% of instances are removed. In all cases, the mean running time is

correlated with the number of partitions output, with each reduction requiring

a higher running time when more partitions are output.

6.3.4 Discussion

The addition of noise to a dataset increases the variance of the data. When

α = 0.1, the variance of the reconstructed data also increases as the standard

deviation of noise in the input dataset increases. However, the variance of the

reconstructed data is significantly lower than the variance of the input dataset,

and the NRMSE of the reconstructed dataset increases as the standard deviation

of noise increases, suggesting the models output are less able to capture the

variance as the noise increases. Conversely, when α > 0.1, increasing the

standard deviation of noise leads to a decrease in variance in the reconstructed

data. This is attributable to the same number or fewer model coefficients

being stored, and so the NRMSE incurred increases both for reconstruction

and imputation.

As the amount of missing data in each dataset increases, the variance

in the remaining data varies but remains approximately the same. For the

traffic datasets when α = 0.1, and the M1 dataset when α = 0.25, the number

of partitions in the reduced dataset changes significantly as the amount of

missing data increases. Accordingly, the amount of storage used varies and
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(a) Noise

(b) Missing at Random

(c) Error in Space

(d) Error in Time

Figure 6.13: Imputation error incurred and storage used by erroneous A30
dataset. Results are shown for DTR-P modelling, and similar results are
observed for MAR and MNAR.
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the reconstruction and imputation errors vary too, although the same inverse

correlation between storage used and incurred error shown in Chapter 4 is

maintained. Yet, increasing the amount of missing data has little effect when

α > 0.25, and for all values of α for the air temperature and rainfall datasets.

In particular, this is attributable to only 1 partition and model being output

in these circumstances. Furthermore, there appears to be little difference in

output between data missing at random and missing not at random.

For the A30 traffic dataset, perturbing the data in the spatial domain leads

to a small increase in reconstruction and imputation error, and the amount of

error increases as the standard deviation of perturbation increases. For the

M1 dataset, which has a lower distance between sensors and larger difference

in feature values between adjacent instances, increasing the amount of spatial

perturbation leads to a small increase in reconstruction error when α < 0.5.

This is correlated with fewer partitions being output and a lower volume of

storage being used. However, increasing the amount of perturbation leads to

significant increases in imputation error when α < 0.75, and this is attributed

to the large difference in feature values between adjacent instances.

Overall, these results only partially support Hypotheses H5.1 and H5.3.

For H5.1, the amount of variance in the data increases over space and time but

the number of partitions only increases in a limited number of cases. Moreover,

the number of partitions actually decreases in some cases as the quantity of

perturbation increases, and this is attributed to the increased storage overhead

of the partitions and models, countered by the reduced accuracy of the models.

For H5.3, increasing the amount of noise leads to an increase in imputation error

for the traffic datasets when α = 0.1, and has little to no effect when α > 0.1

and for the air temperature and rainfall datasets. The effect on imputation

error of spatially or temporally perturbing the M1 dataset is only significant

when α < 0.75, and this is attributed to the large difference in feature values

between adjacent instances. Furthermore, since the mean distance between

sensors is much lower for the M1 dataset, perturbing the data in space has a

much greater effect on the spatial distribution of instances compared to the

A30, air temperature and rainfall datasets.

In contrast, Hypothesis H5.2 is fully supported by these results. In all cases,

the modelling process reduces the impact of the perturbations, although in

some cases the variance of the reconstructed data is still higher than the input

dataset. An unexpected result is found — as the amount of noise increases, the

variance in the reconstructed dataset decreases in some cases. However, this is

attributable to fewer model coefficients being stored in those cases, likely due

to the reconstruction error being too great thus forcing fewer model coefficients

to be stored.

The results in this chapter offer no support for Hypothesis H5.4. As the
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amount of missing data increases, the number of partitions output does not

decrease. This is attributed to instances being removed from within partitions

and those partitions still being retained by the remaining data, rather than

those partitions being removed along with the missing instances. Hypothesis

H5.5 is partially supported by the results in this section. Removing instances

has little effect on the imputation error incurred for the air temperature and

rainfall datasets, and again this is attributed to the partitions the instances were

removed from still being created by the remaining instances in the input dataset.

However, the imputation error increases considerably as data is removed from

the A30 and M1 datasets for values of α close to 0, and this is likely because of

the high difference in feature values between adjacent instances. Removing the

instances closest to the withheld instances causes the partitions and models

used for imputation to change, thereby becoming less accurate for imputation.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, alternative forms of data reduction for spatio-temporal data,

and an analysis of kD-STR, were presented that address three significant chal-

lenges with ‘big data’: volume, heterogeneity and veracity. First, MkD-STR

was presented for mutually reducing multiple datasets, and shown to yield a

more efficient reduction of multiple datasets while supporting mutual analysis

tasks such as co-occurrence mining. This algorithm uses an alternative parti-

tioning scheme to kD-STR and an adapted process that allows more model

coefficients to be stored for more varied datasets while still allowing the user

to control the overall reduction in storage and error with a single parameter.

Second, DkD-STR was presented for reducing datasets in a distributed com-

puting environment. This adaptation allows the reduction process to scale as

dataset sizes increase, and overcomes ambiguities on how partitioning should

be performed across worker node boundaries. Finally, an analysis on the effects

of noise, missing data and perturbations was presented. These results show

that the data reduction process is effective at minimising the effects of noise in

the data. However, as the rate of missing data and perturbations increases,

the imputation error of the reduced dataset decreases as expected.
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Chapter 7

Discussion

By reducing datasets to a series of partitions and models, the quantity of data

used to store them and the time taken to process them is reduced. In this thesis,

a novel method, kD-STR, for partitioning and reducing spatio-temporal data

has been introduced. Furthermore, several adaptations of the algorithm have

been proposed that overcome ambiguities and issues in a range of scenarios,

and an analysis has been presented of the impacts of erroneous data on the

algorithm. kD-STR and its variations meet the objectives outlined in Section

1.1, minimising both the storage used by the reduced dataset and the error

incurred when reconstructing the data. Furthermore, analysis can be performed

directly on the reduced dataset, and the reduced form can be used to impute

instances and unsampled locations and times.

The findings of this thesis are examined throughout this chapter. First,

Section 7.2 outlines how the contributions presented in Chapter 1 are met

in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Second, Section 7.2 discusses the utility of the

reduction algorithms presented in this thesis. Finally, potential limitations

on the generalisation of this research to other datasets and types of data are

discussed in Section 7.3.

7.1 Contributions of this Research

The contributions of this thesis were outlined in Section 1.2 and are discussed

here in further detail.

7.1.1 Contribution 1: k-Dimensional Spatio-Temporal

Reduction

State-of-the-art reduction methods that partition and model a dataset present

several shortcomings. In particular, they use fixed-size partitioning schemes

that require the user to select an appropriate partition size, and few methods

consider both the spatial and temporal autocorrelation in spatio-temporal data.
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To overcome these issues, the kD-STR algorithm was proposed in Chapter

4. By using the variability of the data in its partitioning method, kD-STR

overcomes the issues of fixed-size partitioning schemes. Furthermore, by using

regression and DCT models, kD-STR creates models that allow data to be

retrieved or imputed at any location and time within each partition. The

algorithm also allows other modelling techniques that may be more appropriate

or efficient for a particular dataset to be used. Thus, kD-STR meets the

objectives defined in Chapter 1, overcoming the shortfalls of state-of-the-art

algorithms while using a lower volume of data and incurring lower error in

some cases.

In the analysis presented in Chapter 4, the parameter α was shown to

be effective at controlling the reduction in storage achieved and minimising

the incurred reconstruction error. Results were presented for three datasets

that exhibit different distributions in the feature space and spatio-temporal

domain, as well as three different modelling techniques. These results show the

generality of kD-STR for datasets commonly used within the transportation

domain, and suggest similar results may be achieved for other sources of data

that exhibit similar characteristics. Furthermore, the impact of increasing

the quantity of data present while retaining the density of instances in space

and time was shown, and a more efficient reduction may be achieved when a

lower-dimensional SRS can be used.

7.1.2 Contribution 2: Augmenting and Reducing Spatio-

Temporal Datasets

When augmenting a primary dataset with one or more supplementary datasets,

the time taken to link the datasets can limit the volume of data that can be

linked. In this context, kD-STR can be used to reduce the supplementary

datasets, thereby speeding up the linking process as less data must be processed

(as demonstrated in Section 5.5). Furthermore, the linked output dataset may

be reduced, and a discussion on how to reduce and augment the datasets

simultaneously is presented in Chapter 5.

However, the aim of the RES heuristic presented in Chapter 4 for kD-STR is

to minimise the error incurred when reconstructing the original dataset. When

reducing supplementary datasets, it is more useful to minimise the error in the

features engineered during the linking process. Therefore, the LES heuristic was

presented in Chapter 5 for this task, and results show this alternative heuristic

incurred a lower NRMSE for linking tasks while using less storage. Moreover,

the NRMSE incurred by the alternative heuristic was consistently lower or

equal to the NRMSE incurred by the original heuristic given approximately the

same storage used. These results show the alternative heuristic concentrates
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model accuracy in those locations and times most relevant to the primary

dataset. For common analysis tasks that link multiple datasets, the results

presented in Chapter 5 demonstrate the benefits of reducing the supplementary

datasets using the alternative heuristic.

7.1.3 Contribution 3: Mutually Reducing Datasets

When multiple datasets are analysed together, and they do not have an inherent

primary and supplementary relationship, they can be reduced to a single set

of common partitions. For each partition, a model is created and stored per

dataset. This results in a single set of partitions that do not overlap, benefiting

tasks such as co-occurrence mining wherein minimising the overlap between

partitions can speed up the data mining process. However, the feature spaces

of the datasets may not be comparable, making it ambiguous how the datasets

should be clustered and partitioned together. That is, the datasets cannot be

clustered together, presenting an issue for the partitioning process introduced

in Contribution 1 (Chapter 4).

In Section 6.1, an adapted reduction algorithm was presented that overcomes

this issue. This algorithm, Mutual kD-STR (MkD-STR), makes use of an

alternative partitioning process for multiple datasets that cover approximately

the same area of space and period of time. Furthermore, MkD-STR outputs

more models and model coefficients for datasets with higher variation over space

and time, thereby focusing information retention on those datasets. Empirical

analysis shows MkD-STR outputs fewer partitions than reducing the datasets

independently for values of α close to 0 and close to 1, resulting in a more

efficient reduction overall.

7.1.4 Contribution 4: Distributed Data Reduction

To overcome the limits of reducing data on a single computer, a dataset can

be spread across multiple compute nodes and reduced in a distributed fashion.

Adapting parts of the kD-STR algorithm for distributed environments may be

straightforward, such as using a distributed hierarchical clustering algorithm.

However, it is ambiguous how partitions should be allowed to span the boundar-

ies between compute nodes without incurring significant communication costs

when modelling each partition. That is, allowing partitions to span boundaries

results in data needing to be communicated between nodes during modelling,

which impacts the speed of reduction. Yet, preventing partitions from spanning

boundaries can incur increased imputation error.

To overcome this issue, Section 6.2 introduced the Distributed kD-STR

(DkD-STR) algorithm. This algorithm allows partitions to cross the boundaries

between compute nodes, although restricts partitions to include data stored
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on one compute node only. This removes the need for communication during

modelling but retains accuracy during imputation. Furthermore, Section 6.2

shows how DkD-STR calculates the original kD-STR heuristic (Equation 4.8)

in a distributed manner, and the alternative heuristic presented in Chapter

5 may be calculated in a similar manner. Empirical analysis in Section 6.2

shows that increasing the number of compute nodes results in a speedup of the

reduction algorithm, allowing larger datasets to be reduced within a practical

time frame, although the speedup achieved is correlated with the maximum

number of instances on a compute node rather than the number of compute

nodes. This analysis also shows that in some cases the imputation accuracy

achieved is higher when partitions span compute node boundaries, although

not all cases.

7.1.5 Contribution 5: Robustness to Error

When working with real-world datasets, the problems of noise, error in location

and time, and missing data may affect the results achieved by algorithms for

spatio-temporal data. To characterise the impact of these issues on kD-STR,

an empirical analysis was presented in Section 6.3. In this analysis, varying

degrees of these issues were introduced to four samples of data and the impact

of these errors on the reduced and reconstructed datasets was measured.

These results show kD-STR reduces the impact of noise in the input, giving

a lower variance in the reconstructed dataset. Furthermore, the amount of

noise reduction can be implicitly controlled using the parameter α, although

the variance and reconstruction/imputation error of the data increases as the

amount of noise increases in the input for values of α close to 0. As the amount

of missing data increases, the number of partitions in the reduced output, as

well as the associated storage used and incurred NRMSE, can vary significantly

for some datasets and values of α close to 0. In empirical testing, this was

found to be true for the traffic dataset, and this was attributed to the large

differences in feature values between some instances that are close together in

space. Removing some instances in those scenarios caused large differences

in the incurred reconstruction error of the remaining instances, yielding the

results given. For the other datasets, the storage used and incurred NRMSE

of the reduced datasets did not change as the number of missing instances

increased.

Similar to the effect of increasing the ratio of missing instances, increasing

the amount of error in the spatial and temporal locations of instances caused

small increases in reconstruction error for all three datasets and, in some cases,

small increases in imputation error also. However, for the M1 dataset, the

imputation error increased significantly as the amount of spatial perturbation
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increased and α < 0.75. Again this was attributed to the high differences

in feature values of nearby instances for the M1 dataset (which is normally

distributed), although the same result was not found for the rainfall dataset

which also has significant differences between nearby instances but fewer

occurrences (and exhibits a long-tail distribution).

7.2 Utility of Spatio-Temporal Reduction

Overall, the results presented in this thesis demonstrate the utility of reducing

a range of spatio-temporal datasets using kD-STR and the variants presented

in Chapters 5 and 6. Results have been shown for datasets that exhibit both

normally and long-tail distributions in the feature space, and have varying

amounts of spatio-temporal autocorrelation. In particular, the traffic datasets

have high autocorrelation in some areas (e.g. long stretches of motorway) and

low autocorrelation in others (e.g. at entries and exits), the air temperature

dataset exhibits low autocorrelation in many areas, and the rainfall dataset

exhibits high autocorrelation in space but low autocorrelation in time. Fur-

thermore, by perturbing these datasets, the utility of kD-STR for noisy and

erroneous datasets as well as datasets with high degrees of missing instances.

For each of the datasets used for evaluation, the parameter α was shown to be

effective at controlling the storage used by the reduced dataset and the incurred

error. For example, for a sample of the air temperature dataset, the storage

used was shown to reduce to 22.9% of the original volume when α = 0.1 and

0.01% when α = 0.9. For those values, the incurred reconstruction NRMSE

was 3.5% and 10.7% respectively.

When more than 1 compute node can be used to reduce the data, the

DkD-STR adaptation of kD-STR has been shown to reduce the time required

for reduction. This allows larger datasets to be reduced practically, where

reducing them with a single compute node may have taken too long to be

practical. When multiple datasets may be reduced together, the MkD-STR

algorithm has been shown to use less storage than reducing the datasets

independently. Furthermore, the partitioning of space and time is the same for

each of the datasets when MkD-STR is used, reducing the number of partition

comparisons for tasks such as co-occurrence mining. For other linking tasks,

the LES heuristic and reduction process presented in Chapter 5 has been

shown to yield more efficient and accurate reductions for such tasks. That is,

when reducing supplementary datasets to speedup data augmenting tasks, the

alternative heuristic is shown to reduce the NRMSE in the features engineered

during linking.

The reduction algorithms presented in this thesis have been shown to

be extensible for different modelling techniques, and the three techniques
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evaluated yield different benefits for the user. Though only 1-dimensional

and 2-dimensional SRSs have been evaluated, it is suggested the algorithms

presented are applicable for any number of spatial dimensions. Thus, the

algorithms presented throughout are extensible, robust to error, useful for

datasets similar to those tested and may be useful for datasets exhibiting other

characteristics also.

7.3 Limitations to Generalisation

The presence of autocorrelation in spatio-temporal data makes it ideal

for modelling using few coefficients. However, when a dataset has low

autocorrelation, the results achieved may be less useful than those presented in

this thesis. Furthermore, several assumptions made about data and where it is

sourced from are made in this thesis, and these may not always be applicable.

Each of these assumptions present a limitation of the algorithms presented,

and these are discussed in this section.

Limitation 1 — Low autocorrelation

The presence of instances that are close in space and time that exhibit similar

feature values is exploited by kD-STR both when partitioning and modelling

the data. When the data has low autocorrelation, instances that are adjacent

in space and time are likely to belong to different clusters. As a result,

the number of partitions will be significantly higher in the reduced dataset.

Furthermore, the instances within each partition may require a higher number

of model coefficients to accurately capture them. Thus, data with very low

autocorrelation may require more storage than the raw dataset while incurring

a non-zero reconstruction error.

Limitation 2 — Moving sensors

The partitioning process of kD-STR assumes each sensor is fixed in space does

not move location, thereby allowing its location to be used as the centre of

a Voronoi polygon. If sensors change location over time, either the polygon

used to represent their location does not change or the new location is treated

as a new sensor. Furthermore, as all sensors’ polygons are used to partition

the spatial domain of each time interval, the algorithm implicitly assumes

few sensors will begin offline and become online after many time intervals,

and that few will go offline before the end of the time period covered. When

these assumptions are not met, no instance may be found at that time and

location, and so the partitioning process may include these locations in other

partitions incorrectly. As a result, the reconstruction of these instances may

be significantly higher than expected, and so kD-STR should not be used in
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this scenario.

Limitation 3 — Multiple types of sensor at same location

A similar assumption made by kD-STR is that only 1 sensor may exist at a

given location, and that each sensor may only record 1 instance at any given

time. A further assumption made is that each instance has a value for each

feature. However, in many datasets, multiple sensors may be located at the

same location and different types of sensor may be used in the same dataset,

and so each sensor may record some features but not others. As a result,

the clustering technique used within the partitioning method of kD-STR

may not be able to cluster these datasets, and so the datasets cannot be

partitioned or reduced. However, other clustering techniques may be used that

can overcome this limitation, thereby enabling kD-STR to reduce such datasets.

Limitation 4 — Streaming data

A final assumption made by kD-STR is that all instances are present throughout

the reduction process. That is, all instances are available to be clustered at

the start of the reduction process, and may be compared and modelled as the

process iterates. However, in many scenarios the data may only be processed in

batches, or each instance must be processed as it arrives at a worker node and

cannot be stored or retrieved after being processed. In these scenarios, kD-STR

cannot be used to reduce the data, and so adaptations of the algorithm for

streaming data are required.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis has explored the problem of reducing the storage overhead of

spatio-temporal data and making a dataset faster to process. Specifically,

this research lies within the domain of reduction methods for spatio-temporal

data science, and built upon the fields of clustering and data modelling. The

research proposed and evaluated algorithms with the following objectives: (i)

to minimise the storage used by the reduced dataset, (ii) to minimise the loss of

information in space and time, and of the dataset’s features, (iii) to maximise

the accuracy of the reduced dataset, and (iv) to permit analysis using the

reduced form of the dataset. These objectives were maintained throughout the

algorithms and adaptations presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

In Chapter 4, a novel data reduction algorithm, kD-STR, was proposed and

evaluated. This algorithm takes advantage of the spatio-temporal autocorrela-

tion in the data to reduce the dataset to a smaller form, while minimising the

storage used and error incurred. By varying a single parameter, the user is able

to control the loss in storage versus the increase in incurred error. Through

the analysis presented in Chapter 4, kD-STR was shown to be effective for

datasets exhibiting a range of characteristics, and is extensible for different

SRSs and volumes of data.

In Chapter 5, the kD-STR algorithm was integrated with the common

analysis task of augmenting a spatio-temporal dataset with 1 or more supple-

mentary datasets. The evaluation presented in Chapter 5 demonstrated the

utility of reducing datasets prior to linking, speeding up the process of augment-

ing a primary dataset. However, when reducing a supplementary dataset prior

to linking, the reconstruction error of the original features is less important

than the error in the features engineered during linking. Therefore, Chapter 5

also introduced an alternative heuristic for reducing supplementary datasets

that prioritises error reduction in the engineered features. This was shown to

concentrate information retention in the areas of the supplementary dataset

most applicable to the primary dataset, yielding a more efficient reduction that
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is more accurate.

Chapter 6 analysed and adapted the kD-STR reduction algorithm for three

properties of ‘big data’. First, the problem of heterogeneity was considered

and the Mutual kD-STR (MkD-STR) algorithm proposed for reducing mul-

tiple datasets simultaneously. This adapted algorithm uses an alternative

partitioning process for multiple datasets and is able to reduce those datasets

together. The algorithm concentrates information retention in the most varied

dataset, and was shown to yield a more efficient reduction than reducing the

datasets separately in many scenarios. Second, the problem of data volume was

considered and the Distributed kD-STR (DkD-STR) algorithm presented for

reducing a dataset in a distributed fashion. This algorithm overcomes inherent

ambiguities when distributing the reduction process over multiple compute

nodes, removing the need for communication between the compute nodes when

modelling the data. Empirical analysis demonstrated the speedup that can

be achieved by reducing the data with this distributed algorithm, allowing

significantly larger datasets to be reduced in reasonable time.

Finally, Chapter 6 analysed the impact of veracity or error in the input data

on the reduction process. By perturbing the instances in the input datasets,

adding noise to the feature values and removing instances, the impact of error,

noise and missing data were investigated. This analysis is of practical benefit

to users of the kD-STR reduction process, demonstrating the impact on results

achieved by such errors. Furthermore, these results indicate what results may

be achieved for datasets with similar characteristics to those used.

Throughout this thesis, all experiments utilised real-world spatio-temporal

datasets commonly used within the transportation domain. These datasets,

namely road traffic, air temperature and rainfall, exhibit a range of spatio-

temporal variability and distributions, and demonstrate the results that may be

achieved for similar datasets in other domains. These results show the benefit

of reducing the data, both in reducing the storage overhead of the data and in

speeding up common tasks such as data linking. Combined, the algorithms

presented in this thesis and the results of the experiments undertaken offer

both a novel theoretic approach for partitioning and reducing datasets, and

practical algorithms that may be of benefit to data scientists.

8.1 Future Work

Multiple opportunities of future research have been created as a result of the

research presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. In this thesis, Contribution 1 has

shown that spatio-temporal data may be reduced to a significantly smaller

form by taking advantage of the data’s autocorrelation when partitioning and

modelling the data, and Contribution 2 has shown this approach is extensible
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for specific scenarios such as linking datasets. Contributions 3 and 4 have

shown that adaptations of kD-STR can be used for mutually reducing multiple

datasets and reducing datasets in a distributed setting, while Contribution 5

has shown the robustness of kD-STR to noise, error and missing data. As such,

the following suggestions provide a set of potential avenues for future research

that extend the generality of these algorithms to other sources of data, and

research that improves the efficiency and accuracy of the reduced output.

1. The algorithms presented in this thesis could be used to reduce other

sources of data that exhibit different characteristics to those used. Ex-

perimentation with other modelling techniques may reveal alternatives

that yield a more efficient reduction or one that incurs a lower error for

datasets with different characteristics. Furthermore, we may investigate

utilising the correlation between features when modelling the data, rather

than assuming each feature to be independent of the others.

2. In addition, further heuristics may be investigated that are more useful

for a given task or type of data. For example, it may be beneficial

to maximise the variance between neighbouring partitions, where this

is not guaranteed with kD-STR’s partitioning technique. In scenarios

where some sensors give less accurate recordings or have a lower utility

than others, the utility of the instances within each partition and the

subsequent confidence of the models they yield may be considered. This

may yield a less efficient reduction but maximise the user’s confidence in

the accuracy of the models generated.

3. A third avenue is to investigate feature engineering during the modelling

process. For example, while location and time may be useful at capturing

the spatio-temporal variability of the data, engineered features such as

day of week or urban/rural may offer more generalisable models that are

more useful. These features can be engineered from location and time,

and so instances can still be retrieved or imputed for any location and

time.

4. Repeating patterns often feature in spatio-temporal datasets. For ex-

ample, air temperature data follows daily patterns of increased and

decreased values, and traffic data follows both daily and weekly patterns.

The algorithms presented in this thesis do not take advantage of these re-

peating patterns and may treat the same period of time for 2 consecutive

days as different partitions despite them containing similar instances. A

more efficient reduction may be created if these patterns are considered.

5. When working with very large sources of data, data is often generated in

streams that continuously produce new instances. In such cases, instances
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must be processed as they are generated and it is infeasible to store more

than a short history of data. However, the algorithms presented in this

thesis require knowledge of the full dataset. Where data becomes available

in batches, kD-STR may be used to reduce each batch independently.

However, further research may yield a more useful reduction algorithm

for streams of data, both when data may be processed in batches and

when each instance must be processed immediately.
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Appendix A

Supplementary Results for

Chapter 4

The results in this appendix complement the discussion of results presented in

Section 4.4.

A.1 Trade-Off Between Error and Storage

Figure A.1 shows how the error incurred and storage used varies more precisely

for the air temperature dataset when PLR-P modelling is used and 0.1 ≤ α ≤
0.24. When α = 0.1, the instances are clustered into 3 clusters resulting in

15,596 partitions. When α = 0.12, the instances are clustered into 2 clusters,

resulting in 11,494 partitions, and the instances are clustered into 1 cluster

resulting in 1 partition when α > 0.12.

Figure A.2 shows the number of coefficients output per model. When

α > 0.12, only 1 partiton and 10 model coefficients are output, demonstrating

that increasing the value of α between 0.12 and 0.25 does not limit the number

of coefficients output. However, when α = 0.5, 4 coefficients were output, and

only 1 coefficient was output when α ∈ {0.75, 0.9}.

A.2 Reconstructed Sensor Values

Figure A.3 shows the true values recorded for 5 sensors on the 1st June

2017. The reconstructed values after the datasets were reduced using PLR-P

modelling with α = 0.1 and α = 0.9 are also shown. These figures demonstrate

the improvement in reconstruction error that is achieved by reducing α from

values close to 1 to values close to 0. When α = 0.1, more than 1 partition

is stored for the traffic and air temperature datasets, allowing the models

to more accurately capture the variance of the data. In comparison, when

α = 0.9 for all datasets and when α = 0.1 for the rainfall dataset, the number
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Figure A.1: Storage and error incurred for the air temperature dataset with
PLR-P modelling.

of partitions stored is 1 and the single model captures the variance of the data

less accurately.

These results also demonstrate the variation in reconstruction errors between

sensors. For example, kD-STR is able to accurately capture the values for sensor

50 in the Air Temperature dataset when α = 0.1, while less accurately capturing

the values for sensor 67. At sensor 50, fewer partitions were stored than at

sensor 67, though more coefficients were stored for one of those partitions. This

allowed the models to more accurately capture the variance of sensor 50, while

only a mean value was stored per model for sensor 67.
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Figure A.2: Histogram of coefficients stored per partition for the air temperature
dataset with PLR-P modelling.
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(a) Traffic

(b) Air Temperature

(c) Rainfall

Figure A.3: NRMSE incurred and storage used by the reduced traffic, air temperature and rainfall datasets.
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A.3 Volumes of Partitions

These heatmaps show the volumes of partitions for the traffic and air temperat-

ure datasets when α ∈ {0.1, 0.25}. For the traffic datasets, many partitions at

nighttime include all sensors as indicated by many partitions containing many

sensors for few time intervals. Note that figures are not shown for α > 0.25,

and for the rainfall dataset, as these reduced datasets contain 1 partition

encompassing all sensors and time intervals.

(a) PLR-P (b) DCT-P (c) DTR-P

(d) PLR-C (e) DCT-C (f) DTR-C

Figure A.4: Volumes of Partitions (traffic datasets when α = 0.1).

(a) PLR-P (b) DCT-P (c) DTR-P

(d) PLR-C (e) DCT-C (f) DTR-C

Figure A.5: Volumes of Partitions (traffic datasets when α = 0.25).
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(a) PLR-P (b) DCT-P (c) DTR-P

(d) PLR-C (e) DCT-C (f) DTR-C

Figure A.6: Volumes of Partitions (air temperature dataset when α = 0.1).

(a) PLR-P (b) DCT-P (c) DTR-P

(d) PLR-C (e) DCT-C (f) DTR-C

Figure A.7: Volumes of Partitions (air temperature dataset when α = 0.25).

A.4 Effect of Distance Metric

Changing the distance metric used in the clustering step can change the number

of partitions output, as shown in Table A.1. Results are shown for the M1

traffic dataset, when PLR-P modelling is used and α = 0.1. However, while

the number of partitions can vary, the relationship between the number of

partitions, storage used and error incurred remains the same. This is shown in

Figure A.8.
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Table A.1: Number of partitions output for the M1 traffic dataset when α = 0.1
and PLR-P modelling is used.

Partitions Output

Distance Metric Min Mean Max
L1 (Manhattan) 5975 7857 10581
L2 (Euclidean) 5561 7353 8941
L∞ (Chebyshev) 1918 5661 10838

Figure A.8: Storage and error incurred for the M1 traffic dataset when PLR-P
modelling is used and α = 0.1.
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A.5 Choice of Spatial Referencing System

Table A.2: Partitions output when using a 1D versus 2D SRS for the traffic
datasets. Values of α close to 0 indiciate high storage used for minimised error,
and values of α close to 1 indicate minimised storage but higher error.

1D SRS 2D SRS
Techn. α Min. Mean Max. Min. Mean Max.

PLR-P 0.1 5918 11997 27485 1630 8694 27837
0.25 2744 11993 27082 1 5182 18783
0.5 2290 8167 23080 1 407 5422
0.75 1 4415 12645 1 1 1
0.9 1 7 254 1 1 1

PLR-C 0.1 3409 21666 43589 1479 7193 27878
0.25 2145 15389 33108 1 2359 10309
0.5 1 7391 24236 1 93 2337
0.75 1 802 8406 1 1 1
0.9 1 7 251 1 1 1

DCT-P 0.1 2152 8199 17937 1634 6468 13794
0.25 1 7603 24689 1440 5076 13583
0.5 1 544 8974 1 648 6649
0.75 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.9 1 1 1 1 1 1

DCT-C 0.1 1914 13519 38766 1467 8165 21041
0.25 2000 12022 30518 1 1749 9142
0.5 1 6688 19090 1 22 1753
0.75 1 526 5363 1 1 1
0.9 1 1 1 1 1 1

DTR-P 0.1 2737 12628 27452 1638 9084 27843
0.25 2133 9590 24574 1 4971 13601
0.5 1 5868 17978 1 297 3724
0.75 1 53 3894 1 1 1
0.9 1 4 217 1 1 1

DTR-C 0.1 5782 20237 45431 1465 7423 27776
0.25 2146 13036 31732 1 2263 10288
0.5 1 6089 24188 1 50 2361
0.75 1 257 5007 1 1 1
0.9 1 1 1 1 1 1

A.6 Impact of Input Dataset Size

The figures presented in this section show the storage used by the reduced

datasets and NRMSE incurred as the dataset size increases in the temporal

and spatial domains. The figures presented show the impact on kD-STR with

PLR modelling, though figures for the remaining modelling techniques are

available in an online repository [120]. Furthermore, the tables presented show

the number of partitions output as the dataset size increases.
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(a) α = 0.1

(b) α = 0.25

(c) α = 0.5

(d) α = 0.75

(e) α = 0.9

Figure A.9: Effect on NRMSE and storage used as the quantity of data in the
temporal domain increases, with results shown for PLR modelling.
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(a) α = 0.1

(b) α = 0.25

(c) α = 0.5

(d) α = 0.75

(e) α = 0.9

Figure A.10: Effect on NRMSE and storage used as the quantity of data in
the spatial domain increases, with results shown for PLR modelling.
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Table A.3: Average number of partitions stored as the quantity of data increases in the spatial and temporal domains for the traffic and air
temperature datasets. Values of α close to 0 indiciate high storage used for minimised error, and values of α close to 1 indicate minimised
storage but higher error.

Traffic Datasets Air Temperature Dataset
Temporal Domain Spatial Domain Temporal Domain Spatial Domain

Techn. α 0.25× 0.5× 1× 1.5× 2× 1× 1.5× 2× 0.25× 0.5× 1× 1.5× 2× 1× 1.5× 2×

PLR 0.1 2875 5130 8429 12772 18971 2773 5145 8429 1899 4594 9921 15535 21144 3177 5540 9921
0.25 1316 3256 5772 7619 10057 1469 2465 5772 1 1 637 1 1 423 756 637
0.5 116 257 425 651 378 699 696 425 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.75 1 1 1 1 1 16 31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

DCT 0.1 1662 3676 7494 10344 12881 2736 4300 7494 2503 5569 9618 15468 21247 3190 5499 9618
0.25 1265 3013 5603 7515 10163 1461 2468 5603 1 812 2224 2478 2920 803 1599 2224
0.5 331 257 730 907 1715 542 696 730 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.75 1 1 1 1 1 15 31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

DTR 0.1 2668 5474 9184 15144 16357 2628 5485 9184 2440 5519 9598 15442 21237 2856 5460 9598
0.25 1270 3262 5471 7505 10204 1160 2343 5471 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.5 116 1 284 646 381 277 549 284 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.75 1 1 1 1 1 15 31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Table A.4: Average number of partitions stored as the quantity of data increases in the spatial and temporal domains for the rainfall dataset.
Values of α close to 0 indiciate high storage used for minimised error, and values of α close to 1 indicate minimised storage but higher error.

Rainfall Dataset
Temporal Domain Spatial Domain

Techn. α 0.25× 0.5× 1× 1.5× 2× 1× 1.5× 2×

PLR 0.1 885 232 1215 502 1 994 1527 1215
0.25 34 2 3 1 1 1 14 3
0.5 2 2 3 1 1 1 14 3
0.75 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2
0.5 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1

DCT 0.1 848 1188 2448 1632 5092 1078 1429 2448
0.25 30 3 3 1 1 1 14 3
0.5 30 2 3 1 1 1 13 3
0.75 2 2 3 1 1 1 1 3
0.9 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1

DTR 0.1 420 241 1377 524 1 1001 1520 1377
0.25 32 3 2 1 1 1 13 2
0.5 2 2 2 1 1 1 14 2
0.75 2 2 3 1 1 1 1 3
0.9 2 2 3 1 1 1 1 3
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Appendix B

Creating Baseline Augmented

Datasets

To create a baseline augmented dataset using the raw datasets, the k nearest

neighbours (kNN) and fixed-sized neighbourhood methods were used, as well

as their inverse distance weighted (IDW) variants. For each primary instance,

the daily air temperature, traffic volume and rainfall features were estimated

using the instances recorded at the k nearest stations in each dataset, or all

stations within a set radius of the section. The linking procedure shown in

Algorithm 7 was used to augment the raw road condition dataset DP with

information from the three raw supplementary datasets D1, D2 and D3.

Algorithm 7: Augmenting the road condition dataset DP with fea-
tures calculated from the traffic, air temperature and rainfall incident
on each section of road

1 DAug ← ∅ // Initialise the output linked dataset to empty

2 for ds,t ∈ DP do
3 if lastInstance(ds,t, D

P) then
4 ds,t′ ← lastInstance(ds,t, D

P) // Get last instance at same

location

5 for 1 ≤ l ≤ 3 do
6 Ll ← ∅ // All instances between t and t′ from Dl

7 for t ≤ tc ≤ t′ do
8 Ll[tc]← link(Dl, s, tc) // Impute instance for Dl for day

tc at location s

9 end
10 d′s,t ← ds,t + features(ds,t, l) // Add calculated features onto

ds,t

11 end
12 DAug ← DAug + d′s,t
13 end

14 end
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In Algorithm 7, line 2 iterates over all instances in DP, the road condition

dataset. For each instance, line 3 checks if there exists another instance in DP

at the same location on a day prior to the instance being considered. If there

is such a previous instance, the date that instance was recorded is assigned

to t′. Then, line 5 iterates over each supplementary dataset, that is the air

temperature, rainfall and traffic datasets. Lines 6—9 impute all instances from

supplementary dataset Dl between the dates t′ and t at the location s, using

the kNN technique or neighbourhood technique. Finally, line 10 augments

the original instance ds,t to create the linked feature d′s,t, and line 12 adds

the augmented instance to the output dataset. Since the location and time of

each primary instance may be compared to every supplementary instance, this

algorithm has a time complexity of O(|DP|2nx). Here, |DP| is the number of

instances in the primary dataset, n is the number of supplementary datasets,

and x is the maximum number of instances in any of the supplementary

datasets.

To determine which of value of k and which neighbourhood size to use

for each dataset, 10-fold cross validation was used and the withheld instances

imputed using each of the techniques and a range of parameter values. This

process was completed offline and followed the procedure used by domain

experts who regularly link these datasets. The accuracy of these imputations

can be seen in Figures B.1, B.2 and B.3.

These results show that a value of k = 5 gives the lowest median error for

the kNN and IDW kNN methods on the traffic and air temperature datasets.

For the rainfall dataset, a value of k = 1 gives the lowest median error when

imputing rainfall data. When using the neighbourhood methods, a value of 0

miles and 0 days was found to give the lowest median error for all three datasets.

However, this range was not sufficiently large to impute every withheld instance.

Instead, a range of 20 miles and 0 days yielded the lowest median error for

the traffic dataset, while a range of 40 miles and 0 days yielded the lowest

median error for the air temperature and rainfall datasets while allowing every

instance to be imputed.
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Figure B.1: Accuracy of imputing withheld instances for the traffic dataset
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Figure B.2: Accuracy of imputing withheld instances for the temperature dataset
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Figure B.3: Accuracy of imputing withheld instances for the rainfall dataset
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Appendix C

Supplementary Results for

Chapter 5

The results in this appendix complement the discussion of results presented in

Section 5.5.

C.1 Speedup Achieved Using Reduced Datasets

These figures show the time taken to augment the primary dataset using the

raw supplementary datasets using the kNN, IDW kNN, neighbourhood and

IDW neighbourhood methods (denoted Baseline). Furthermore, they show the

time taken to augment the primary dataset using the reduced supplementary

datasets, after they have been reduced using the RES (Chapter 4) and LES

(Chapter 5) heuristics.

Figure C.1: Time required for linking compared to kNN baseline.
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Figure C.2: Time required for linking compared to IDW kNN baseline.

Figure C.3: Time required for linking compared to Neighbourhood baseline.

Figure C.4: Time required for linking compared to IDW Neighbourhood
baseline.
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C.2 Error in Linked Features

These results show the absolute percentage error in the linked features cre-

ated using reduced supplementary datasets (reduced using the LES heuristic).

Results are shown for each of the four linking methods used in the LES heuristic.

Figure C.5: Error incurred by engineering features using the reduced datasets
(created using the LES heuristic with the kNN linking method).

Figure C.6: Error incurred by engineering features using the reduced datasets
(created using the LES heuristic with the IDW kNN linking method).

Figure C.7: Error incurred by engineering features using the reduced datasets
(created using the LES heuristic with the neighbourhood linking method).
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Figure C.8: Error incurred by engineering features using the reduced datasets
(created using the LES heuristic with the IDW neighbourhood linking method).

(a) Daily large vehicle count (b) Daily total traffic count

(c) Daily min temperature (d) Daily mean temperature

(e) Daily max temperature (f) Daily total precipitation

Figure C.9: Error in engineered features versus storage used by the reduced
datasets created using the RES and LES heuristics.
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C.3 Retention of Information in Space and Time

These results show the number of partitions in the reduced datasets after the

supplementary datasets have been reduced using the RES and LES heuristics.

As shown, the RES heuristic frequently stores models with more than 1 model

coefficient that are not applicable to the primary dataset (i.e. they do not

fall within the time period May 2016–September 2017). In contrast, the LES

heuristic only stores more than 1 model coefficient for partitions that overlap

with the primary dataset’s instances (i.e. the time period May 2016–September

2017).

Results are shown for when α = 0.1, though results for all values of α

may be found in the online repository [120]. When α > 0.5, the number of

partitions output for each dataset was always 1, and this partition covered the

entire spatial and temporal domains.
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(a) Traffic dataset, RES (b) Air temperature dataset, RES (c) Rainfall dataset, RES

(d) Traffic dataset, LES (e) Air temperature dataset, LES (f) Rainfall dataset, LES

Figure C.10: Temporal locations of partitions with more than one model coefficient when α = 0.1.
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C.4 Error in Original Supplementary Features

The following results show the error incurred in the original features versus

storage used by the reduced datasets when reduced using the RES and LES

heuristics.

(a) Daily large vehicle count (b) Daily total traffic count

(c) Daily min temperature (d) Daily mean temperature

(e) Daily max temperature (f) Daily total precipitation

Figure C.11: Error in original supplementary features versus storage used by
the reduced datasets created using the RES and LES heuristics.
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Appendix D

Supplementary Results for

Section 6.1

This appendix complements the discussion presented in Section 6.1.3.

D.1 Effect on Storage Used

These results show the storage used when independently and mutually reducing

datasets.

(a) Air Temperature and Rainfall (b) Traffic and Air Temperature

(c) Traffic and Rainfall (d) All 3 datasets

Figure D.1: Total storage used by each of the independently reduced datasets
(reduced using kD-STR) versus the storage used by the mutually reduced
dataset (reduced using MkD-STR, denoted Mutual).
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D.2 Effect on Error Incurred

These results show the error incurred when mutually reducing the datasets

using MkD-STR versus reducing them independently using kD-STR.

Figure D.2: Legend used for the following two figures. Results are shown
for each feature in the 3 datasets tested — results for the traffic dataset are
shown in blue, results for the air temperature dataset are shown in red and
results for the rainfall dataset are shown in yellow. Darker colours are used to
denote results for MkD-STR and lighter colours are used to denote results for
kD-STR.

Figure D.3: NRMSE incurred by kD-STR versus MkD-STR when reducing
the air temperature and rainfall datasets. The legend for this figure is shown
above, as well as Figure 6.5.
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(a) Traffic and Air Temperature

(b) Traffic and Rainfall

(c) All 3 datasets

Figure D.4: NRMSE incurred by kD-STR versus MkD-STR. The legend for this figure is shown on the previous page, as well as Figure 6.5.
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Appendix E

Survey of Distributed

Hierarchical Clustering

Techniques

In Chapter 4, a spatio-temporal partitioning method was introduced that

clusters instances in the feature space then, for each level of the resulting

hierarchy, discovers connected components in the spatio-temporal (ST) space

of each cluster. Each connected component then constitutes a partition in the

ST space. However, this method is limited in scale by the need for computing

the complete distance matrix between all instances for hierarchical clustering.

To overcome this issue, distributed hierarchical clustering methods have been

proposed.

Naive approaches have been proposed that approximate hierarchical clus-

tering in distributed environments. For example, Woodley et al. adapted the

KD-tree partitioning approach to output the representatives used at each level

of the tree as a divisive hierarchical clustering [138]. After creating a KD-tree,

the method cuts the tree at level l in order to find kl−1 cluster centers, and each

instance is then assigned to its nearest cluster center. This method provides an

approximate hierarchical clustering, however the number of partitions returned

can only be a multiple of k. Since the cluster tree is built during the ingestion

of instances, splitting a partition into a further k partitions can be performed

both locally on the compute node containing that cluster, and simply requires

propagating the cluster ID down the tree to the individual instances at the leaf

nodes. When k = 2, this process is similar to an agglomerative hierarchical

clustering using Ward’s criterion, the linking criterion used in Chapter 4.

Less naive approaches for hierarchical clustering focus on single linkage

agglomerative clustering. In [62], the authors show the equivalence between

calculating single linkage clustering and finding the minimum spanning tree

(MST) of the data in the feature space. Jin et al. use this to perform single
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linkage clustering [68, 69]. First, their algorithm splits the dataset into x

equal-sized partitions in the feature space, then creates a subgraph for each

partition and each of the
(

2
x

)
possible partition pairings, a technique referred

to as random blocks partitioning. Each subgraph is then processed in parallel,

using Prim’s algorithm to find the MST on each subgraph. Finally, the MST

of each K subgraphs is combined recursively using Kruskal’s algorithm, where

K is a user-defined number. When the algorithm terminates, the final MST is

calculated. To partition the dataset into a set of n clusters, the list of edges in

the MST is sorted in descending order and the first n− 1 edges cut to form n

distinct components. Similar approaches have been taken in other algorithms

[16].

However, the random blocks partitioning approach has been criticised as an

expensive solution for calculating hierarchical clustering [107]. Instead, Santos

et al. use a recursive technique that initially places all instances in a single

partition, and samples the data, using each sample as the center of a new

partition [107]. Each instance is then assigned to the partition with the closest

center, and each partition is then recursively partitioned until each partition

can fit in the memory of a single compute node. Then, the MST is calculated

for each partition and finally the edges from each partition’s MST combined

into a single MST. Whilst the initial partitioning of the data is similar to

the construction of a kd-tree used multiple distributed clustering algorithms,

this approach is also similar to the spectral clustering approach taken in [143].

Again, this approach is likely to suffer the same sensitivity to the number of

representatives chosen at each stage of partitioning.

In a more general technique, the DHC algorithm uses a KD-tree to store

the original data for fast nearest-neighbour retrieval [146]. Each partition

on the KD-tree first calculates the maximum distance of instances from the

partition boundary it requires from each of its neighbouring partitions for

nearest-neighbour calculations. Then, each partition requests instances from

its neighbours within that distance of the boundary, and uses these returned

instances to calculate the global nearest neighbour of each of its own instances.

By then repeating a process of merging nearest neighbours, clusters form

in the feature space. Furthermore, different linkage functions can be used

to merge candidate clusters. This agglomerative approach would be useful

in the feature space, though O(n) storage is required to store the nearest

neighbour information of each instance and the number of iterations may still

be O(n) despite being around O(logn) in many scenarios. Further, significant

communication is needed to calculate the distance between clusters as clusters

grow in size and span multiple compute nodes.
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Appendix F

Supplementary Results for

Section 6.2

The results in this appendix complement the discussion of results presented in

Section 6.2.3. These results show the storage used and reconstruction error

incurred by DkD-STR for the traffic, air temperature and rainfall datasets.
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(a) Traffic

(b) Air Temperature

(c) Rainfall

Figure F.1: Storage used and NRMSE incurred by DkD-STR for the datasets presented in Chapter 3.
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Appendix G

Selecting Data Samples for

Perturbations

It is desirable for the data samples used for perturbations analysis (Section 6.3)

to be as representative as possible of the underlying spatio-temporal processes,

though few samples could be tested. Therefore, 1 sample was used for each

of the air temperature, rainfall, A-road and M-road datasets1. It was the

seasonality and periodicity can reasonably be assumed to be approximately

the same for each month for each of the datasets.

The data samples used needed to be the most stationary to ensure changes

in the reduced output are attributable to the perturbations of the input data.

To test for spatial stationariness, Moran’s I statistic was used. Each of the data

samples tested presented I values near to 0, indicating little spatial correlation

between instances recorded at the same time. For example, the mean I value

for the Total Volume feature of the M1 samples was 0.107 which was far from

the +1 and -1 values expected for strong spatial correlation. In the temporal

domain, the Dickey-Fuller test was used, wherein strong temporal stationariness

was found for all of the data samples. For example, the mean Dickey-Fuller

test value for the Total Volume feature of the M1 samples was -9.156, far below

the mean 5% value of -2.862 used to confirm stationariness.

As well as choosing the most stationary data samples, the samples needed

to be representative of the spatio-temporal distribution of instances within a

dataset, as well as representative of the distribution of feature values. For the

air temperature dataset, all 12 months were found to have similar distributions

of sensors in space as shown in Figure G.1. Similarly, the distribution of

blackouts were also shown to be similar, as seen in Figure G.2. In both figures,

October is shown to have a slightly different distribution as it experienced

a greater number of shorter blackouts and its sensors were closer together

1As the characteristics of A-roads and M-roads differs within England, 1 sample from
each road type was tested.
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than the other months. However, the shape of the distributions for all months

were reasonably similar. In the feature space, some months had quite narrow

Gaussian distributions as shown in Figure G.3. Other months exhibited wider

distributions that were bimodal. These months also exhibited a higher variance

in space than the summer months.

Figure G.1: Distances between each sensor and its nearest neighbour in the 12
1-month samples of air temperature data.

Figure G.2: Lengths of time for which each sensor failed to record multiple
consecutive instances in each of the 12 1-month samples of air temperature
data.

For the rainfall dataset, the distribution of sensors in space was similar

across all samples. In the temporal domain, some months exhibited longer

periods of inactivity than others, however the mean and median lengths of

blackout for all of the samples was approximately the same for all months.

Like the air temperature dataset, some months exhibited wider distributions

of feature values than others. This was correlated with higher variance in both

the spatial and temporal domains.
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Figure G.3: Distribution of feature values for each of the 12 1-month samples
of air temperature data.

For the traffic datasets, the distribution of distances between sensors was

approximately the for all samples on the same road. However, each of the

roads exhibited different spatial distributions compared to each of the other

roads. For example, in Figure G.4(a), all roads have a peak distance between

sensors of close to 0 miles. However, each road exhibits different small peaks

beyond the initial peak close to 0 miles. Furthermore, in Figure G.4(b), each

road is shown to exhibit different lengths of time for which a sensor did not

record an instance. Though the peaks in Figure G.4(b) occur at the same

points in time, the height each road within each peak is different. Furthermore,

the distribution of traffic counts for 4 different vehicle sizes is different between

each of the roads, as is the distribution of average speeds. Thus, the A30 and

M1 roads were chosen for their different characteristics, and that each of the

other roads demonstrated similar characteristics to these two roads.

Thus, for the traffic dataset, the A30 and M1 roads were selected as

representative roads. For each of the four selected datasets (A30 traffic, M1

traffic, air temperature and rainfall), each of the month-long data samples

were equally valid for the perturbations analysis undertaken in Section 6.3

according to their stationariness. However, the samples that presented both

the lowest Moran’s I and Dickey-Fuller results were selected. These choices

were also validated with domain experts at TRL who confirmed these data

samples were typical of the data collected for each of the data sources, and

were suitable choices for the perturbations analysis presented in Section 6.3.
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(a) Distance between nearest sensors in space

(b) Consecutive periods of missing data

Figure G.4: Distances between sensors for all roads in May 2017, the lengths
of time for which a sensor did not record an instance for all roads in May 2017.
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Appendix H

Supplementary Results for

Section 6.3

The results in this appendix complement the discussion of results presented in

Section 6.3.3.

H.1 Effect on Variance

In this appendix, the variance for the four datasets used in Section 6.3 are

presented. For each, the variance of the raw clean dataset, the raw perturbed

dataset (used as input for kD-STR), and the reconstructed perturbed data

from the reduced form are presented.

H.2 Effect on Partitioning

These results show the number of partitions in the reduced datasets after they

have been perturbed in space and time, noise has been added to the feature

values, and increasing amounts of instances are missing
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Table H.1: Noisy data: variance of the raw clean datasets, raw perturbed
datasets and reduced perturbed datasets. Results are shown for DTR modelling
on partitions. Values of α close to 0 indiciate high storage used for minimised
error, and values of α close to 1 indicate minimised storage but higher error.

A30 M1 Air Temperature Rainfall
α SD. Clean Pert. Recon. Clean Pert. Recon. Clean Pert. Recon. Clean Pert. Recon.

0.1

0.1 21130 21336 19535 235927 238288 227207 11.1 11.21 9.01 0.272 0.275 0.091
0.5 21130 26412 21160 235927 295534 239893 11.1 13.85 9.36 0.272 0.34 0.081
1.0 21130 42082 23179 235927 470907 286244 11.1 22.23 10.34 0.272 0.545 0.089
1.5 21130 68981 38020 235927 768325 463290 11.1 36.26 12.06 0.272 0.883 0.087
2.0 21130 105365 55406 235927 1177074 738115 11.1 55.43 12.93 0.272 1.364 0.101

0.25

0.1 21130 21336 6219 235927 238288 218566 11.1 11.21 8.52 0.272 0.275 0.055
0.5 21130 26412 6281 235927 295534 84145 11.1 13.85 8.33 0.272 0.34 0.049
1.0 21130 42082 6099 235927 470907 83486 11.1 22.23 8.55 0.272 0.545 0.038
1.5 21130 68981 5326 235927 768325 81791 11.1 36.26 8.43 0.272 0.883 0.042
2.0 21130 105365 5075 235927 1177074 84344 11.1 55.43 8.65 0.272 1.364 0.044

0.5

0.1 21130 21336 5088 235927 238288 79146 11.1 11.21 8.23 0.272 0.275 0.03
0.5 21130 26412 4833 235927 295534 77454 11.1 13.85 7.94 0.272 0.34 0.026
1.0 21130 42082 4440 235927 470907 75057 11.1 22.23 7.55 0.272 0.545 0.019
1.5 21130 68981 4151 235927 768325 74306 11.1 36.26 7.17 0.272 0.883 0.018
2.0 21130 105365 4159 235927 1177074 73732 11.1 55.43 7.16 0.272 1.364 0.017

0.75

0.1 21130 21336 3853 235927 238288 75418 11.1 11.21 7.46 0.272 0.275 0.01
0.5 21130 26412 3745 235927 295534 75696 11.1 13.85 6.9 0.272 0.34 0.009
1.0 21130 42082 3901 235927 470907 72705 11.1 22.23 7.04 0.272 0.545 0.005
1.5 21130 68981 3133 235927 768325 72012 11.1 36.26 6.59 0.272 0.883 0.005
2.0 21130 105365 3035 235927 1177074 72639 11.1 55.43 5.85 0.272 1.364 0.001

0.9

0.1 21130 21336 3853 235927 238288 71286 11.1 11.21 6.95 0.272 0.275 0.005
0.5 21130 26412 3471 235927 295534 71848 11.1 13.85 6.22 0.272 0.34 0.001
1.0 21130 42082 3429 235927 470907 67806 11.1 22.23 5.77 0.272 0.545 0.001
1.5 21130 68981 2440 235927 768325 68659 11.1 36.26 5.31 0.272 0.883 0.001
2.0 21130 105365 2204 235927 1177074 62703 11.1 55.43 5.22 0.272 1.364 0.001

Table H.2: Missing at random: variance of the raw clean datasets, raw perturbed
datasets and reduced perturbed datasets. Results are shown for DTR modelling
on partitions. Values of α close to 0 indiciate high storage used for minimised
error, and values of α close to 1 indicate minimised storage but higher error.

A30 M1 Air Temperature Rainfall
α SD. Clean Pert. Recon. Clean Pert. Recon. Clean Pert. Recon. Clean Pert. Recon.

0.1

10% 21130 21123 19804 235927 235974 222747 11.1 11.11 8.97 0.272 0.27 0.181
20% 21130 21141 19513 235927 235909 221788 11.1 11.09 9.0 0.272 0.273 0.187
30% 21130 21145 19408 235927 235866 220897 11.1 11.09 9.02 0.272 0.275 0.193
40% 21130 21062 19697 235927 235879 226683 11.1 11.11 9.05 0.272 0.266 0.266
50% 21130 21101 19663 235927 236703 222932 11.1 11.1 9.06 0.272 0.277 0.198

0.25

10% 21130 21123 6518 235927 235974 218549 11.1 11.11 8.51 0.272 0.27 0.067
20% 21130 21141 6138 235927 235909 222170 11.1 11.09 8.53 0.272 0.273 0.055
30% 21130 21145 6374 235927 235866 152916 11.1 11.09 8.54 0.272 0.275 0.059
40% 21130 21062 6175 235927 235879 88157 11.1 11.11 8.43 0.272 0.266 0.057
50% 21130 21101 5947 235927 236703 153791 11.1 11.1 8.29 0.272 0.277 0.061

0.5

10% 21130 21123 5385 235927 235974 75505 11.1 11.11 7.89 0.272 0.27 0.034
20% 21130 21141 5039 235927 235909 77710 11.1 11.09 7.9 0.272 0.273 0.031
30% 21130 21145 5394 235927 235866 77564 11.1 11.09 7.88 0.272 0.275 0.028
40% 21130 21062 4637 235927 235879 78433 11.1 11.11 7.93 0.272 0.266 0.036
50% 21130 21101 4523 235927 236703 79467 11.1 11.1 7.94 0.272 0.277 0.028

0.75

10% 21130 21123 4479 235927 235974 75839 11.1 11.11 7.43 0.272 0.27 0.009
20% 21130 21141 4136 235927 235909 76227 11.1 11.09 7.44 0.272 0.273 0.011
30% 21130 21145 4177 235927 235866 74282 11.1 11.09 7.47 0.272 0.275 0.012
40% 21130 21062 4152 235927 235879 75127 11.1 11.11 7.48 0.272 0.266 0.009
50% 21130 21101 3834 235927 236703 76788 11.1 11.1 6.94 0.272 0.277 0.005

0.9

10% 21130 21123 4021 235927 235974 71550 11.1 11.11 6.93 0.272 0.27 0.001
20% 21130 21141 3826 235927 235909 72262 11.1 11.09 6.94 0.272 0.273 0.005
30% 21130 21145 3854 235927 235866 72158 11.1 11.09 6.28 0.272 0.275 0.005
40% 21130 21062 3477 235927 235879 72913 11.1 11.11 6.29 0.272 0.266 0.001
50% 21130 21101 3414 235927 236703 73915 11.1 11.1 6.04 0.272 0.277 0.001
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Table H.3: Missing not at random: variance of the raw clean datasets, raw
perturbed datasets and reduced perturbed datasets. Results are shown for
DTR modelling on partitions. Values of α close to 0 indiciate high storage
used for minimised error, and values of α close to 1 indicate minimised storage
but higher error.

A30 M1 Air Temperature Rainfall
α SD. Clean Pert. Recon. Clean Pert. Recon. Clean Pert. Recon. Clean Pert. Recon.

0.1

10% 21130 21124 19637 235927 235857 220754 11.1 11.1 8.98 0.272 0.271 0.19
20% 21130 21152 19314 235927 235896 224250 11.1 11.12 9.03 0.272 0.273 0.196
30% 21130 21094 19439 235927 235996 220493 11.1 11.12 9.01 0.272 0.266 0.188
40% 21130 21211 19638 235927 236266 218911 11.1 11.12 9.05 0.272 0.275 0.271
50% 21130 21135 19954 235927 236232 224798 11.1 11.1 9.04 0.272 0.276 0.203

0.25

10% 21130 21124 6449 235927 235857 220119 11.1 11.1 8.5 0.272 0.271 0.069
20% 21130 21152 6309 235927 235896 219800 11.1 11.12 8.55 0.272 0.273 0.071
30% 21130 21094 6143 235927 235996 152223 11.1 11.12 8.53 0.272 0.266 0.069
40% 21130 21211 6254 235927 236266 218613 11.1 11.12 8.42 0.272 0.275 0.067
50% 21130 21135 6059 235927 236232 83681 11.1 11.1 8.28 0.272 0.276 0.061

0.5

10% 21130 21124 5340 235927 235857 79039 11.1 11.1 7.86 0.272 0.271 0.031
20% 21130 21152 5350 235927 235896 76809 11.1 11.12 7.91 0.272 0.273 0.031
30% 21130 21094 4744 235927 235996 76991 11.1 11.12 7.9 0.272 0.266 0.03
40% 21130 21211 4505 235927 236266 78672 11.1 11.12 7.92 0.272 0.275 0.032
50% 21130 21135 4505 235927 236232 79023 11.1 11.1 7.91 0.272 0.276 0.026

0.75

10% 21130 21124 3865 235927 235857 75199 11.1 11.1 7.42 0.272 0.271 0.01
20% 21130 21152 3697 235927 235896 75504 11.1 11.12 7.44 0.272 0.273 0.01
30% 21130 21094 4156 235927 235996 73620 11.1 11.12 7.42 0.272 0.266 0.006
40% 21130 21211 3961 235927 236266 73917 11.1 11.12 7.2 0.272 0.275 0.012
50% 21130 21135 3737 235927 236232 74285 11.1 11.1 6.94 0.272 0.276 0.008

0.9

10% 21130 21124 3865 235927 235857 71312 11.1 11.1 6.9 0.272 0.271 0.005
20% 21130 21152 3428 235927 235896 71321 11.1 11.12 6.95 0.272 0.273 0.005
30% 21130 21094 3828 235927 235996 71462 11.1 11.12 6.26 0.272 0.266 0.005
40% 21130 21211 3482 235927 236266 71827 11.1 11.12 6.28 0.272 0.275 0.001
50% 21130 21135 3478 235927 236232 72047 11.1 11.1 5.77 0.272 0.276 0.001

Table H.4: Spatial perturbations: variance of the raw clean datasets, raw
perturbed datasets and reduced perturbed datasets. Results are shown for
DTR modelling on partitions. Values of α close to 0 indiciate high storage
used for minimised error, and values of α close to 1 indicate minimised storage
but higher error.

A30 M1 Air Temperature Rainfall
α SD. Clean Pert. Recon. Clean Pert. Recon. Clean Pert. Recon. Clean Pert. Recon.

0.1

1.5 21130 21130 19844 235927 235927 227610 11.1 11.1 8.79 0.272 0.272 0.171
350 21130 21130 19839 235927 235927 229152 11.1 11.1 8.8 0.272 0.272 0.164
700 21130 21130 19820 235927 235927 223419 11.1 11.1 8.79 0.272 0.272 0.164

1029 21130 21130 19802 235927 235927 223762 11.1 11.1 8.79 0.272 0.272 0.172
2000 21130 21130 19778 235927 235927 223892 11.1 11.1 8.77 0.272 0.272 0.165

0.25

1.5 21130 21130 12956 235927 235927 219532 11.1 11.1 8.51 0.272 0.272 0.057
350 21130 21130 6132 235927 235927 218766 11.1 11.1 8.51 0.272 0.272 0.057
700 21130 21130 12431 235927 235927 218846 11.1 11.1 8.51 0.272 0.272 0.057

1029 21130 21130 12689 235927 235927 219061 11.1 11.1 8.51 0.272 0.272 0.058
2000 21130 21130 12664 235927 235927 219287 11.1 11.1 8.49 0.272 0.272 0.058

0.5

1.5 21130 21130 5281 235927 235927 219143 11.1 11.1 8.22 0.272 0.272 0.031
350 21130 21130 4756 235927 235927 218655 11.1 11.1 8.23 0.272 0.272 0.031
700 21130 21130 4634 235927 235927 219023 11.1 11.1 8.22 0.272 0.272 0.035

1029 21130 21130 4826 235927 235927 218933 11.1 11.1 8.22 0.272 0.272 0.031
2000 21130 21130 4829 235927 235927 148444 11.1 11.1 8.21 0.272 0.272 0.031

0.75

1.5 21130 21130 3852 235927 235927 76839 11.1 11.1 7.46 0.272 0.272 0.01
350 21130 21130 3809 235927 235927 57936 11.1 11.1 7.47 0.272 0.272 0.01
700 21130 21130 4330 235927 235927 74125 11.1 11.1 7.46 0.272 0.272 0.01

1029 21130 21130 3555 235927 235927 74644 11.1 11.1 7.45 0.272 0.272 0.01
2000 21130 21130 3747 235927 235927 74584 11.1 11.1 7.43 0.272 0.272 0.01

0.9

1.5 21130 21130 3852 235927 235927 72341 11.1 11.1 6.95 0.272 0.272 0.005
350 21130 21130 3809 235927 235927 62336 11.1 11.1 6.96 0.272 0.272 0.005
700 21130 21130 3422 235927 235927 72559 11.1 11.1 6.96 0.272 0.272 0.005

1029 21130 21130 3290 235927 235927 71573 11.1 11.1 6.95 0.272 0.272 0.005
2000 21130 21130 2447 235927 235927 72260 11.1 11.1 6.93 0.272 0.272 0.005
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(a) PLR-P modelling

(b) DCT-P modelling

(c) DTR-P modelling

Figure H.1: Number of partitions in the reduced form of the datasets with noise.
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(a) PLR-P modelling

(b) DCT-P modelling

(c) DTR-P modelling

Figure H.2: Number of partitions in the reduced form of the datasets with spatial error.
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(a) PLR-P modelling

(b) DCT-P modelling

(c) DTR-P modelling

Figure H.3: Number of partitions in the reduced form of the datasets with instances missing at random.
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(a) PLR-P modelling

(b) DCT-P modelling

(c) DTR-P modelling

Figure H.4: Number of partitions in the reduced form of the datasets with instances missing not at random.
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H.3 Effect on Reconstruction Error and Storage

These results show the storage used and reconstruction NRMSE incurred by

the reduced datasets as the amount of error, noise and missing data increases.

Results are shown for DTR-P modelling, and results for the other modelling

techniques can be found in the online repository [120].
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(a) Noise (Air Temperature, DTR-P)

(b) Spatial Error (Air Temperature, DTR-P)

(c) Temporal Error (Air Temperature, DTR-P)

(d) Missing at Random (Air Temperature, DTR-P)

(e) Missing Not at Random (Air Temperature, DTR-P)

Figure H.5: Storage used and reconstruction NRMSE incurred for air temper-
ature dataset (DTR-P modelling).
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(a) Noise (Rainfall, DTR-P)

(b) Spatial Error (Rainfall, DTR-P)

(c) Temporal Error (Rainfall, DTR-P)

(d) Missing at Random (Rainfall, DTR-P)

(e) Missing Not at Random (Rainfall, DTR-P)

Figure H.6: Storage used and reconstruction NRMSE incurred for rainfall
dataset (DTR-P modelling).
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(a) Noise (A30 Traffic, DTR-P)

(b) Spatial Error (A30 Traffic, DTR-P)

(c) Temporal Error (A30 Traffic, DTR-P)

(d) Missing at Random (A30 Traffic, DTR-P)

(e) Missing Not at Random (A30 Traffic, DTR-P)

Figure H.7: Storage used and reconstruction NRMSE incurred for A30 traffic
dataset (DTR-P modelling).
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(a) Noise (M1 Traffic, DTR-P)

(b) Spatial Error (M1 Traffic, DTR-P)

(c) Temporal Error (M1 Traffic, DTR-P)

(d) Missing at Random (M1 Traffic, DTR-P)

(e) Missing Not at Random (M1 Traffic, DTR-P)

Figure H.8: Storage used and reconstruction NRMSE incurred for M1 traffic
dataset (DTR-P modelling).
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H.4 Effect on Imputation Error

These results show the storage used and imputation NRMSE incurred by the

reduced datasets as the amount of error, noise and missing data increases.

Results are shown for DTR-P modelling, and results for the other modelling

techniques can be found in the online repository [120].
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(a) Noise (Air Temperature, DTR-P)

(b) Spatial Error (Air Temperature, DTR-P)

(c) Temporal Error (Air Temperature, DTR-P)

(d) Missing at Random (Air Temperature, DTR-P)

(e) Missing Not at Random (Air Temperature, DTR-P)

Figure H.9: Storage used and imputation NRMSE incurred for air temperature
dataset (DTR-P modelling).
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(a) Noise (Rainfall, DTR-P)

(b) Spatial Error (Rainfall, DTR-P)

(c) Temporal Error (Rainfall, DTR-P)

(d) Missing at Random (Rainfall, DTR-P)

(e) Missing Not at Random (Rainfall, DTR-P)

Figure H.10: Storage used and imputation NRMSE incurred for rainfall dataset
(DTR-P modelling).
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(a) Noise (A30 Traffic, DTR-P)

(b) Spatial Error (A30 Traffic, DTR-P)

(c) Temporal Error (A30 Traffic, DTR-P)

(d) Missing at Random (A30 Traffic, DTR-P)

(e) Missing Not at Random (A30 Traffic, DTR-P)

Figure H.11: Storage used and imputation NRMSE incurred for A30 traffic
dataset (DTR-P modelling).
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(a) Noise (M1 Traffic, DTR-P)

(b) Spatial Error (M1 Traffic, DTR-P)

(c) Temporal Error (M1 Traffic, DTR-P)

(d) Missing at Random (M1 Traffic, DTR-P)

(e) Missing Not at Random (M1 Traffic, DTR-P)

Figure H.12: Storage used and imputation NRMSE incurred for M1 traffic
dataset (DTR-P modelling).
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